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SCHLOTTERBE OK'S

Corn, Wart & Bimiofi Solvent.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
tiST'A CUJ2E IS QUAjRA*rTEED.*JB&
Price 45 ccntn.
For naif by nil Dra^intM.

tion.

Address all communications to
POUT LAM) PUBLISHING GO.
METEOBOL* JGICAL.

Trv it and you will be convinced like thousand*
who nave used it ami now testify to its value.
A«k for Schlotterbcek’N Corn nod li’nrt
Solvent and take no other,
n°v23
*a*Uf
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special bulletin.

Little Cltcbea^iic Island, Portland
Harbor, Me.
Hotel, just completed by the Little Chebeague Island Association, will be open to the
public duly 9, 1883.
This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full
view of the city, is the gem of “Casco Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor,
veranda on all sides, 14 feet wide; lighted through

Tee barometer is highest in New England
and lowest in Colorado. Tne temperature lias
remained nearly stationary in all
districts.
North to east winds prevail in the Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.
Elsewhere tho winds
arc variable.
Local raiDa have fallen in the
South Atlantic States and Ohio and Missouri
Elsewhere
valleys.
generally fair weather prevails.
out with gas;
electric bells in every room;
pure
Fair weather will prevail in New England
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good sea bath lug; every facility for sailing, j on Friday and Saturday with nearly stationary
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
temperature and fair weather on Friday morncity regular and reliable two steamers making
ing in the Middle Atkntic States, followed
round trips from Portland, four times per day.
during the afternoon or eveniBg by partly
Terms reasonable. For information and terms adweather and local rains in the Ohio
cloudy
dress “THF WAI.no.” Mule Pr,ebea«ue
valley on Friday, followed on Saturday by fair
Inland* Portland, Maine, or !iOLU '«^ A
weather and slight rise in temperature and
ADAMS, No, 44 Exchnugc Street, Portlocal rains on Fridhy cud Saturday in the
land, Uaino.jvSdtt
Lake region with nearly stationary tempera-
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ture.

30 Per Ct„
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SPORTING.

REDUCTION!!

Rowers Win.
Newark, N. J., Aug. 9.—The consolation
regatta took place today over the same course
as that of tho National regatta.
J. T. BuckThe Portlaud

ley of Portland, Moiuo won first heat of senior
singles in 9.5S. Tho second heat of senior singles wcs won by J. J. O’Oocuel! of Portland,
Maine, in 9 291-4. in the final heat of seuior
singles, John T. Buckley of Portland, Maine,

I order to reduce my large
stock of Art Bonds I shall
make the above unprecedented discount on regular market
prices for a short time.

in first in 9.18 1-4.
llnnlnu Willing to Row t oui lucy.
Montreal, Aug. 9—Hanlan has uooified the
regatta committee here that ho is willing to
row Courtney on the terms proposed by the latter. An answer has not ye: been received.
The Watkins Rosalia.
Watkins, N. Y., Aug. 9.—Hanlau, Hosmer
and Courtney have already arrived aud are la
dally practice for the coming regatta Ang.
14th and 15th.
Wallace and Edward Boss,
Jas. Teneyok and others are expected here tocame

I CONTINUE
to make the BEST frames in
tbe city at lower prices than
ever.

My stock of engravings is

very large, and now is the
time to secure a flue print at
a lower price than the same
goods have ever beeu sold at
in this city.

day.

Base Ball.
Providence—Best ins 1, Providence 0.
Philadelphia—PliUadelpbiaa 7, New
Yorks 3.
At Cleveland—Clevelands 13 Buffalos 5.
At
At

MASSACHUSETTS.

H. 6. HEWES,
593

Congress

jyii__w.r&s

Ross of

Diamonds.
Taunton. Aug. 9.—T. E. Crane aud wifo
of Oshkosh. Wis., registered at the
City
Hotel on Tuesday, having just arrived from
the Vineyard. Soon after arrival they missed
a package
oomaimug 8490 In money cud n
cluster pin of nine diamonds.
They teleto
the
raphed
proprietor of tho Westiy House,
where they had been stopping, but reply came
that nothing had been setii of tho package.
Mr. Crane went down on Wednesday, net. he
could find no trace. Ho has placed tit© matter in the hands of S' to Detective Dexter.
Sirs. Crane says she will cheerfully lose the
money if tho pin is returned.

St.

'vtT.T&s

SHIVS Mil
Singing Classes, Choirs, Conventions, (75

For

cents.) L. O. Emerson’s newest
Mow Ready. Send

and best work.
on

Orders.

Minstrel

and

THE COMING HARVEST.

MINSTREL SONGS, Old and New. ($2X0
The sweetest melodies iu the world. Plantation,

Jubilee,

Jlouey

Songs.

Farmers Elated by the Unexpected Field

WAR ONGS. (60 cts. paper; 60 cts. boards; 75
cts. cloth.) Patriotic and Memorial Songs, a great
variety.

of Wheat.

St. Paul, Mh.n., Aug, 9.—Most of tlio
farmers art* now busy catting their grain, and
tiieir reports of a good crop grow better every

Ant Item Books needed in every Choir:
AMERICAN ANTHEM ROOK. ($1.25
By A. N. Johnson.
ANTHEM HAltV. ($1.25.) BvW.O Perkins.
EMERSON’S BOOK OF ANTHEMS.
($1.26) By L. 0. Emerson.

day. There is little blight in the wheat, and
nothing like the Injury that was supposed last
week by persons who 'examined the wheatA letter from a trave : >g fanner this
morning satys wheat is splendid and there will
be a a better crop than ever bef ore lor the la«t
20 years. He expects hot lex? than 29 bushes
per acre, and possibly 25, and seme fields will
go 30 bethels per acre. Business men of this
city who drove oat yesterday to sen the crops
say that tuere will be from 20 to 25 bushels of
wheat per aero.’ They say some fields .ook as
though they were afflicted by blight, out a
Close examination abates only a few of the top
grains blighted, whiTo the remainder of the
grains are larger and plumper titan usual.
The oat crop wtl! be about tbe average, except
very late sown, which was slightly daman d by
the wet Writ* -r. Corn is further advanced
than last year at this
ufay Preble autumn there will fee a larger crop than
usual. The weather is cool and pteasai t, and
fitter weather :or harvesting could not be ratted for.

OLIVER DITSON & <J0.. JBngtoi.
Jy30ST&Tl^v.31ti

MEN’S
SUMMER.

UNDERWEAR.!

Madison, Ind., Aug. 9.—The run in t! i
section yesterday will greatly benefit aii ibe
growing crop*, especially corn,-which are Buttering from the drought.

REVOLUTION IN HAYTI.
American Vf. tl Bttrned-The Ciovcm in salt
Peunilev? and Bndaoii at n

Alt

Staaiktill.

Jon28

Congress St.
STftThtf

Portau Prince, Aug. 9.—Tbe American
barque David Dudley was burned in this harbor July 15tb. She had a cargo of 150 tons
of logv’ficd lor Boston. Both vc el at:d cargo
infused.
The country is iu a very agitated condition.
Bov- ation is nv .netit .’-iiT expect*d In this
were

C. 0. HUDSON
—

AT

—

13 M ARKET
ItAJTUFA CXJ7RES

SQ.,
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Lime Juice
—

Great

AKD

Variety
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of

Ollier

First-

GIVE HIM A CALL I
my30

dtf
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RnETTMATTSit, disordered blood, general

debility, and many chronic diseases pronounced incurable, are often relieved by
Brown’s Iron Bitters.”
Huntsville, Ala.—Dr. J.C. Spotswood
says: “I highly recommend Brown’s Iron
Bitters for dyspepsia, rheumatism, and general debility.”
Fajkfield.Iowa.—Dr. J.L. Myers says:
“Brown’s Iron Bitters is the best iron preknown in my thirty
paration I have ever
—
years of practice.”
■

Photographer,
Fin© Portraits

a

Mo Offensive and

Defensive Alliance.
9.—Henor Coverbias,
second secretary of the Mexican legation at
Washington, -,, ia regard to tho Mexico
Gnroi in tr. -t;,, v. hich lie rays will be iraklished soon, tors! all stories to the effect that
it contains an offensive and delthsive clause
are entirely without foam.alien.
Tho ttealy,
he fe '.jB, is substantially of tlib same character
as that
recently entered into between the
United StateB and Mexico, and is designed
solely to promote the commercial relations between the two coantries.
Senor Coverbias
sajs also that tho ft cling in Mexico toward
tho people of tho United States war never
more cordial than at present.

Washington,

—

clas, Confectionery.

specially,

OPPOSITE FALHOLTII HOTEL
jauft

at

MEXICO-GERMAN TREATY.

Tablets,

Fine Chocolate:
A

The Government is psmiiltss and busia complete
taudsiill. Tito town of
Jacmel has pronounced in f iver of revolution,
and a pronunciamento is expetced at Cape
Haytieu. A great, battle has been fought before
Jeremie, ir; which theGovernment troops were
completely defeated and seven of their generals
taken and executed. Revolutionist? are marching on Leogone. The Government is therefore
raising the seigo of Miragoane and covering
Port au Prince, establishing iu headquarters at

city.

ness

Leogone.

Caramels,

Portland. Mo.

daodtf

$100 REWARD.
Will be paid fertile arre.t and conviction of tie person or persons who entered the Cottage occupied by me, on the
night of the G inst. And #»><> nil) lie
paid for the return of the WATClf ..ten
at tiiat time. Wateh was made i.y H nGeneva, Ito. 28214.
rr
X Capt,
1
JAMES JUOFKf NS S3IITH,
atw
auj8

The Condition of the Bank and
Trust Company Still Unknown.
Monthkal, Aug. 9.—The Sontbeastern railway was purchased tc-day from Bradley Barlow by a syndicate composed of George H

Chapman

of the

National Construction Com-

pany of New Jersey, Ashley Hibbard and
Walter Shaniey of
Montreal and
.Tames
Mitchell of London, Eng., for $3,800,000 cash.
This v, U! leave Barlow a surplus of about

$350,000 after paying off all liabilities inolndug $1,400,000 to the Canadian Pacific road.
This sale is considered a big euchre ou the
Canadian Pacific Company who supposed they
controlled the Southeastern road, and cuts off

their oulv connection with Boston and Atlantic
port--. The purchasing syndicate is believed to
represent the Grand Trunk and Central Vermont interests as Hibbard has been working
against tbo Canadian Pacific all along. Chapman is here and M Intyre and Stephen of the
Canadian Pacific have left for New York to interview Barlcuv.
Sr. Alban?, Vt., Aug. 9.—Bradley Barlow
returned lrum New York this morning, but
refuses to give any information concerning the
reported sale of the Southeastern road. He
sa.s however satisfactory
arrangements are
likely to be made soon. Comptroller Knox of
arrived
Washington
to-day, aud is examining
ll'0_ affairs of the bank and a definite statement of some kind is expected before morning.
Later dovelopements have tended to create a
moro hopefal feeling.
A meeting of tile directors of the Southeastern railroad will be called
at an early date, amt if Barlow wus unsuccessful decisive steps will be taken asthe creditors
are already
pressing claims. It is stated a
claim of nearly 82,000 is
already eutored
the
Southeastern by a Montreal party
against
on a protested note.
Considerable feeling exists against Brainard aud the directors of the
trust ooiapany for their
seeming lack of
knowledge of the company’s affairs. One
director acknowledged this morning he knew
The public
nothing about their business.
feeling is that the funds have been haudled in
a careless manner to say the least.
M. Stillmau B. Allen, counsel for the Messrs.
Copeland, read a statement which contained
the following:
Tlie utter abseuse of any information as to
the liabilities of the hank or estimates as to
the value of securities for the loan of 8319,000
t- 'he .Southeastern creates a feeiing of distrust and the statement is considered of no
value. After four oavB the public looked for
some reasonable statement as to the condition
of tiie hank, aud Comptroller Knox’s announcement is far from satisfactory beanse important facts are conspicuous by their absence.
The eff. vt ot the statement ou the Trust Company depositors is not salutary aud pablio feeling is aroused to the highest pitch. Hundreds
in iowu have waited vainly for a sign, and are
now disposed to find much fault with Brainard
aud the directors because hardly a word has
been vouchsafed them.
The confession of the directors that they
knew nothing about the company’s business
nor what wus being done with the funds reveals a species of management over which the
depositors are indignant.
Brainard’s intimation of a fav ruble outcome is not backed by
anything reliable and public sentiment is undoubtedly more severs denouncing his comIt is not
pany than the other institution.
generally understooo why the bank examiner
and the State inspector were not fully cognizant ot
affairs aud morq, piompt to avert
the disaster as much as in ttieir power. A
of
the
State press is pretty outspoken on
part
this point.
The last development in the Vermont national bank matter is the alleged statement of
of Gov. Heudee, who has completed the examination.
The comptroller has appdtnted
Geo. W. Heudee of
Morrisville
receiver
of
the
aud
that
suspended bank
gentleman enters on his duties at once. The
dim uncertainty In which
this statement
abounds is not calculated to assure the public,
who are not certaiu that it meaua anything.
They can only gather from it what has hem
suspected alt along, that the disposal of the
Southeastern railroad or failure to sell, determines th,> whole matter. If the sale is made
before ^attachments are instituted there
is
some reason for hope, otherwise there is not
much.
The ancertainity among business men aud
private depositors will be soon done away with
should relief corno soon. Public confidence
in s work
hero
for
months
many
yet,
here
ara
lo
people
ready
quite
credit
for
intention
and
give
good
moves in the right direction they
will be exceedingly glad lo have Barlow accomplish the
sale
All that Barlow has to say tonight is
that partiep ara now inspecting the road, but
i-s can say nothing as to
the prospocts. A
rumor v a Montreal credits Gov.
bVrb&nks
with a ocstre to get as much of the Southeastern as hi, rood cm utilize.

fields.

Good low-priced Organ Instructors:
PARLOR ORGAN INSTRUCT’N BOOK
($1.60.) By A. N. Johnson.
BOLI.AU INSTRUCTOR FOR REED
ORGAN. By W. H. Clarke.
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Reported Purohase of the Southeastern Railway.

Aug.

THE CHOLERA.
Alexandria, Aug. 9.—There were 12 oaths
from cholera heie y< sitriry.
London, Aug. 9.—Six hundred
twentyWednesseven deaths from cholera tin U: i
i day including 78 at Cairo.
Workers Convention.
on
f
Philadelphia, Aug. 9.—At in,
the amalgamated iron and steel v.
r
convention this morning some resold
were
<
acted upon in relation to a chan;
laws
governing tho association. A su, m mo ey
tite
trll.
at
towalds
voted
was
maintaining
the City iron works in Armstrong c unt;-, I".
A resolution was passed it) dnjomii.g o observe the strictest secrecy towards men. nets of
the press in regard to the proceedings ot th.
It is announced t o hn k ■ f
convention.
business will probably p(ptract the c.p.vo• ti■ -ri
two weeks or longer.
Iro

a

,1 Mlccl

■

Wonderful t'avc Under Lookout fioaiitain,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Ang. 8.—Yeati-r w-y a
gentlemen disooveted a v■< mt-uui
party of
a: tain.
Lookout
cape which penetrates
•''»
They explored it to the depth of i> df
arid discovered immense subtcri. •■art 1 .!:<
and also three tremendous water! aUs, one bein;' 150 feet high.
.-.

hUonettery Crisis.
A serim: in
Si. Domingo, Aug. 9
Mary
crisis prevails here. Congress has impo-i-il au
.0
import duty of 12 per cent on Mexican

BOOT

ASD

SHOE FAILURES.

Statement of the Affairs of Charles W.
Copeland & Co. of Boston.

Boston, Aug. 9.—A meeting of the creditors
of the shoe firm of Cbas. W. Copeland & Co.
was held this forenoon, at which the
following

statement of the firm’s affairs was made:
Direct liabilities
$1,467,200
Contingent liabilities.;.
634,600
Total.

$2,1013300
A8SETS,

Cash, machinery, stock and real estate..
Is to from .-haw Or s.
Open accounts, notes receiveable.

$255,800
616,700
731,200

Total
$1,603,700
For several years Mr. Copeland has been accustomed to sell his own single name pater in
1 he street, audio
take the proceeds and discount his bills.
In some instances he gave his
notes for merchandise, but generally he sold his
notes, which went readily from 4^ to 5^ per
'•ent., and cashed his bills. In the fall of 1881
Meshfe. Bhaw & Brf there commenced endorsing th« notes of Copeland without his request
and without his knowledge; when he louud
their name on his paper he supposed they had
bought it and discounted it when they w anted
money, and, as lie believed them to be veryrich he was pleased and flattered by the confidence they manifested in him. He afterwards
learned that they bad indorsed this paper
while in the brokers' hands for sale, but was
not done at his request. One would suppose
that this would help Copeland’s credit, but it.
worked just the other way. People preferred
the two-name paper, aud Copeland’s unindorsed u. tea were not so readily disposed of.
Mr. Copeland has always bought more or less
goods of Bb»»w & Bros., and after these indorsements he bought more largely of them,
always at fair prices. On Oct. 2, 1882, Mr.
Shaw stated to Mr. Copeland that he wanted
to use some money and asked him to advance
to him
so i.e notes on six months, for which
Mr. Biiaw promised to deliver him leather as
required. Mr. Copeland then made for Mr.
Shaw notes amounting to $21,022 60, and a receipt therefore which was signed by Mr. Bhaw
in person .» “on account of leather to be delivered.” Nov. 8, 1882, Mr. Copeland advanced
to Mr. Shaw other similar notes, amounting to
$32,822, and received u similar receipt. Nov,
10th he advanced 111 toe same way $21,661.
1>
7. 1882, ho signed other notes for #37,876,
and »gain
received a similar receipt. He
should have * topped here. 'He should never
have gone so Ur; and n thing should have induced him to go Jui ther. It is easy to see it
and io.»y u i.'/vt. Bui Mr. ('optland fully believed Shaw to be » very rich man, and that
the leather or the money would be forthcoming when van ted, and so lie went on making
notes for Bbaw and taking receipts for them,
and buying what leather he wanted of Shaw,
and
at times
receiving some money on
account until July, when the actual balance
due to Copeland from Shaw above all leather
and cash received of him amount' d to $616,726 84. Meantime Shaw & Bros, were short of
money and left Mr. Copeland to take care of
the loaned notes, ui-.d in April and May Mr.
Copeland took up $75,000 of ibeee notes, and
in Jure $84,570, so that on July 1-t he had actually paid out in cash, on Shaw Bros.’ notes
$59,001) above all leather and cash receive*!
from them.
Meantime Mr. Copeland had
iiiaoe some heavy business losses, had carried
a >»£
vy interesi account and bad made some
sacrifices lo raise money fn the hope to go
through safely, llis payments were heavy but
h met them all. Lbs cash t«iok shows iha- J o
n-'id oui in M »y #246,941.58, in Juno, #404,572 41, and in July $252,604.98, making over
#900,000ln these three months. For a mouth
he had been urging Mr. Shaw to pay him some
money m give nun leather upon which ho
could rane the money, but bo was put oil from
tune u»
ume
and received but little About
iwo week**,
ago he made a formal demand upon
Bln. & Bros, for the leather due him upon
their r* c< fpts and wuh informed that they could
uni. deliver it.
Ho then told them that they
oust loutish him moans or be could not
go oil.
1 hey paid him some comparatively small sums
but nut enough t > bo oi substantial help. He
•hen
that it was not possible for him to go
otough the S" »sou, and believing it to bo just
t > his creditors and best for them and for himself, he suspended payment.
A committae ot five, including on© from
New York, rr-s chosen to examine into the affairs and nc.cert.ain tho best method of settlcibd mooting was harmonious through11r> *t.
out.

THE OHIO CAMPAIGN..

A

—

Snitiygliug t iiiuami ti.
-h ep
Port Townsend, Aug, 9.—i: :.!
Photographer h as been seized, m,, .,, r J,
smuggling Cbinamcn into this tenitory from
British Oolumbls.

..Sri.'sc SJondly Said to be TUdcn'a tinndidale for the Presidency.

Washington,

Aug.

!).—The Pofitrnaster-

’■ ho has just returned from
G : hi.
the West,
expr Sst-H the opinion that the Republican
Prominent
will eariy Ohio.
Democrats, who
h ue recent .y visited Washington, are equally
o.did. nt that Judge Hoadly will >e elected,
stud there arc mysterious whispers that "out-

--~

~~~

side influences” will be exerted, if necessary,
THE STRIKE.
to bring about that result. Inquiries on this
subject lead to the conclusion that Judge
Hoadly is in training as a candidate for the
Presidential nomination, a necessary qualificaNo Cutting of Wires Reported
tion for which is his election as Governor. A
Yesterday.
prominent Mary laud Democrat said a day or
two ago that if Hoadly could be
elected Governor of Ohio, the Democrats would have
"plain sailing for 1884;” but if Hoadly should
More Strikers Return to Work.
be defeated be did not know what they would
do for a candidate.
His information, was that |
Mr. Tildeu bad no thought of being a candi1
date for the nomination, but is extremely anxNaw York, Aug. 9.—The Western Union
ious that Hoadly should be the choice of the
Company reported this morning that there had
Democratic conveutiou; that in'private conbeen no wire cutting last night. There was no
versations with leading Democratic politicians
Mr. Tilden lias warmly espoused Judge Hoadtruth in the statement that the company was
ly’s cause and argued that he would be the
a day in consequence of the
candidate
the
Democrats could put losing $60,000
strongest
strike. The Western Union was fully capable
in the field. Judge Hoadly was one of Mr.
Tilden’s counsel before the Electoral Commisof handling its own business without resorting
sion. There really appears to be good reason
to the wires of any company. The strikers are
to believe that the Democratic candidate for
still confident of success and exhibit no inGovernor of Ohio Is Mr. Tildou’s candidate for
dication of weakenness. They insist that the
Presidency, and that the expected "outside
influences” in favor of Jndge Hoadly in the
railroad operators in the west are all oat not"
preseut campaign are to oome from New
withstanding statements to the contrary.
Cincinnati. Aug. 9 —Superintendent Miller
of the Western Union reports that three of the
THE
HILL
INVESTIGATION. first class striking operators
notified him tonight that they would return to work to-morrow. Tills makes nine accessions here from
VVhnl the Committee i» Likely to Report
the strikers.
nnd Rceommend.
Scranton, I’a., Aug. 8.—A large force of
telegraph builders reported for duty this afterNew York, Aug. 9.—A Washington desnoon to K. O’Brion, superintendent of the
patch to the Tribune says the report of the Western Union
at Scranton, to resume their
Hill Investigating Committee will be submitwork on his division, which was interrupted by
ted to the Secretary of the Treasury ou August
the Btrike.
25. The briefs of counsel have not yet been
Charleston, 8. C., Aug. 9.—The telereceived, but the members of the committee graphers’ strike in this city was ended to-day,
Ail the operators resumed work without conuro turning over the testimony In their minds
ditions as to salary. Tlio Charleston office lias
and it is more than probable that they have
now precisely the same force as before the
strike began. Five substitutes who are temreadied certain general conclusions already.
porarily employed here have been provided
Those persons who have assumed that the rewith places olsewhere by the company.
port will be a "whitewashing” document will ...iflBBfebe likely to discover their mistake after it is
WASHINGTON.
completed and made publlo. While It is not
believed the report will show that the SuperA Fresh Mmr Route Ncnndnl.
vising Architect has been guilty of corrupt
Washinotok, Aug. 9.—Albert E. Boone,
conduct, it will probably censure some of his
one of tbe Star route contractors, has entered
official acts and recommend radical changes in
suit against Flora B. Cabell, the reputed wife
the organization aud methods of bis office.
of Samuel Q. Cabell, another Star route conMr. Hill has been in office aboat seven years,
tractor, for the recovery of SI,700, alleged to
aud during that period has been responsl bin
have been lent by him to her iu August, 1880.
for the disbursement of more than 823,000.000
Boone declares that he has been beaten
Mr.
of poblio money, in addition to his other
of $10,000 by the manipulations of Mr.
out
duties, which of themselves were greater than
and Mrs. Cabell; that, being interested in cerany one man could hope to perform satisfactain coutracts with Mr. Cabell, tbe latter
torily. It need surprise no one if the committurned them over to Flora B. Cabell and gave
tee siial I cite such cases, for example, as that
her an order to draw tbe pay, thereby shutting
of O- P. Newton, who was employed by Mr.
him (Boone) out from the benefit of the couHill to superintend certain work upon the
It is asserted that should the Star
Chicago custom house. Mr. Newton left the tracts.
route
straw bond cases ever reach a trial it
service of a contractor to accept this employthat tbo entire scheme of straw
ment, and after it ceased be returned to the will be proved
was concocted
by Samuel G. Cabell,
contractor, who re-employed him. It is under- bonds
Flora
B.
Cabell, and Charles H. Dicksoe, a
stood that while in the government service
of
Flora
B.
who is at preseut a
nephew
Cabell,
Mr. Newton was employed in supervising
clerk In tbe Indian Bureau.
/
work done by the same contractor. Another
case to which attention may be called is the
payment to the same contractor of 819,200 for
EDUCATION.
the plans for beating fonr public buildings.
Still another is tbe payment to tbe same contractor of large extra allowances for heating
The Pfntlounl Educational Assembly Con
apparatus for the New York post-office, a porveues al Ocean Crors.
tion of which, it is understood, has been reAsbtjbv Park, N. J., Aug. 9.—Tbe National
paid to tbe government since the present inEducational Assembly in Ocean Grove opened
vestigation began.
If such things could happen under an honest
at 10 o’clock this morning, Governor Pattison
what
might not be done of Pennsylvania presiding. The introductory
supervising architect,
bv one lacking in personal or official Integrity?
religious exercises were conducted by PresiFor the present loose system Congress is
dent Stokes of Ooean Grove. Short speeches
primarily responsible. It was not until 1875 were made by Dr. Hartsell and Governor Patthat tbe law required that drawings and specitison, followed by United States Commissioner
fications with detailed estimates of cost should
Eaton in the opening address on “Education
be made by the Supervising Architect and
tbe Measure of Man’s Improvement.” Toapproved by the Secretaries of tbe Treasury night Rev. Herrick Johnson, D. D.,cf Chicaand Interior aud tbe Postmaster General bethe subject of the meeting
go, presided,
fore work could be begun on a public building.
being “Our Illiterate Masses.” Hon. Bernard
Peters of the Brooklyn Times and Judge
With that exception the duties of tbe Supervising Architect have never been defined by Tourgee spoke. Among tbe distinguished
law. "They have grown like a rolling snowarrivals to-day are Professor Painter of Tenball,” as a member of tbe committee said to- nessee, Hon. H. W. Blair of New Hampshire,
Hon. B. G- Northrop of Connecticut, Judge
day. Tbe lighthouse board, which has charge
of the selection aud purchase of sites, and the
Tourgee and wife, and Rev. L. B. Caldwell,
construction, repair and maintenance of light- Ph. D., of Tennessee University.
houses, etc., consists of two officers of the
navy of high rank, two array engineers, two
THE COLBY BILL.
civilians ot high sciefitifio attainments, and
the Secretary ot the Treasury, who is ex-officio
president of the board. The powers and duties
of this board are defined aud regulated by law.
Reported iu New Draft und it* I’a«*ug<It would not he
Rcrominended*
surprising if the investigating committee should recommend the estabConcobd, N. H., Aug. 9.—In the House this
lishment of au auaiagons board, to take charge
forenoon n majority of the railroad committee
of the construction and repair of public buildreported the Colby bill in a new draft and reings.
commended its passage. One member of the
committee indorsed his dissent upon the document upon the ground that it did not suffiCROOK’S ORDER.
ciently protect private property by its provisions. The minority, consisting of tour members, recommended the Indefinite postponeFinal Diwpownl of tlie Captured Apache*.
ment of the hill. The majority report was
Washington, Ang. 9.—The War Depart- adopted and the bill was read and tabled to he
ment lias received a copy of the order which
printed. A motion to make the consideration
General Crook, from
hie headquarters at
of ’he subject a special order for 3.30 p. m.
Wiiiople Barracks, Arizona, .as just issued in Tuesday, was lost The same committee
reregard to the Indians which he captured in ported, recommending the indefinite postponeMexico. The order says that the entire control
ment of the Hobbs general railroad law bill:
of the San Carlos reservation is placed in
tabled.
charge of Captain Crawford, Third Cavalry,
win will carry out such provisions of the conl<eenl Option in Georgia.
ference between the Secretary of War, the
Atlanta, Ga.. Ang. 8.—For several years
Secretary of Interior, the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs and General Crook as may bo
the Legislature of Georgia lias been encaged
devolved upon the War Department. Ho is
In passing special local liquor lkwe, prohibicharged witu the duty of keeping tho peace on
ting the sale of liquor within certain distances
the reservation, administering justice, punishLatterly several
ing refractory Indians and preventing them of schools and churches.
from leaving tt.e reservation except by proper
ocunties have applied for the same privileges,
authority. All the Indians, prisoners and all until now cut of 138 counties 50 are prohibition
such us may hereafter be captured or may surcounties. The liqnor men 6oon began to real
render themselves, are placed under the control of Captain Crawford, to be cared for and
ize what the tactics of the temperance politic,
fed by him. He will protect the Iudiau agent
tans were. Eearly in the present session, Mr.
in the discharge of his legitimate duties on the
of

York._

__

_

reservation.

Amalgamated Sltrl and Iron Worker*.
Phix.adei.phia, Aug. 9.—The afternoon session of the Amalgamated Iron and Steel
Workers’ convention was occupied largely by
the reading of Secretary Martin’s report. The
membership of the association is fignrod at
49,COO. The report of the treasurer showed
that heavy drains have been made on the
funds for strike benefits, and the association is
still largely indebted on account of unpaid
claims
The association is now drawing largely on its anrplus for current expenditures.
President Jarrett today authorized. the meat
stringent measures to keep the members of the
It is
press from getting any Information.
said from authoritative sources that one of the
delegates has beon suspended for divulging
portions of the proceedings.
Delegates say
there»will be no action looking to the disruption of the Iron and steel and iron workers,
and that the proposition to withdraw from tlie
steel men will receive no support.
•_

Putnam,
introduced
a
general local option bill, under which auy
county which desired to do so could vote on
the question without tho tedious delay of petitioning the Legislature. This bill was met
by the liquor meu as a prohibition bill in disguise, and tho strength of that interest was
brought out. Tho Women’s Christian TemHumber,

perance Union entered the lobby. The question was called on yesterday for action.
The
lobbies were packed with interested spectators.
Eighty-eight is the number of Totes required
to pass a bill of this character, and while the
liquor men conceded a bare majority to the
temperance party they felt confident the necAs the
essary number could not be reached.
vote proceeded anxious counts were kept on
both sides. When the last name was called
there were 85 votes for the bill aud 48 against
it, three short of a constitutional majority.
Presently Mr Ford changed to yes; then Mr.
Dufree voted yes. This carried the bill to 8T.
Only one more vote was needed. Mr. Hausell
at the desk wss running his pencil down the
list, and was about to hand the result to the
Speaker. It was already known all over the
An Operator (Sleeps While on Duty.
floor that the bill was one vote shot.
The adTroy, Aug. 9.—The inquest relative to the vocates of the measure looked ail oyer the floor
recent disaster on the Troy & Boston railroad,
for another recruit, and searched tho corridors
in vain for some absentee whose vote would
by which six persons lost their lives, was begun to-day. It was shown that JohoaoD, the ‘carry them through. It seemed that the bill
night operator, was wholly responsible for the
w»b lost, when an incident occurred to rescue
accident. Among the facts developed by the
it. During the call Mr. Jnlian announced
testimony, none were more significant than
that he was paired with Mr. Griffin, but that
Johnson’s prior statement to Mr. A. 0. Hoag.
he would vote for the bill if Griffiu was presIn his statement Johnson said that he did not
At the most anxious moment Mr. Julian
ent.
remain awake nights to await the arrival of
he desired his vote recorded
rose and said
as
he
was
to
but
supposed
trains,
do,
slept.
yes.” Mr. Gary, of Kichmond, asked if a
When asleep ho was awakened when a train
who*
member
was paired could vote.
The
name up
by means of a string which he had
Speaker said it was nurely a question for the
tied across the track and to a ohair in the
gentlemen aud the House could not interfere.
office. When the train came along it would
Mr. Johnson, of Baldwin, in an animated manknock over the chair and wake him.
ner, said: “Mr. Speaker: It is trne that the
rules of tho Uouso do not prohibit tho recording of a vote under such circumstances, but
Post Ollier Robbery.
it seeme to me that in snch a case there is a
Claremont, N. H., Aug. 9.—The po't-jffioo. moral obligation which I could not
disregard.’’
was entered by burglars at 3 o’clock this mornThere was a pause for a moment, and tlie the
ing, the safe blown open aud about $200 in Sneaker declared tho final vote—yeas 88, nays
cadi aud 8150 worth of stamps taken. George
49. Though rulo* strictly forbidding applause
Junkins, living in the Neal block, was awak- had just been read, there was
a burst of enthuened by the noise, but was unable to detect
siasm on tho floor and in tho galleries.
the burglars. Po-tmaster John Whipple had
The bill, which now goes to the Senate and
recently put $1500 wortli of stamps in tire is n!most certain to become a law,
provides
National Bank for safoty, which prevented
that upon the petition of a certain number of
their loss. A large lot of tools were left by the
citizens iu any county or district. n.ay vote uprogues, v.ho were evidently experts.
on the question, but another election cannot
be held within 12 mouths.
The effect of this
hill will be to make Georgia a prohibtion State
A Journalistic I.cogue.
within 12 months, barring the flvo city ConnChicago, Aug. 9.—Representatives ef the ies.
press clubs in New York, Rochester, Providence aud Cleveland met in the room ot the
Au Electric ERWnuit.
Chicago Press Club yesterday aftereoon and
Provioknok, Aug. O.-Iu the United States
took preliminary steps toward the formation
Supreme Ucurt at Newport today, Judge
of a League of Journalism, whoso objects will
Blatc'uford presiding, the case of the Gramme
be a general affiliation among the organizaElectrical Company of New Yoik against the
tions of the country. Auother meetlug will he
Arnoux and HnchliatiNen Electric Company
held at the call oi llio executive commitiee.
was argued.
This is a suit for infringement
The Chicago Press Club declined uuy repreof a patent granted to Zenobo
Theophile
sentation.
Gramme of Belgium iu 1871, bo beiug the inventor
of
the
modern
machine.
The
A Good
itteh of Neals.
dynamo
complainants allege a general infringement of
St. Johns, N. F., Aug. 9 —Tho stoamshlp
tko same services.
The case inEagle, just arrived from tho Icelandic coast, substantially
volves very occult sclentitic questions, and lias
has about fiity tons of seal oil, which, with
been in controversy among electricians for
skins, makes a capital voyage.
She reports
mauy years. The machines were exhibited in
tho Scotch steam seal fishing fieet doing med•».
court.
the
Active, 2503 old hoods; the
orately well;
Intrepid, 3000; the Resolute, 2500; Aurora,
nintraon ta Strike.
The season was
3000, apd Jau Mayor, 3500.
PlTTsuimo, Aug. !>.—An extended striko in
Cold, tunless end exceptionally fogey.
the ConnellBville coke region is impending.
Last Monday several miners, members of the
Knights of Labor, were discharged from one
Rurglars Rni<l a Hotel.
mine, and other men refused to work. The
Portsmouth, N. H., Aog. 0.—Burglars works
ate now idlo.
It is said that the same
made a raid upon tile hotel at Rockingham,
action will bo taken at all the other large
two mile« from this oily, last night. The
mines.
house is a favorite resort of sporting people.
The proprietor lost $426 in cash and a valuable
A Failure at Burlington.
gold watch. A gentleman from Portsmouth
lost a valuable diamond pin, and other guests,
Burlington, Vt„ Aug. 9_Morills Noyes
of
tins city, dealer in rags, tinware and general
including several ladies, also suffered more or
baiter, failed today. Liabilities 881000, chiefless loss.
ly to banks; assets over merchandise, notes
and personal
A Successful N trike.
property, 817,000; real estate valued by Noyes at 888,000, but which would net
Providence, B. X., Aug. 9.—The strike at
at
forced
bring
sales half that amoun.
the Woonsocket Company’s mill is ended, tho
weavers returning
to
work this morning.
Sentenced to be Hanged.
They demanded 20 cents a cut, not 21 ns reported, and this demand was granted. This Is
PtTT-iumct, Pa., Aug. 9.—James MoSheon,
who crushed his wife’s skull with au axe June
an advance of one and one-half cents
per cut
22, 1882, was to-day sentenced to be hanged
Oct. 4tb.
Resignation of a Railroad President I
New York, Aug. 8.—The resignation of
Eire in Stewart & Hamerton’s dry goods
at Fall ltlver,
Gen. W. J. Palmer of the presidency of the
Wednesday night, which originated among cotton batting caused damage o
Denver & Bio Graude railroad, was ^tendered
of
board
I'maled
the
direotors at the meeting to-day
at 810,000: oovered by au insurance of
and accepted,
1*0,000. Xsoes on the building (light.
_
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SERIOUS FIRES.
Heavy Loum in C’nnnUa nnd Elsewhere.
New York, Aug. 8.—Fire in the buildiDg
No. 48 East Fourteenth street to-night caused
$8000 damage to the stock of the Meriden Britanniu Company, which occupies the ground
flour; $4000 damage to the stock of Mason &
Hamlin, manufacturer of cabinet organs, and
$4000 damage to the stock of Hall, Elton &
Co. The building was damaged $3000.
Ottawa, Aug. 9.—Gilmonr's steam saw mill
near Hull. Quebec, was burned last night.
Loss $160,000.
Sharon, O., Aug. 8.—The Sbenango Machine Company’s stiop was burned this afternoon.
Loss $30,000.
Manistee, Mich., Aug8.—The planing mill
of Long, Hubbel & Newson, aud several other
buildings, were burned to-day. Loss $20,000.
Brooklyn, Aug. 9. -Haviland, White &
Co.'s wholesale grocery has been damaged
$10,000 by fire.
Vicksburg, Miss., Aug. 9.—A fire broke out
at Meridian about noou yesterday, destroying
three blocks of residences and tenement houses.
High winds prevail.nl at the time, threatening
the destruction of the whole town. Loss estimated at $80,000.

STORMS IN IOWA.
Unit

Five Feet in

Depth—Crop* Badly
Damaged.
Council Bluffs, Aug. 9.—A terrible rain
aud hail storm swept through Sac, Shelby,
Crawford and Mills counties yesterday, doing
much damage to the growing crops.
The tail
end of the storm passed through a portion of
this comity and was about two miles wide,
boating the corn and all growing vegetation
Into the ground. It is regarded as one of the
severe storms that has ever visited WestIowa.
The Injury in Na»linnbntua Valley.
Des Moines, Aug. 9.—A terrible bail storm
passed down the Nashnabatua valley last
night, resulting in great destruction to growing crops and farm property. Near Odebott
Mrs. Larson was billed and other persons
wounded. Trains on the branch of the ltock
Island road aud on the Maine line of the Milwaukee road are blocked.
The path of the
storm was four miles wide.
Kverething was
The
loss
will probably exliterally destroyed.
ceed half a million dollars.

most

ern

Indianapolis Bank.
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 9.—There was a
run to-day on the First National Bank and the
Indianapolis Banking Co., and a large amount
Run

on nu

has been drawn from both institutions. The
president of the First National Bank says the
bank is sonnd with good assets, bat must have
time in which to realize. A meeting of the
directors was held to-night, continuing in session until a late hour. Auother meeting will
be held to-morrow morning at 8 o’clock with
several of the largest capitalists of the State,
when it will be determined what action will
be taken. It is known that State Treasurer
Cooper recently drew £500,000 from the First
National Bank, which he says was deposited
theae temporarily.

FOREIGN.

Another Revolt of the Military in
{Spain.
(.lad- tone’s Speech at the Lord Major’s

Banquet.
Madrid, Aug.!).—Military precautions have
been adopted here. The officials claim that
tlie Barcelona insurgents have been dispersed
by troops and six ot them captured.'- The province is tranquil.
Gen. D’Blanco has entered Bodajoz with a
new garrison to replace the one which revolted
Martial law has been declared in ail towns
where the disaffection exists.
London, Ang. 9.—The garrison at Leo De
Urgel in the Province of Lerida, Spain, has revolted. The force numbered XD men.
London, Aug. 9.—The Numancia Cavalry
regiment revolted at Santo Domingo, near
Logrono, Spain, at an early hour on Wednesday morning. The ringleaders of the revolt
are a Lieutenant and
some Sergeants.
The
rebels left the town and went in the direction
of Lagera. Officers and loyal soldiers are pursuing them. Several groups of workmen near
Barceiona raised seditious cries yesterday and
then fled to the mountains.
Confessing to Perjury.
Pe.th, Aug. 9.— Meritz Scharff, tho boy who
was tha principal witness
for the prosecution
in the

trial of

number of Jews at
a g’.rl iu
order to procure her blood lor ritual purposes
and who swore he saw the murder committed
has confessed to a reporter that his testimony
was false.
Harder Trial at Dubiiu,
Dublin, Ang. 9 —Poole has been committed
for trial to answer the charge of murdering
Kenny. MrB. Kenny was one of the witnesses at the hearing today.
She was the person
referred to by the Crown Solicitor on the 1st
inst. as “a witness is expected from America.”
Site corroborated the evidence of previous witnesses who swore
that they saw Poole and
Kenny together the night the latter was murdered.
rr

cent

a

Nyiregyhazt charged with murdering

Liverpool, Aug. 9.—The prisoners were
found guilty and sentenced to life long penal
servitude.
Strike by Coal VIinert.
Victoria, B. C. Aug. 9.—Three hundred
coal miners at the Wellington Colliery Departure Bay, struck yesterday, throwing 900 people
out of employment. Tho strikers demand increased wages, which was refused. The average monthly shipment of coal from that miue
has been 11,003 tons. Sitips are now unable to
get coal and will have to go to Seattle.
Hr. Cilnitslou's Review of Public Jb'vcnt*
London, Ang. 9.—The lord mayor’s banquet
to the ministers took place at the Mansion
House last evening. Mr. Gladstone, on rising
to respoud to a toast to her majesty’s ministers,
was greeted with prolonged cheering.
After
expressing his thauks, Mr. Gladstone proceeded to give a sketch of recent pnblic events. He
said that the government had gone to Egypt
in an unselfish spirit and desired simply to acIt was felt that too
celerate reform there.
much haste might spoil the work. Wheu the
views ot the goveruinent, iu this respect, were
accomplished, the British would disappear
from the country.
Hoj said that nothing
would be more grateful to every one of the
ministers than an early and successful accomplishment of the grand movement toward reform in Egypt.
In regard ta the Tamatave affair, Mr. Gladstone said that the government had received
fuller advices from Madagascar confirming the
hope that no difficulty existed which could not
be solved by a generous aud honorable disposition, which should always exist, especially between France nud Euglaud.
He now felt even
sanguinely confident that nothing would arise
which would disturb their long accord.
Mr. Gladstone,
continuing, said he was
thankful to be able to record the great chango
in the conduct of affairs iu Irelaud. The authority of the law, he said, had bee,u re-asserted there, and peace »ud security prevailed.
The dark d-ns of assassinations had becu effect
nally suppressed, and the confideuce which
had united their unhappy frequenters and enabled them to execute their deadly purposes
had been In a large degree destroyed.
Deep
gratitude was due to the Almighty, and secondarily, to Earl Spencer, the lord lieutenant,
and Mr. Trevelyan, the chief scretary.
Ho
said that he believed that the end of the session would show that a fair amount of work
had been achieved. The government hoped
much in the future from its new system of
grand committees.
Celewnyo Alive.
Tho government lias received a telegram
from the governor of Natal, saying it is found
that King Oelawayo. who was reported kitled,
is iu reserved territory.
A reliable witness
says ho has seen him alive since his reported
death.
A Ship Wreck Denied.
Tho statement of the sinking of a Norwegian bark off Dover, yesterday, after colliding
with another vessel, proved to havo been erroneous.
The persons supposed to have been
lost were rescued by another vessel.
A ustrn I in Rejects the Irish Informers.
Sydney. N S. W., Aug. 9 —The steamship
Pathnn with Kavanagh, Joseph Hanlon. Joseph Smith and others, luformurs in the Phoeulx Fork murder cases, who were refused nerniission to iainl at Meibom ne„has arrived here
The informers have, by orders from the home
government, been transferred. to the British
iron clad Nelson.
Irish Pnupers for America.
Dublin, Aug 9 —One hundred male and female pauper* have petitioned the guardian* of
Norih Dock Union to pay their passage to Canada or tho United States, as they state they are
unablu to get work at homo.
Tho Trial of Tanra Barnard.
Tobunay, Belgium, Aug. 9.—In the trial of
Canou Bernard, who is charged with abstracting papers and securities representing several
millions of francs from the episcopal palace of
tho diocese of Tourney, counsel for the defend-'
ant declared that his client had a document
from tho Bope which empowered’him to t ike
tho measurers he deemed best to couceal the
treasure. Ho could not have supposed that
that such an order moaut that he was
only^to
conceal it in Tourmiy.
Canou Bernard, he
said, had been made a scapegoat for Bishop
Jtouseeaux, who had written to him while he
was in Now York,
virtually ordering him to
continue l > couceal the funds.
Bishop Kousseaux believed that ho could avoid meeting
ihe claims in court of Monslgnor Dumont, the
formor bishop of the diocese, by sending tho
funds beyond the roach of the judicial power.
If he had been successful he would have indemnified Canon Bernard, who had merely attempted an evasion of the civil lew »nfl b*d

not committed a criminal offence. The case
has caused a painful feeling in religions circles
Jliiliounry Arrested.
Pabis, Ang. 9.—Letters from Madsgascsr
say that Mr. Shaw, a British Missionary was
arrested for concealing two spies.
Spanish Affairs.
Madrid, Ang. 9.—A royal decree has been
issued suspending constitutional guaranties,
and diimlssing the civil and military officials
of Radajoz.
The Lieutenant commanding the
Santo Domingo regiment has been killed by
Col.
have submitted.
men under him who
Sasaso will return to Madrid on Friday.

THEJ DOMINION.
Suicide.
the steamship
Manitoba, from Glasgow, was coming up tho
river through the Straits of Belle Isle, Rev.
Mr. Sweet, a Presbyterian minister, cut his
throat and jumped overboard.
The boat put
about and the body was recovered.
A

Clergyman

Quebec, Aug.

Commits

9.—When

MINOR ^TELEGRAM*.
Prof. William Denforf, critic and philologist, is dead.
Tho Labrador cod fishery is reported to be a
partial failure, the catch being half a million
quintals shott of the average.
Thirty-two persons who took part in the
demonstrations
riotous
Joseph
against
Scharef, father of Moritz Scharef, one of the
defendants in the Nyregehaza riot and other
Jews have been arrested.
The End of Courtney.
Mr, Coartney, the oarsman, who is

always

prevented frain rowing races by; unavoidable
accidents, recently told Hanlan that tbe latter was responsible for tbe sawing of Mr.
Courtney’s boats tbe night before the race
which the two—the real oarsman and the pretended
to have rowed at
oarsman—were
Chautauqua Lake. A formal explanation of
this mysterious
accusation has just been
made.

It appears, according to the Courtney
of the
matter, that Hanlan aud
Courtnoy had made an agreement, by the
terms of which they were to row three races;
that the first of these races was to be won by
account

Hanlan, the second by Courtney, aud the
presumably by “the best man.” In ac"
cordance with this agreement Hanlan won the
race at Lachine, and Courtney should have
third

the race at Chautauqua, but at tbe last
Hanlan repudiated the agreement
and mid Courtney that if the latter wanted to
Iu these
wiu he would have to win fairlv.
circumstances Coartney, solely with the view
of protecting his friends who had bet upon
him, sawed his boats, for which act he now
remarks that Hanlan was really responsible.
Admitting this story to be true, it shows
that Courtney was a patty to an agreement to
swindle the public—a fact which lenders anything that he may say utterly unworthy of belief, and that he was so certain that Hanlan
would beat him in a fait race that he did not
dare, to meet him. This not only fully justifies the general opinion that Coartney dare not
row against Hanlan, but it proves that Courtney is unfit to be admitted to any regatta in
which honest men are to row. As to that part
of tbe story which asserts that Hanlan made a
dishonest bargains with Coartney, it will find
few believers, for the reason that Hanlan’s superiority as au oarsman is so complete that he
has uo need to wiu a race unfairly, and that
duriug his whole professional career he has
never been suspected of selling or buying a
race.
Let ns hope that the statement now
made iu delense of CourtDey will be an end of
that person’s professional career. It seems impossible that any decent man will hereafter
consent to enter a regatta with him.—N. Y.
Times.
won

moment

column.

All the chambers and most of the

objects in the caverns have been named,
and generally from their resemblance to
natural or artificial objects. From the vestibule we enter a long, narrow passage called
the Vegetable Garden, from its display of
vegetable forms, very good Imitations of potatoes, carrots and the like. We then enter
the theatre, a great audience hall, and thonce
Here hang along the
to the tlsh market.
walls as if for sale, but perfectly sweet in
this constant temperature, varieties of fish,
almost perfectly formed, even to the white

bellies and the wiggle In the tail; one can
identify the shad, the bass, the perch, the
mackerel, and the illusion is perfected by the
trickling moisture, which gives a slimy, fishy
look to the objects. There is the Elfin Ramble, fantastically ornamented, 600 feet long
and 300 in breadth, and beyond that Pluto’s
Chasm, a rift 500 feet long, 10 iroad and 70
deep, a dive into subterranean gloom.
From this point wonders open on every side.
In the distance Is seen suspended in air,
projected on the darkness, a white spectre.
We pass on to a miniature lake, where the
formation of crystals is still going on, to the
Bridal Chamber, with its delicately veiled
stalactites and stalagmites, and its long
trailing arms of alabaster; to the Giants’
Hall, with columns of Egyptian massiveness
and sculpturings of Grecian fineness. And
we here pass near other objects—Diana’s
Bath, Titania’s Veil and the Saracen’s Tent,
the latter a perfect representation of the

folds of a conical tent, with the curtains
drawn aside in front. Elsewhere is a throne
with a banging canopy. These objects require no aid of the imagination to make
them out. Some of the most striking effects
are of hanging shawls, scarfs and lambrequins, in graceful folds, and some of them
with borders striped in colors. Illumined
by placing candles behind them the illusion
is beautiful.
One of the great sights Is the Cathedral, a
vast, lofty apartment with gigantic columns
and profuse roof ornamentation. At one
end Is the stone organ, with its row of regular of pipes. When these are struck they
produce musical notes. Striking them in
irregular succession with a stick, the guide
plays “Days of Absence” without missing a
note and a lively quickstep with only the

loss of a note or two. There are elsewhere
shafts and thin, upright
masses of alabaster which sound like drums
when struck. In one place is a vast fallen
column, 50 feet long and 14 feet thick. It
once hung suspended with its great companions, and the place in the roof whence it
broke off is still visible. It has lain prostrate so many ages that a stalagmite column
has slowly grown up from the dip on one
end of It. Drooping near it is an angle’s

hollow, resounding

wing of alabaster whiteness, 10 feet high and
7 broad, tapering like a wing, and finished

sculpture.
of gigantic,
glittering columns, the tower of Babel, the
tower
of
the
Pisa,
Sultana, and
leaning
doable column, a frozen cascade, and a
hundred wonders.
There is a very good
imitation of an elephant’s bead and trunk,
the long neck and head of a camel, with the
drooping lip. Through the hollow column
on

the surface with feather-like

Everywhere

one sees

masses

way again young Fisher stepped upon the top
of tbe oabiu, in the lee of the sail, to light a

It is said an ascent can be made to a chamber 60 feet above. Near this the eye is arrested by the retreating form of an alabaster
lady, in party toilette. Her head is hid by
the jamb of the door-way, bnt, says truly a
visitor, the rounded shoulders, delicate
arms, shapely waist, and long flowing skirt
and train, profusely ornamented, are all
there.
It has been named “Cinderella
Leaving the Ball.”
Beyond this, by the
way of the Bridge of Sighs, one comes to
Skeleton Gulch. At the bottom of this, in
a narrow trench, are several human bones
more or leBS .imbedded in the calcareous
drip. I made out clearly an arm bone.
From the amount of drip over these bones
they have probably lain here 200 years. Nobody knows who left the skeleton here or
his object in leaving it here, but the notion
gains ground that these are the bones of a
character much heard of since the war, a fos.

cigar, whereupon

sil politician.

_

A Lyman Girl Drowned Off Quincy.
John Fisher and Winifred Butler were
drowned off Quincy Wednesday afternoon.
Fisher, who is young man, invited Miss But.
ler aud a Miss Bryant, each about 16 years old,
to sail with him. Soon after getting under

Miss
made

Butler playfully folmotion as if to extinguish the match which the young man bad
lighted. At this momeDt a puff of wind
struck the sail, and the boom swung around
with such force as to sweep both the young
people into tbe water. They sank, but rose
almost immediately, Fisher, who is said to
have been an expert swimmer, clasping Miss
He made two or
Butler about tbe waist.
three desperate clutches at the boat, but the
siippery sides baffled his efforts, and a moment
later he sank. The young lady was buoyed up
by her clothing aud remained afloat. Attracted by tbe outcries of Miss Bryant, who
remained in the boar, a man on the ehore saw
the si.uation of affairs, and, running to a
neighboring beach bouse, took a boat and rowed to the water. He lifted the insensible form
of Miss Butler from the water into his boat
and quickly retnrued to the shore, returning
almost immediately to the succor of Miss
Bryant, who remained in the boat. Efforts to
resuscitate tbe girl were unavailing. Miss Butler formerly lived in Lyman in York county
and bas relatives there.
lowed him

and

a

One of the minor curiosities In the floor of
of the chambers is a bird’s nest containing three small white bird’s egg-, pebbles
rounded by the action of water. The guide,
who is a man of truth, swore that nest and
eggs were found exactly as we saw them.
When he asked me if I did not believe it,
I told him that I believed anything he said
as I was underground with him and he was
the only man present who knew the way
out.
I understood the guide to say that the lowest point we descended in the cave is 260 feet
below the entrance. I have nothing more to
say of it except that I believe it is the most
one

highly ornamented, fantastic, bewilderingly
beautiful piece of work known to man that
nature has anywhere executed unaided.

Bnt then we knot? very little more abont the
earth beneath us than about heaven above.
The Old Folks.
BY

“BILL ABP.”

Ocean Park Campmeeting.
At Ocean Park

yesterday morning prayers
attended by 300 people. At 10.30 o’clock
a lecture, “The new Life,” was delivered
by
Rev. L. Dnnn, which contained many new
thoughts on religious life. To pray earnestly
passes humality. Pretence and serenity goes
far toward making a Christian. At 2 o’clock
there was an address on teachers’ work by Rev.
0. A. Hilton. He defined the responsibilities
of teachers in forming young minds and how
earnestly they should strive for divine help.
This was followed by a lecture on the benefits
of illustrative teachings by Rev. C. F. Penney
and an address on the Bible by Rev. G. C.
were

Waterman.

Trotting at JLewiston.
The Becond day’s races in the Central Maine
ciicuit at Lewistoo, yesterday, were well attended.
There were seven starters in the
3 50 and four in the 2.30 class.
The 2.50 class
was won by I. P. Woodbury’s, Portland, br
g. Jack Spratt; Wm. Splaln’e, Boston, b. g
B. second; J. B. Woodbury’s, LewisI
ton, Nat Otis, third.
Time, 2.38*, 2 40, 2 40*
The 2.30 class was won by Ira P. Wood
buiy's, Portland, blk. in. Nell; J. D. Murch’s,
Boston, ch. g. Boston Boy second; W. W.
Lydston’s, Greene, b. m. Drummer Girl thiid.
Time, 2.30J, 2.29*, 2.30*.

Billy

Shaw's Tannery at Kingman Shut Down.
The Kingman tannery of F. Shaw & Bros,
is now suspended, the bark being attached and
the creditors rofusing to release any. The tanThe daily
nery was accordingly shut down.
rt ()ntrement of the taunery is from 22 to 30
cords. It is understood the vats are full of
hides in process of tanniug.
Augusta and the Edwards Manufacturing
Company.
At a citizens meeting held in Augusta last
evening it was voted to fix the valuation of
the property of the Edwards Manufacturing
Company in that city at 8300,000 inclusive for
the present year.

STATE

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

On Saturday afternoon last a three-year old
sou of Thomas Welch, hotel keeper at Moulton
Station, was playing near a pile of logs, one of
which fell upon him, killing him almost in-

stantly.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

The doad body found a few days ago at North
Bucksport is probably that of Jonas Ware,
who for several winters past has been employed
in the lumber comp of E. &. J. F. Webster as
cook.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

John Carson, who was pardoned from the
•State prison last spring, has been in jail most
of the time since for various offences.
It Is claimed that the perpetrator of the
recent burglaries at Enfield, and who now
under the name of Robert Westman, reposes
in Penobscot county jail, is really Robert Ackley, who tho last ol July escaped from Machias

jail.

A man thought to be Joseph Willett was
killed in the woods at Staceyville, Wednesday,
by a limb of a tree falling upon him while he
was at work peeling bark.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

which
passengers on the train
ith such a frightful accident In Carleton,
N. Y., last week, were two daughters of Mr.
Daniel Rowel! of Hartland, who were on their
Mrs. Clara
way home to visit their parents.
was so
.Saulsbury of Battle Creek she severely incan recover.
jured that it is not thought
Mrs. Ella Ireland of Granite Falls was not so
both had children with
They
hurt.
badly
them.
_______________
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The Cavern of

Luray.

[Charles Dudley Warner in Hartford CourantJ
In the vestibule of Luray cavern, Virginia
is a monster pillar, very highly fluted, about
SB flit la diameter, called Washington's

Most everybody Is dead. That is, all the
old folks. There are might)' few left'of the
•Id stock that used to ino7e around so live
ly and take the lead in business and public
affairs. Some of us are getting lonesome
now.
The ranks keep filling up, but we
don’t know the new recruits. Old Father
Time is a conscript officer, and he won’t
take any substitute nor give anybody a bombproof place. Ttere are no quartermaster*
nor commissioners
nor pot-ash getters in
this war, but It is fight, fight, fight, all th«
time. Sooner or later all of us have got to go.
We can’t desert nor dodge nor play sick nor
shoot a finger off, and there are no furloughs
and no pen-ions and no discharge. There
is not even a promotion for good conduct or
noble daring.
There is nothing but to do
and die. Well, it’s, all right I know, or it
wouldn’t have been so, but it grieves me to

hear the bell tolling all about and to see the
old stock passing away.
Thirty-two years
ago I moved to Rome and it was a right
smart town of 3,000 people. They are not
there now. What are left I can count on
my fingers, hardly a dozen of the old settlers, and they move about very slow. Old
Mother White died the other day. The oldest of them all. She was always going about
doing good or trying to. She outlived her
old "Maun” the Scotchman,and surrendered
to grief or trouble These old Sc-tch people have habits and principles like castiron.

They never change. The old‘*Maun” as we
called him, was always merry, and always at
work making harness, and he died in harHe had his time to eat and to sleep
ness.
and to pray and to sing and to read the bible,
and his time to work, and he never neglected the regular programme.
Old Maun
White couldn’t tsing, but he thought he
could, and he considered it as much a duty
as to pray.
He was always in his seat at
the church. He was a heavy man, but he
waddled up the hill to the meeting-house

with alacrity, and took his seat like he
meant business. He said atueu and ameu

all through the preacliet’s prayer, and then
he opened his hymn-book with eagerness
and stood up right in front of the choir and
He tried to follow,
sang from away down.
but was sure to get a little ahead, for he enjoyed it and wanted to do more than his
share. The choir did their best to smother
him, but they couldn’t. His bellows was
strong and blew loud. His kind of singing
wouldn’t have been tolerated from any other man, for he was always a little up or a
little down, and he tapered off. His voice
was a good deal below bass, and came up
like there was a cogwheel iu his throat.
But everybody that knew the old man enjoyed his singing, for it seemed to do him so
much good, and at times when the words

were very tender the old man would
say
"amen” at the end of the stanza. I remember that one time when Henry Gartrell and
George Stovall were leadiug music the old
mau turned two leaves in his hymn book
and got from long into short metre, and the
words didn't fit the music. There wasn’t
enough of them, and the old Maun shook
his head and gave a grunt aud tilled «ut
He heard a titter
with a couple of amens.
behind him, and, looking round, muttered
audibly, “Thar’s sumthin* wrong about
here.” We joked him about It next day,
and he laughed as he said: “Ah, well, you
know that David said sing unto the Lord a
new song, and I deed it.
Tes, I deed it.”
I wonder how many children old Mother
iu
White has taught
Sunday school. She
has had a class of little ones ever since I
knew her, and she taught them all the same
thing, to love God aud tell the truth and do

right.

I don't think she ever

improved

on

that—she didn’t know anything about the
science of religion or the evidences of Christianity, and she didn't want to know. It
was enough for her that she loved her Maker, and loved everybody, and her Maker
loved her. Her faith was iron-clad; she
lived in it, and she died in it. If I could
trade in chances for heaven, I would be willing to trade for hers. She is there, I reckon, and some of the children she taught are
there, too, and they gave the old lady a welcome that was heavon enough for her.—At*
lanta, Ga., Constitution,
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The Business Situation.
On the third page of to-day’s
paper are reprinted from the Boston Advertiser of yesterday, the opinions of many well known
business men of that city, bankers, manufacturers, and merchants in various lines,
concerning the present con liiion aud prospects of trade. The opinions of such men
as are represented iu this article
concerning
matters in which
they are well informed,
are always valuable.
It is uot uecessary to
assume that their
judgment is infallible, or
that it is better than that of the same number of other

gentlemen, equally intelligent
who-may hold a different opinion, if there
are such gentlemen.
It is not necessary to
assume anything at all; but it is
helpful to
know what such men think and the reasons
they give for their judgment.

The course of trade is not determined
by
the dictum of any man or set of men.
They
cannot make prosperity or prevent it. save
as

they

work in accord

with, or in defiance
of, certain conditions which, notwithstanding ail the study that has been given to the
subject, stimulated by the most powerful
of motives, seif-'mtereBt, are not yet completely known and formulated. The actual

facts and results of a nation’s business continually surprise the most astute practical
men aud confound
the most confident stu-

dents of political economy. The optimists
and the pessimists, the theorists and the
workers, the cautious and the reckless, the
enthusiasts and the croakers are all deluded
in turn. There are recondite factors in the
problem which they overlook in their calculations, and subtle influences which bailie
their investigation.
If all the conditions
could be apprehended, and their exact
operation in combination
understood, there
would be no disappointments, no
failures,
no commercial
cataclysms.

Always one thing must be borne iu mind
in reading such opinions as these which we
print to-day, namely the disposition of every uiau in business to put the best possible
face on the situation. They waut to
think,
and to have everybody else
think, that the
trouble, whatever appearances may be, is
not in fact serious, aud even when
they are
trembling with fear they will not readily acknowledge their anxieties, aud still less
will they publish them. They know the sensitiveness of trade interests and the perils of
a panic, and their natural instinct is to make
a show of confidence whether
they feel it or
We should not expect the

not.

opinions

men

quoted to tell the public that a
crash is coming if they were fully persuaded
of it. They will not willingly utter a word
that would precipitate the crisis.
Courage

and confidence are as necessary to
carry a
business successfully through hard limes as
they are to carry an army through the des-

perate emergencies of a campaign. The
good merchant no more confesses defeat beforehand than the good soldier does, and
the great merchants know as well as the
general knows that the courage and hopefulness of the mass depend upon his undaunted and resolute hearing.
We do not say that the truth about the
business situation is any worse than it is
represented to be in these interviews, but it
must be taken for granted that
they present
the case in its best light, aud their utterau.
must

be read with that
understanding
precise significance will not appearIt will be observed that they ail talk of the
recent great failures as if they were not indi.
cative of any general condition of weakness
ces
or

their

as if each was the result of circumstances
and conditions peculiar to itself and was not
at all dependent on any general causes.
That may be true; but it is also true
that
almost every failure that occurs, has its peculiar circumstances and may be traced to
causes which indicate that the
particular
business had not been wisely managed with
regard to the circumstances of the time.
However the serious failures which have

already

occurred

may be
we hold it to be true that

accounted

for,

they indicate a
condition of affairs in the financial and commercial world which warns everybody to
take in sail, make everything [fast, and be
prepared for rough weather. It is true that
the limits of credit on account of most kinds
of specul ative ventures have been reached,
and that the banks and other corporate institutions upon which all kinds of legitimate business largely depend are becoming
very cautious iu making loans.
The effect
of sueh action will be that those individuals)
firms and corporations which are
doing a
business beyond their independent resourcrelviDg on receiving assistance from the
are likely to be embarrassed in their
operations. But. there is an abundance of
es,

banks

money and those can have use of it oa reas.
onable terms who can give unquestionable

security.
It is more than three weeks since the
New York Sun published its dirty slander on
President Garfield, inspired by the exposed
and malignant Dorsey.
! Everybody alive
who was mentioned in the article as cognizant of what were alleged to be facts has
flatly denied that the statements were true
and denounced Dorsey as a liar.—No, not

everybody; Brady, Dorsey’s partner

in the

crimes which

neither President Garfield’s
administration
nor
President Arthur’s
would condone, and whose motive is as ma"
licious as Dorsey’s
affirmed the truth of
Dorsey’s statement. The matter then stood
In this way before the American
people,—
two suspected thieves and perjurers affirmed
to be true what many honorable men
equally well informed denied, and what was denied with at least equal force by the known
rectitude of the honorable dead.
The Sun
was left in a wretched plight.
It needed an
endorser of its scandalous publication.
It
has found one. Dorsey in an interview reiterates what the Sun before published and
garnishes the scandal with new evidence of
his abasement.

When

dorses his own note he

stronger, and when

an

honest

does

man

not

make

en-

it

liar

repeats his
lie he does not make it any more credible.
As for the Sun, it has become the notorious
pimp of the Democratic party, gloating over
every fallen Republican who is driven from
his political home, and enticing lrm with
aecursed hospitality.
a

Unnecessary Medicine.
Will there ever be a time when the materia medica will be reduced in its limits, and
Instead of the present bulky volume, all the
drugs used by civilized rnau be presented in
a modest pamphlet of a half dozen
pages?
All doctors and apothecaries know that
there are fashions In drugs. A startling announcement is made of a marvellous cure
brought about by some hitherto unknown
substance. Pharmaceutical journals may
describe it though they do not indorse It; a
manufacturing chemist puts it in the market, and at once it enters into presciptions.
Nine hundred and ninety times in the thous*
and, after the briefest possible period of
trial, it is found to be worthless. Still its
record is kept, and its name, if nothing
else,
is

printed

in the

books,

and it

remains to

bother and annoy the student. Formerly it
was believed that there were ten
drugs, all
acting differently, for the cure of one single

disease,

but

to-day

the

experienced physithe opinion

cian is rather Inclined toward
that, taking the whole range of
adies, there are only about ten
are absolutely useful.
In fact,

human mal-

drugs which

should such

an impossible cataclysm arise as to
destroy
ninety-nine one-hundredths of all the drugs
kept by the enterprising pharmaceutist, Hie

world would suffer very little from this loss.
The philosophical writer ou therapeutics is
ding-donging these facts on the public, but
ailing humanity never listens to him. The
reasons are quite manifest.
Grauting that
a man
Is 111, his mind invariably is dis-

turbed.

It !*

a

part of human

‘Adelaide, I can no longer conceal ray feelings. I love you madly, distractedly, wildly. I cannot live without you. Tour image is iu my heart hy night and by day, and
without you my life is incomplete.’ Now,

medicines,

romance.”
Messrs. Estes & Lauriat of Boston announce for early publication, the following
works, some of which are of uncommon value:
“History of Borne and the Boman People,” by Victor Dimiy, translated by M. M.
Eipley and W. J. Clarke, edited by the Rev.
J. P. Mahaffey. There will be six or seven
volumes, containing all the original illustrations, maps, plans and colored plates of the
original edition Issued in Europe. Subscriptions for the work are invited. A new copyright library editiou of Lingard’s “History
of England,” with memoir of the author
and ten portraits newly etched by B. Ilamman of Paris.
The edition is limited to
1050 copies, of which 300 are for the American market. “The Natural History of Man,”
embracing the results of recent ethnological discoveries, founded upon Hellwald’s
Naturgeschichte des Monscheu, translated
and edited by J. S. Kingsley, assisted hy Dr.
W. H. Dale. Prof. F. W. Putnam and Stephen Salisbury, Jr. It will contain all the
illustrations from Hellwald’s
work, and
many additional ones relating to the American Indians, a race that will receive full
treatment in this edition by specialists. An
edition dt luxe of Carlyslo’s complete works,
uniform with the recent editiou of Emerson’s
works, with India proof impressions of etchings, steel engravings and photogravures.
Editiou limned to 350 copies. “Travels in
Mexico and Elfo Among the Mexicans,” by
Fred A. Ober. George Eliot’s miscellaneous works complete, including
essays, re-

the services of the doctor; but
the healing art of to-day does tend toward diminishing somewhat the variety of drugs
and to uepend more than it used to do on
the general laws of
hygiene.—Brooklyn Union.
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Authors and Books.
Martin Luther’s Bible is in the Berlin
Monkish Museum.
The literary pet of the English is now
John Buskin.
Land tenure in India is the subject upon
which Florence Nigbtiugale ls;uow at work.
“Living Loudon” has been dedicated by

author, George Augustus Sala,

its

to the

Countess of Rosebery.

Lippincott (Grace Greenwood)
is said to be in London engaged in writing a
biography of Queen Victoria.
A memorial in the Church of St.
Olave,
London, is proposed in honor of Samuel
Pepys, Esq., who has been immortalized by
a diary, which he kept for ten
years.
“Ouida,” Mile. De la Ramee, is now strict
ly secluded, a cloud having darkened her
mind, it is said. Something darkened it a
good while ago, most people have thought.
A monogi am on the
comparative anatomy
of the human and brute
tongue by Prince
Louis Ferdinand, who lately married the
sister of the King of
Spain, is in press.
M. Hector Marlow, the brilliant French
novelist, who has just put out a charming
story, “Poor Relations,” it the father-in law
Mrs. Sara

of the Boston artist A. F. Oudinot.
The professors of the College de France
have selected M. Renan to succeed the late

M. Laboulaye not only as the administrator
of the college for a term of three years, but
also as their representative on the Council
of Public Instruction.
The idea that practice In qualitative and
quantitative analysis has a tendency to foster honesty was first developed in a paper in
the Medical Record, afterward reprinted in a
pamphlet, by J. H. Bell, now of Fort Omaha.
Professor

Hardy’s novel, ‘But Yet

a

Wom-

an,’

has within three months after its
publication reached the tenth thousand, and four
editions of it are already published in England.

Bjrdrnstjerne Bjornson never revises, or
reads, or corrects his manuscript. While he
writes visitors may chatter him, as he
says
nothing short of an earthquake can disturb
his flow of thought, which, if true, is not
great, but merely phenomeual.
Dr. Decaisne, the medical contributor to
La France., combats the notion that cholera
is contagious—a theory, entirely
unsupported by anything worthy of the name of proof,
and which tends to create
unnecessary and
mischievous alarm.
It is said

whose

are

1

to
trust in
the curative propput
erties
of
The
various things.
pharmacopoeia of the Chimse, with its million of
drugs, derived from all organic and inorganic substances, is only the fullest development of this belief. We do not differ so
much from the Chinese, as the enormous
quantity of quack medicines dispc*ed of in
this country amply testifies. All this does
not mean to show that we cau do without

by

the classicists that

although

Mr Charles Francis Adams,
Jun., has forgotten his Greek alphebet, he has unconsciously become penetrated with Homeric
spirit, for whenever the Greek heroes held
what answered for their Phi Beta
Kappa
councils they always told all they knew of
their fathers and fore-fathers.
a

Prof. Alexander Graham Bell has devoted
great deal of time recently to the prepara-

tion of a bibliography of
electricity, with a
view to facilitate the labors of scientific investigators. He has gathered in the library
at the top of his handsome home on Scott
Circle, Washington, the titles of 40,000
books, pamphlets, aud short articles on elec-

SHERIFF’S REPORT,
Mr. ISAIAH COOK
formerly sheriff of Skowhogan, Me., writes as fol
lows: “I have been afflicted for over t wenty (20)
years witb a weakness of the kidneys and liver, and
have had severe pains in the back and
sides, which
wore brought upon me in the first
plaoe by exposure during my stay in California
during the early
settlement of the land of gold. At times my water
troubled me very much, and after trying
many different means without receiving any benefit, I was
induced to try Hunt’s Remedy, although I was
much prejudiced against it and all other medicine
I purchased a bottle at Cushing's
drug store, here in
Slcowhegan, nnd I found that the first bottle relieved all pains In the back and sides; and I bavo
in my family, used live bottles in all, aDd have
found it a medicine of real merit and of great
value,
and have gladly recommended it to many of
my
friends and neighbors, who universally praise it in
high terms. You are at liberty to use my name for

that was all very pretty, but—would you believe it?—the lawyer commenced that maiden’s answer to that burning declaration
with: ‘The other party responded substantially as follows,’ and that took away all the

the bent fit of suffering

M<m*K Ktii.mni) men.

Having occasion to ubo a medicine for general
debility in my family, I was recommended by a
friend to use Hunt’s Remedy, as that was
being usod

If and If.
suffering from poor health
‘or languishing on a bed of sokuess,
‘take cheer, if you are simply ailing,
“If you

‘or if

iron

gray\fumee, or smokc-color, has browntinges; grauite is clear stone-color. Tourtcrette, or turtledove-color, is shown in the
new materials for both dresses and
bonnets;
the light browns are in the natural tints of
sandal-wood and of the castor beaver furs,
while darker browns have red
hues, and are
called autumn-leaf browns, which are
very

“If you

shades; then canard, or ducd. with
duckling green, like the tints on
a duck’s breast
; whileforestier green is seen
in the chameleon silks that
change their
tones according to the light which
they remoss
and myrtle green are familiar colflect;
ors that are
repeated in plain goods, but are
most often seen in the
changeable fabrics
that are a feature of the new
goods. The
blues are pure and simple shades,
sapphire,
marine, and azure, with some of the electric

‘puro, pulse feeble,

If

If

ALL CHOLERA DISEA8E8

holiday quarto, is Edward
A. Rand’s “All Aboard for the Lakes and
Mountains.”
Margaret Sidney, who wrote
the “Pettibone Name” and “What the Seven
Did,” has another story, “Who Told It to
Me,” which will also soon appear, together
a

with a fairy story by David Colt,
called,
“How the Rain Sprites Were Freed,” with
full page illustrations and an imaginative
cover by F. Childe Harsam.
Geo. MacDonald sent to D. Lothrop & Company the orig!
nal M S. of his late work. The latest
one,
“Donal Grant,” will be published late in
August or early in September. Other new

books to

“A History of the Ameriin one volume, by Arthur Gilman, M. A., and some “Cambridge Sermons” of special interest bv Dr. Alexander
McKenzie.
can

come are

People,”

Professor Swing of Chicago, in an address
at the Acton, Indiana, assemblage last week
approved of judicous novel reading, and told
inis anecdote: “I heard of a Chicago lawyer once whose wife read two novels to him
when he was sick, and he said to her: ‘I
have been entirely too much wrapped up in

law, and have forgotten almost everything
else. When I get well I shall lay aside my
statutes and write a novel,’ and so he did.
The iirst chapter told about a nice young
man and a pretty
youug woman. The second told how they met and fell in love.
The third, a very pretty
chapter, told how
they took a walk together In the evening
and how they got outside the town because
the sun went down and they couldn’t see
the corporation line, it was a very romantic story, but he spoiled it is in tile ,„,xt
chapter. After the lovers were appropriately seated in the shade of a spreading oak,
although it was night, the young man said:

The goods that

case

or

can

daughter,

are

shall offer at this Sale are not shopdamaged, but are ODI) LOTS, short lengths
and liEMNANTS which have accumulated since our
February Sale. Selections have been made frojn

Captain

any

B. Foss, of Goldsborough,
"
One of my sailors was attack
with cholera morbus.
We ad; ministered Pain Killer, and saved him."
Ira

burned

:

picture of health bv
a trifle.
MWF‘iiw4w32

Wilds’

J. W. Simonds, Brattleboro, Vt., says: In
I cases of cholera morbus and sudden attacks
summer complaints, I have never found it.
! to fail."

ALL THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

i

Swedish,

Sjluqic
Altera-

of t

Lungs.

Swedish
Pepsin

AYER’S SARSAPARILLA

Pills
Cures Con-

stipation.

Cleanse*, enriches

digestive organs.

When taken together according to direction?,
have times and tiroes again cured consumption
Th usanda of
in the first and second stages.
Write tor
testimonials of **s wonderful cures.
pamphlets and ( eulars—Sent Frce-

F. W. A. Bkkgengkcn, M. P.,

strengthen*

the

blood,

Scrofulous iseases, Eruptions of
the Skin, Ufieumalism, Catarrh, General Gebitily
and all disorders resulting from poor or
corrupt*
blood and

a

C A lady writes: "After year. of severe sntfericg
from female complaints, nervousness and dysjrepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cure >i

Lowell,

Mass

Sold by all Drug. lsts; price $1, six bottles for 88.
au28
MW&F&wlw

SWERISn REHEUIES.
For Sale by ail Oruisirists. eod&wly

Give your orders
time ahead.

James & Abbot,

493

FOR

DM fEVEB, ASTHH AND CATARRH.
Brooklyn, N. Y..
Sept. 25,1881
in

a

am

secovut

other testimonials furnished

on

application.

without trasa, torlure, operation or Interference with lal or. Ulceneani a or earn before
after cured < an be wen at the ollu c «i the

CUBF.n

qujL

HtWuKE CERE, 43 Mll.lv STREET, 1*< >S1(>N.
ARTIFICIAL EYES
both 1n color and

!\

ll.

44

44

44

-

“

44

JO
11

44

44

44

44

all in line French Lisle and will be
lovers of line Hosiery.

are

Oak.

ood6m

HENRY CLEWS &

connected

J Grand Cent..

by

Phenomenas,
THE EVEItETTS,
KELLIE

CO.,

AKO

And will give their Seances Afternoon and Evening.

SUNDAY, AUG.

Steamers will run to accommodate.
25 cents
Bound
Trip on the Forest City Line, Custom House
Wharf, aul admission to the Seances.
ang8
dtd

STILL THEY COME.

Forest City Amusement Co.,

.75

.75

“

1.00

44

1.00
1.25

“
4

1.50

44

1.50

“

1.50

44

2.00

Portland, Me., August 8th, 1883.

New Outside Attractions.
Rope Ascension, Miss Belle Laiscell, Great
Leap for Life and Trapeze Tol- '—
antis, Mile. Carlotta Lavernie and Professor
Francis.
LOOK OUT FOR THE DAY’S PROGRAMME.

Get your tickets of the Forest City Steamboat
House Wharf, 25 cents pays th.
trip and admission to Pavilion, Circus, Mtmstrels, Uncle Tsm’s Cabin, Rope Ascension, Leaa
for Life and Fire Works.

Company, Custom
round

aug8-dtd

SACBEB

all kinds, in the

EA!VI»

yards in Bvtfton Harbor, Mass. Persons desiring to make proposals for this work are requested to apply to the undersigned at
this office for specifications, instructions to bidders, and
the requisite blanks, and such further information
as may be desired concerning the same.
CHAS. W. RAYMOND, Major of Engineers.
d6t
ang*>

all

Board of Major and Aldermen, August 6,1883
IN
Ordered, That, upon the petition of 8 O. Over
and
that the

Turn-table of the Portland
others,
Horse B&ilroad Company, on Spring Street may bo
removed to the western terminus of said street;
Notice be given by the City Clerk that this Board will
meet at their room, City Building, oil Wednesday.
August 15th, A. I>. 1883, at 4 o’clock, p. m. then
and there to hear all parties interested in said
matter, and will afterward ndludge and determine
whether public convenience and necessities require
that said t urn table should be removed.
A true copy of the order.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Notice is

~

245 Middle St.

__did
City of Portlnnd.
V OTICE is hereby given that the Joint standing
committee on laying out new streets, to whom
referred the petition of 1). K. Wallace and others, praying for the laying out of a public street or
way on Long Island, will meet at said island, at the
head of Ponce’s Wharf, so
called, on TUESDAY, the fourteenth day of August, A. D. 1883, at
13 o’clock noon, then and there to hear all
persons
interested in said street or way, and will thereafter
determine whether public convenience and neeesities requiro that said street should be constructed,
aud if they shall so adjudge, will lay out such street
and fix the damages as required by law.
■I. W. DBERING, Mayor, J
ROBERT M. GOULD,
I Committee
JOHN O. TUKKSBDRY, i
on
AUGUSTINE I). SMITH,
Laying out

SALK BY

Importers,

iRAINR.

Mineral

FRANKLIN SIMONDS,
JAMES CONNELLAN,

augfidtu

TO

corrective of water rendered impure by

other alcoholic preparation
sallr of

over

the

Schnapps,

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical

by

country of Cdoipho Wolfe's

faculty

any other

and

a

sale unequaled

alcoholic distillation hav

For sale

Spring Water,

fihow

one

in want of

nice

of

land,

For all

STREET,

NEW YORK.

SIGN OF THE

No- 37 riniu Streeti

inti

MHiAaiAIUM

■

ant/Drain

C. Wjst’b Nerve
'tarantecd specific for

A

Keuirnel ulreel. l(o«inn. give special attention
MS A N It
to the treatment of FI8TOLA,
.11.1, OI8BAMBM OF THU ItKFTl’M,
from
detontlon
referAbundant
bualneaa,
without
ences given. 1'aniphletB sent on application.
4
to
o’olook
P.M.
Hours—18
Oflioe
(except Sun

daje)

febXodljr

Street.
OLD HAT.
eodtf

Xervoi!;
or

tob.n

f Me

ening
to

-WILL

Treat-

AlgernonStubbs’

h

-FOR

8TOEK,

Temple

tar::.;.
acu
‘n,c

Street,

l-fp
»“_

Drain resulting in usauuyjuvJ lca.it.,

aum.i

-i.

!•

Advent.-,

noVros
K*ss as
£S“»s
'utormaili.j
Vr‘l
11

*'* *-

j

rV-n-rfu’!.

HOW,
wmtrn

'V.

lflvi*rliaiii^

S't-’W VOMH

SMMprttMly

r..t for r

,

Awnts,
8

proofs
free of ebareo.
Tbs leading Dally and WeeKij Nawepwen gt u«
Uoltod States and Cauado, Rapt oa " 19 for tNaeocoao-.
ooUatioa of Adwtisere.
Hna

Am

•

.land,Me.junctton Middle ami Free Sts

nents
’i von,

«Odtf

Sewspaptr Adverti.i’ng Agency

Froprietors,issue■
I.HAXACU.,l»v,Ki,1^,

Adterttslnj?
‘I ('lull

treet.

*•* w.««ni*H>T»*

W.W. SHARPE A « 0.,
Fine Eugravings, Gold, Bronze and Plush
Frames nro my specialties; common
framing in nil the loading styles. Tho-c
in want will Hud it to their advantage to
examine.
Formerly ST BBS BROS.,
Temple street. Old Irani regilded.
cdtf
JuSIS

i

n o d o » s

cmri*tuec

—Sk

PARTICULARS ADDRF.S8_

SjDX'ixas

guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. V
eccived for G boxes accompanied v. i?h f
d the purchaser cur written
;! ::no" V if the treatment does
no® effect

j-.

BE-

RE-OPENED SEPTEMBER 12.

imsetdecay and death, Premature CM Age’
Tmpctcv v, Weakness in either srv, ] v In:Lo
vl Spermatorrhoea c-tuse l by ovt r-exei
u
of t' .e b »M, self-abuse or ovcr-iudid^cnce. K.
v r
's one month’s treatment.
m$l.abox
6h
sent by m nl prep.Ml on rci
e»pt if
r.

SCHOOL

KINDERGARTEN

Hysteria, Dizz.iu.-,?
is. Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Ilt.id.u’
Prostration cause.I by ti e ii-e of al* ohoi
Depression, SoftWakefulness, Mental
I

MK>"

1!randies and Sketching
Outfits at'

A It T

Cured without the Use of the Kulfe.
WII-MAM HEAD (M. IE, Hamrd, 1842), and
ROBERT M. HEAL) (M. D., Iiai.ard, 1871.'),-I»

STEPII ICY BERRY,i
Book, Card and Job Printer.

237 Middle

1

dly

Gloves,

JV3E1 70

MISS SARGENT’S

MATERIALS,

FISTULA AND PILES

l:e

TBLEP

'_

I>f

18 BE AYER

&

«x.t.

t'J-l

ARTIST’S

residence

aero

Robes, Blankets

other

eod&wlmo

and Grocers,

SEE IIEUE!

and Child’s

Wide Brims.

all the largo
are located, in dry
Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two
Counting rooms, Briok and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
aud airy basement all in perfect
repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J 04
Brackett St. where the keys mayjbe found,
d«
_

IIARKIMlK.yUlNF

any
J great bargains at Gorham Village.
C1AN
Bouse, ‘‘J.,” and stable,
One 2

Men’s, Ladies’

For sale by all Druggist

aoflO

n

STRAW HATS

by all Druggists and Dealers generally.

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

I.ET.

the Post office where
BELOW
Wholesale Jobbing Houses

goods, Fancy and

Hos tetter’s Stomach Bitters, by increasing vital
power and rendering the physical functions tegular
and active, keeps the system in good working order and protects it against disease.
For constipation, dyspepsia and liver complaint, nervousness,
kidney and rheumatic ailments, it is invaluable ami
it affords a sure defence against malarial fevers,
besides removing all traces of such disease from the i

system.

Hatter,

Hammocks, Hopes and
Store tos. 11?&1I9 Middle St.
Stretchers, Trunks, Bags,

j&H’

STTEP"

A public

30 years duration In every

our

!

The

New Streets.

TO LET.

other causes,

Copper &c,

f

MERRY,

To Act.
TMFTEEN rooms at Diamond Island, suitable for
1 warders, or can be
A
arranged in tenements of
five rooms each.
Inquire on the premises.
d3w
angl__

_

d8t

BeacH
OUT
FITS

CITY OF PORTLAND, SS., Aug. 8,1883.
hereby given as required by the above
order, which is made a part of this notice.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

to look like new.

STOMACHS

19.

Steamer will leave Custom House Wharr at 2.15
for a sail of three hours among the Islands of the
Bay. Fare, Adults 25 cents. Children 10 cents.

aug9

S.

or

GAZELLE,

Sunday Afternoon Aug.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

eod

Limestone, Sulphate of

—

-ox

STEAMER

IDVERTISOOTN.

CITY

dtf

general beverage and necessary

section of

Also. General Managers for New|Kngland,
PPKTISE CEUGSKATKR

Summit

a

CONCERT,
BY

cubic

appreciated by

SCHNAPPS.
As

dtf

SEALED

Manilla Hats, all colors, very cheap. Mackinaw Straws, in all the latest styles. Hammocks, LapHnsters, lower than the lowest. Manilla

A.

Custom House Wharf.

aug6

PropoMul* for Dredging.
United States Engineer Office,
No. 80 State Street, Boston, Mass., Aug. 2, 1883.
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, addressed
to the undersigned, will be received at this office until 12 o’clock, noon, ou Wednesday, the 22nd
day of August, 1883, for dredging about 52,000

FOR SUMMEjR..

pressed—made

PAHLOR CIRCUS.

will be received at the office
the Committee on Public
Buildings, on MONDAY, AUGUST 13th, 1883, at
12 o’clock H., for the painting of the Chestnut
street schoolhouse.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office
of Chas. H. Kimball, architect, 180 Va Middle
street.
The committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids.

.75

“
“

30

_ARTISTS

Boston Ideal Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
.Mile. Carlotta Laverniea.

No. 3.Sand’s Comic Amusements.
No. 4—Professor Don Juan Bells’ Trained Ani...mals and Magi. Drill.

flroaod

proposals
ot the Mayor by
SEALED

.54

STAR

No. 1
The
No. 2.

PROPOSALS.

“

Great Triple Combination,

The

Dniyinc 30
OUR 119

secured by First Mortgage. Interost payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank ot
New Fork. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will he HAFE and protitable,
send for circular giving full information.

Hats!

Kersey

MONDAY, AUGUST 6tli.

PROPOSALS.

TO

12

Will give their Npiritunl Test and Jlan
i'estntiens.

Connecticut

apr21

the

MAMMOTH PAVILLION AT PEAK’S ISLAND

Incorporated under the laws of Connecticut, and
suhlect to the inspection of the

6 GUARANTEED

4

GEORGE,

Hava seoured

Hotel op. Bond St.

C0IPA8Y

i ddlefown,

GREAT

Spiritual

Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
jly23eodtf

begin at

and. Green.

Aromatic Scliuapps is superior to every

office in

E'1 ward’B and WelV
era’ Hardware (tore from
'Aug 0> lo Aug sir
orer

44

8
®

Drab

as

«L'.r*c'9Tl\A"&

No. 276 Middle St.

CWVwi

“

44

vegetable decomposition

KKlVISiS
can

“

\\
44

Between

J73U

MWFtf

4tO^KWIVO.H)HE mrUEKT, PORT

ST.»Iio8tou.

han opened an
Portland
and
found at

ang9d3t
THE

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches ) 953 Broaiway, cor. 23d St.

FRANK GOUDY, 561 Congress St

50 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 Btory house, new, never has been occupied, very 111*0 lot 00*115, fruit trees, currants
&c., nice water, Send for plans and descriptions to
G. U. WEEKS, Au \ and Heal Estate Agent;.
Gorham. Me.
jy31dtf
^House lots for Sale.

■m

INSERTED.

St.

LIQUORS

R. STANLEY & S0*\

story

Rupture
Warranted perfect,
movement. OFFICE, 78 TllEMONT

These goods

always engaged

OniGSINAI. PACK vfiCS,

Prepared only by

PI. 1T1 T*WOSir*I>. FroNiburg, if■ <1.
Price 50 cents and 81.50 per bottle.
For sale by JOHN W. PERKINS & 00., 04 Commercial St., Portland, Mo., and by the drug trade
ju20eod till augl 8
generally.
B>R.

8)r.

of

hun-

Brooklyn, N. Y.f Oct., 17, 1882.
happy to say that your remedy Las served
season fully as well as the last year.”
Pamphlets with Mr. Ileeher’s full lettera and
“I

me a

WINES &
-FOR

DEI. TOWNSKNirrS It S3 111 Eh! D1T

cases

Steamer will leave Custom House Wharf at 2.1i
for a sail of three hours among the Islands of the
Bay, returning at 5.15 in season for passengers t#
take the Eastern and Boston & Maine trains going
west.
Fare, Adults 25 cents. Children 10 cents.

CO.,

Hankers, Chicago.

m&r6

Schiedam Aromatic

Imported'

ICl

ninety

as we are

Congress

my!4

Kilby St.,
eodlyrnnu

in

PRESTOW, KEAN &

WOLFE’S

CHARLtS GUSTIS & GO.,

BOSTON.

sure

early,

pome

&c., of all
width*, and qualities.

It will be

bought and Hold.
Special
given to bonds cf large cities and
countfe*! Write m if yoa winh to bay or
attention

St.

.83
i.oo
1.25
1.37
1.50
1.62
1.88
2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00

“

S
*

*

FROM
“

~

TYl.tDE
ORRERJ

FLOORING,
thicknesses,

“I believe
dred*”

“

f5

!

«

REDUCED

2

.

Y

COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

•

1
*

W.

“nHWICCTIP”

BAYS OF

Saturday Afternoon, Aug;. 11.
and

municipal

was

Light Banning [JUmLO ! ju
LADIES, use the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS. Elogart t
Design. Faultless in Fit.

REV. HENRY WARD

NO.

I?1*

Cor. CONGRESB ft EXCHANGE STB.

58

State,

School Kou<:*i

&c.

all the New Shades and Sizes.

E. N. PERRY

“00ME8TIC”6EWING MACHINE CO,
The

U?vr

and Straws bleached and

Makes beautifu'
TUIINF
§ V9 I ll C. lambrequins, Sofa
PDnPUCT^iHowand Ottom r.
bnUUilLl Covers, Toilet ar.
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Shoe l
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Kofc<
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruc
tion Books and all material fo;
this new fancy work at the Ware
rooms of the

It standi at the head.

&c.,

Chandler’s Band

eodtf

ME.

BOHDS.

THIS WEEK
Hosiery in

illt

BAND CONCERT AND BAIL

PORTLAND,

Government,

EASTMAN BROSi BANCROFT

F“ X 1ST USES

me.

aog2

per cent.

of line Lisle

eoon.

Co., 1st mortgage,

STATE B V.\K COllitllSSIOWERS.

Special Sale

Full particulars

aagO

Steamer Gazelle.

Garments,

Congress

City Steamboat Line.

.

MIDDLESEX BANKING

low state of the system.

Dr. J. C. AVER & CO.

Forest

186 Middle Street.

GOODS SOLD FOR CASH OIL

PREPARED BY

I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the beet
Blocd Purifier and Spring Medicine In use.
W. B. WATSON. Lynn, Maes.

-ON

Goods, Laces,
Fancy Goods, Gloves,

492 & 494

—

Friday, August, 17th,

BY

White

stira

the attacks ot all

!

Proprietor

and

ulftte* the action ot tue stomach a'.d bowel*, and
thereby enable- -o system to resist anil overcome

SWEDISH REMEDIES

-ON

Securities, for sale by

bear any

The above instance is but one of the many constantly coming to our notice, which prove the perfect adaptation of Ayeb’s Sabsapabilla to the
cure of all diseases arising front
impure or impov
erished blood, and a weakened vitality.

Compound
An

tulii

scarcely

use In former years. 1 began
taking it for the abovenamed disorders,
My appetite improved almost
from the first dose. After a short time the fever
and itchings were allayed, and all signs of irritation
of the skin disappeared.
My catarrh and cough
were also cured by the same means, and
my general
health greatly improvod, until it is now excellent.
1 feel a hundred per cents,
stronger, and 1 attribute
these results to the use of the SabsapabiIiPA,
which I recommend with all conlidence ns the best
blood medicine ever devised. 1 took it in small
doses three times a dav, and used, in all less titan
two bottles. I place these facts at yonr
sorvico,
hoping their publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. p. Wilds.”

•i

Lynn. Mass.

that 1 could

PEAKS ISLAND,

(is
7s
-7s

Cs
4y
6s and 7s
St Louis
Cs
Maine Central It. R. Cons. Mort.
7s
Northern Pac. It. R. General Mort.
6s
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. It. guaranteed
6s
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U. S.

a

sufferer from a
my appetite
deal run down.
Knowing the value of Ayeb's Sabsapabilla, by
observation of many other cases, and from personal

\ of

the

intensely,

BALE

the season, at

of

Cincinnati

cure

cough;

"

eases

so

clothing

Portland Water
Lewiston

BLUE FIGUKES.

Hop Bitters costing but

over them,
was a’so a
severe catarrh and catarrhal
was poor, and my system a good

...

B5 C> lNr X3 s

DRESS GOODS, SILKS,
Velvets, Black Goods, Table Linen

The store will be opened at 8 o’clock. Sale to
8.30 sharp on FRIDAY, AUG. 10th.

aug7-dtf

Grandest Celebration

Corner Exchange & Middle Sts.
eodtf
angl

“78 E 54IA St., Atw York, May 1C, 1882.
Messbs. J. C. Ayeb * Co., Gentlemen:
Last winter I whs troubled with a most uncomfortable itching humor, affecting more especially
my limbs, which itched so intolerably at night, and

severely

Garden.

WOODBURY k MOULTON,

they will not cure or help.
bedridden, inv did wife, sister, mother

Father

Get your tickets at Steamer EMITA, FrankMn
Wharf. 25 ettf. a round trip with admission te tfcs

4s
4s
4s
(is
(is
Cs

...

FOR

each department.

late entineut Judge Wild., of the JIh»^
ehu.etl. -Supreme Court, write, a. follow.!

The Great Remedy for every kind
of BOWEL DISORDER.

Hpaysoh

& ee.,

Cleveland, Ohio,

sick

bo male tho

INVEST.

Portland Waler C’o.,
Railroad i|ui|iiiu>ut, Co.,
St. Paul A: No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Centra! It. R.

The Sale will continue till the entire lot offered is sold.
But those who can be present at the beginning
of the sale will find it greatly to their
profit. The price of each article
will
be
marked in

or

or

THE

we

Ready

during his whole performance,

uses

Two Small (Hats Tables,
without fringe or covering and free frsm traps
deception—a decided novelty.
NOT ICE.

desirable
MEAT SECERITIES.

flardiner. Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

worn or

ITIade

Merlin

Dr.

Exchange Street.
_004 tf

ON FRIDAY, AUG. Nth.

The Rev. X. I*. Wild., wrll-knowii
city
miwionury Id Acw V '.rk, and brother of the

enthusiastic over the Reformer. “The appearance of Luther before the Diet of Worms

equal this!”

CASH SALE OF REMH NTS.

EXPERIENCE.

Mr. J. A. Froude’s latest magazine article is devoted to Martin Luther. He waxes

Is one of the finest—perhaps it is the
very
finest—scene In human history.
Many a
man has encountered death
bravely for a
cause which he knows to be just, when he is
sustained by the sympathy of
thousands, of
whom he is at the moment the champion
and representative. But it is one thing to
suffer, and another to encounter face to face
and single-handed the array of spiritual and
temporal authorities which are ruling supreme. Luther’s very cause was yet un
shaped and undetermined, and the minds
of those who had admired and followed him
were hanging in suspense for the issue of
the trial. There was on one side a solitary,
low-born peasant monk, and on the other
the legate of the dreaded power which had
broken the spirit of kings and emperors.
Well might George of Frendsburg
say that
no knight among" the assembled princes of
Germany had ever faced a peril that could

you

be paid for a
That poor,

Rev.

YIELD TO THE INFLUENCE OF

a new

juvenal book,

a

lale

other

MERLIN

The Mental Phenomenon & Thought Reader.

Nil

with
that terrible sickness
Nervousness, yon will
find a “Balm in Gilead’.’
in Hop Bitters.
If you are a frequenter, or a resident
of a miasmatic district, barricade
your
system against the scourge of all conntries—malaria, epidemic, bilious ami
intermittent fevers-by the use of Hop
Bitters.
If you havo rough, pimply, or sallow
skin, bad
breath. Hop Bitters will give you lair skin, rich
blood, the sweetest breath, aud health.
*500 will

ASIATIO CHOLERA

Voltaire, like most men of letters,
kept commonplace book, in which, besides
making notes of his own, he entered any
stories or sayings which struck his
fancy,

er

dyspeptic,

death this moment, and turn for
to Hop Bitters.

few bottles of
»u8

a

account of actual travel in Spain. It is written Mr. Hale’s genial style, and is illustrated
by two hundred original engravings. Artdth-

or

eodt!

City Bonds,
County Bondi,
And

of

H.ro

DR. ALBERT

ble rates.

Railw ay Bondi.

tempting

cholera infantum

! Maine,
says
cd

and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

unsteady,

If you are wasting away with
form of Kidney disease, stop

MORBUS

Paris.

shortly pub-

costive

Montmorency liapidi In Canada,
on n Titfh! Wire al n height of 200 fe.i
and for n dhla.ee of 2,000 feel, fill gift
exhibitions afternoon and ereulng.
Engagement of the Distinguished Wondtr Worker
and .vlarrellat
the

Sterling

nnual

-

Cotton Underwear,
Infants’ Dresses,

from any other of tho numerdiseases of tho stomach or bowels,
It is your own fault if you remain ill.

Cholera!

The story that Mark Twain is at the
verge
of the grave wrestling with the malarial fever is afabricatiou.
“He is in good health ”
says the Elmira Advertiser, “and is working
hard. Any newspaper
correspondent who
doubts this statement can satisfy himself regarding Mr. Clemens’s condition by climbing up Quarry Farm Hill any morning at
half past 5 o’clock and
knocking at the door
of the well known Mark Twain
study-arbor
He will fiud the author at his desk.
If he
chance to be something of an
invalid, Mr.
Clemens will take him out and show him
the woods, wherein, last
vear, by chopping
wood, he cured himself of thirteen different
and distinct diseases.”
An interesting book of
Voltaire’s, hitherto unpublished, has just been
brought out in

volume of Edward Everett Hale’s
“Family Flight” series, this one being an

are

i

Suits, Shawls,

ous

seen.—Bazar.

prose for his own pleasure, and the manuscript of this story was found in his papers
after his death, edited
carefully and submitted to Editor Gilder of the
Century, who
it
one
of
the strongest stories he
pronounced
had ever examined. The personages are
portraits from real life; and Arthur Farr.ham
is recognized as Col. W. H.
Harris, a retired
army officer.—Springfield Republican.

lish

you

suffering

tricity, aud has only began the collection.

and one such book he labelled “Le Sottisier.”
The manuscript passed into the hands of the
Empress Catherine II., who bought his library from his niece, Mine. Denys, in 1778,
and it was only in 1844, when the Beuchot
edition was already completed, that Prince
Lobanoff sent the editors a copy of most of
the book. M M. Gamier Freres have now
inserted the whole of it in their new edition
of Voltaire’s works, and have also struck off
a separate impression of
it, uniform with the
well-known Carpentier series.
D. Lothrop & Company will

nerves

e m

Ladies’

‘faculties waning, Hop Bitters is what
‘you need to give you new life, health,
‘and vigor."

blues that have gray shade's.
There is a
great deal of flame-color, and many yellow
tints variously called Tunis yellow,
Tonkin,
aud Egyptian; the mandarin orange shades
and bright imperial Chinese yellow are also

The anonymous novel, “The Bread-Win.
ners,” which begins so strongly in the August
Century, is said to be a posthumous work of
the late Leonard Case of
Cleveland, O., the
founder of the Case school of
applied science
Ue used to write a great deal in verse ami

S

Parks,

Harry

Prof.

...

Portland unit Ogde^Nburg*
*\*9
City of Portland..

Hosiery, Trimmings,
Buttons, Domestics, Flannels,

‘case.”
“Or if you are in tho workshop, on the
‘farm, at the desk, auywhere, aud feel
‘that your system needs
cleansing, ton‘ing, or stimulating, without intoxioat‘ing, if you are old, blood thin and im-

Mrcet,
-■!

We Offer for

Buffering
eating or

‘drinking, any indiscreor dissipation, or
‘are young and
growing
'too fast, as is often the

Middle

_*ieol4

are

over

BANKERS,

......
Maine Central
7*.
Portland and JKenuebec
ti>.
<&*.
AmlroMCoggiti mid Kennebec

BANCROFT.

tion

or

CHOLERA

feel

'from

with blue

GALA WEEK
AT GREENWOOD GARDEN,
Commencing Wejtedaj, Am!®.

axul other first-class bonds and stocks.

‘you.’’

different from the terra-cotta tints of last
season; Havana browns re-appear, and there
is a great deal of the chaudron
coloring similar to that now worn; dead-leaf brown and
or
chestnut brown, have no red,
matron,
and are darker even than seal
brown; Orient
aud Iudienne are two
pretty shades of golden brown that will be
becoming alike to
blondes and brurettes. Of the new greens,
tho first is cresson, or water-cress
green,

ask in the September
Century and answer
in the affirmative with a curious
array of
facts and arguments. He predicts that before another century passes, New York’s
population “will surpass that of
London, aud
that it will be the unrivaled center of finance
and commerce, of luxury aud
fashion, of art
and literature—the heart and
brain, in a
word, of the civilized world.”

are

woelt aud dispirited, withyou
‘out clearly knowing why, Hop Bitters
‘will surely cure you.”
“If you are a Minister and have overtaxed
yourself with jour pastoral dutios, or a
Mother, worn
‘out with care and work, or a man of business or
‘laborer weakened by the strain of
your, everyday
duties, or a man of letters, tolling over your mid‘nigbt work, Hop Bitters will surely strengthen

er

“Will New York be the Final World Metropolis?” is a question W. C. Conant wil1

BROS. &

with great success ail over tbo country.
Wo havo
nsed one bottle with marked
benefit, and find it
as
and
a
just
represented,
medicine of groat valuo, and 1 cheerfully add my testimony in praise of
Hunt's Remedy.
Geokqe W. Scoton,
Watchman in South Boston Car Stables,
South Boston, Mash., May 12,1888.

with the dark garnet and cardinal shades
that are always worn, and the colors most
prominent In the new woolens and the rich
silks and velvets imported for autumn and
winter. Some of the new grays have blue
tinges, while others are pure silver gray,
and still others are grisaille mixtures of
black or of brown and white. Acir, or steel
gray, is blue in tone; gris defer is darker

J. B. Brown & Som.,
Offer for

humanity.”

troubled with kidney disease and
gravel for a long time, with severe pains lu my
limbs and back, wilh inflammation of bladder.
My
sufferings were terrible. I tried several physicians'
all to no purpose—I found that I was
growing very
feeblo. 1 was discouraged, and lost faith in physicians and medicine, when a friend from Malden who
bad been cured by Hunt’s Remedy of gravel and
liver complaint, recominendtd it to me, and from
the first bottle I commenced to improve, and three
bottles have entirely cured me, and 1 heartily thank
my friend for his timely advice to use Hunt’s Remedy, for all the pains have gone from my back, and
I am In excellent condition, ami 1 feel that a word
from me may be the means of saving some friend
that may be suffering as 1 did, before taking Hunt's
Remedy, the best kidney and liver cure.
Samuel Littlefield,
No. 1412 Washington Street,
May 12, 18S3.
Boston, Mass.

Grays of various shades, castor browns,
sandal, new greens, and chaudron reds,

mTEitTAnninrn.
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TIMES.V ADVICE.

•

Fashionable Autumn Colors.

caneete,

EASTMAN

f have been

views and poems, with
Introductory chapters hy Matthew Bourne and Mrs. S. B. Herrick. “Ornithology of the World,” by Dr.
Elliot Coues, a popular treatiso on the birds
of all countries, fully illustrated.
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PRESS.

Id this respect that the total sales have been
relatively less for that market, as jobbers
have been disposed to reduce the stocks
of last year, which were somewhat iu excess
of
tlie
actual
But this
consumption.
caution
of
Western
is
a
buyers
healthy tendency, and indicates the very
opposite of
anything like a crisis or
a crash.
Nor is there any excess of product
here.
If
manufacturing were now to be

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
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i'RIDAY MORNING, AUG. 10.
A Haunted Room.
Well I

know

tapestry

1

In tatters

on

haunted chamber,

a

is hanging
the dusty wall, and

floor,
Where dusky shadows glide
night hours chasing,

and

the

where

trails upon tho

dance,

mid-

the

Where moonbeams are like spirit forms, that wait
around the door.

When round the house the wild north wind with all
its strength is moaning,
I hear soft footsteps gliding up the Wide and
polished stair,
And a figure of a lady, clad in raiment gray and

flowing,

Seems to pass
there.

into the silence that reigns for ever

Then I take my darling’s hand in mine, and

the

as

shadow passes
The memory of a bygone crime doth rise from out
the gloom,
Theugh so long ago that lady lived, yet still her
weird she’s dreeing,
Still she walks, unresting, up and down that sad

old haunted

room.

None

can lay the poor pale spirit to the rest that
she is seeking.
None restore her to the quiet tomb, where still her
ashes lie,
She must wander ever restless, ever moaning in the
silence,
Dead to all she loved and worshipped, yet hor sins

die!

can never

Ah! my sweetheart you are happy, and I take your
hand and clasp it,
You hear no ghosts go walking in tho stillness of
the night;
And your pure young life, unsoiled by sin, flows in
an even

Yoar

lovely

cadence,
soul

lies open ’neath love’s calm and

tranquil light.
If I have

a

haunted

chamber, where

remorse

and

dread are walking,
Never ceasing with their footfalls that echo
through my brain,'
I will keepht closely locked, my sweet, and go there
very seldom,
Nay! if thus you love mo evermore, I need not go

again!

Yet ghosts

sit in

can

“laugh at locksmiths,” and

silence,

My ghost in long gray garments
chair beside.

ever

when

wo

stands my

And she whispers, “Thus I haunt you, thus I dog
you while you’re living,
A sin once sinned must live for e’er* I never
really died.”
I may shun my haunted chamber; but the wind
aye moans through it,

that

Breaths upon our lives and chills our blood, aye,
even at the feast,
For if we once possess a ghost, ’twill haunt us to
our

dying,

And none can
ceased.

lay

it to

its rest, until our life has
—All the Year Hound.

THE BUSINESS SITUATION.
Views of Prominent Boston
Bankers,
Manufacturers and Merchants.
[From the Boston Advertiser, August 9.]
Opinions of representative Boston business
men, concerning the recent failures and the
present butiness prospects in this city and the
country at large, were obtained by representatives of the Advertiser yesterday, and a summary of the views expressed is given below.
The general and outspoken expression of confidence in the

immediate business future is
gratfyiug as coming from those whoee opinions are the resalt of habitaal and close observation of the commercial signs of the times.
It is to be regretted that some of them had not
been just so much more outspoken as to have

permitted

of their names, which wonld
have made the total weight of tho testimony
more distinctly felt and indisputably significant.
But the names which by request are
withheld are as conspicuous and influential in
tne nse

business circles as,are these which by permission are given.
VIEWS OF BANE PRESIDENTS.

Mr. Moses W. Richardson, president of the
Central National Bank, treasurer of the Lewiston mills, and a member of the firm of Converse, Stanton & Davis, said: “Business prosThe recent failures
pects are very hopeful.
are such as arejlikely to occur for good and sufficient reasons.
The trade generally is in a
sound and healthy conditiou.
Although the
sales of merchandise are not quite so active as
in former years, this does not arise from aDy
want of confidence among business men, but is
the result of buying goods cautiously and as
they are wanted. One reason for this manner
of buying is the increased facility for receiving goods which now exists as compared with
former years. There is not any cause for anxiety in the fnture. Cotton goods are firm, although sales are somewhat ^limited. There is
not the slightest Tear of any failure.
No one
can point in any direction in the dry goods
trade where failures are likely to occur.'' Mr.
Asa P. Potter, president of the Maverick National Bank, stated that he regarded the present business outlook as satisfactory, and saw
Crons oromise to
nothing at all alarming.
tarn out well, the stocks on hand 'are light,
and collections are easily made. A /prominent
official of another bank regarded all troubles
as practically over.
If there are weak concerns
they can take advantage of the present embarrassments and fail in good company. Rumors circulated in New York as to the insecurity of Boston banks are groundless.
THE WOOL TRADE.

Mr. G. P. Denny, of the large wool firm of
Denny, Rice & Co., said: “The failure in the
wool trade does not grow out of losses iu the
legitimate business of the firm involve*], but
the firm has been engaged in speculation, and
their losses grew out ot that outside investment. The wool business should not be affected in the slightest degree, and there should be
no distrust occasioned.
The wool business has
scarcely erer been safer than it is now, because prices are low and there is little probability of any shrinkage by depression in value.
Most of the houses here are engaged in a legitimate and conservative business. There is
everything in favor of a he .itliy condition of
business, if it is done in a proper manner. The
crops are good and business, as a rule, has not
been overdone.
In the exceptional cases
where it has been, people are
coming to

grief.”

Another prominent wool dealer said: "I
do not think there is anything in the failure
in the wool trade that is discouraging. The
wool business is in tne very opposite of an inflated state. Wool is on a low basis and in
that respect the business is in a satisfactory
condition.
There have
been
no failures
among manufacturers and the price of wool
has been low during the past year.
The presumption is that tho recent failure has grown
out of outside operations rather thau legitimate business.
I do not anticipate any panic
or any depression in business.
Of course, such
failures as we have had make the banks cautious iu regard to alt classes of paper, and
there will be for a time a tendency to restrict
business a little.”

stopped there are not goods enough on hand
to supply the market for oue week.
As to
the effect of the failures ou the trade, a fair
way to judge of it is to estimate the total, after
cancelling oustanding obligations of different
firms which offset each other, at about
$3,000,000. The total anuual product of bools and

shoes iu Massachusetts alone is upwards of
A loss of 3 per cent, is no sufficient cause for a crasWSr basis for an
alarm
aud when the product of all the
manufacturing states is taken into account the loss is as a
matter of percentage BtiU further
diminished.
Agricultural crops both at the South aud West
promise well, aud the resources of those secnous are not likely to suffer
diminution so iar
as cau now be seeu.
There is ouly one teudeucy or condition of things in the trade that
is to be
deprecated, and thereiu is no ground
lor alarm, for it stands
now as for several
years past; yet ii it could be corrected it
would be u good thing for all
parties. That is
the custom that has
grown up in recent years
of dating bills of sale ahead. Under this
practice a jobber at the West or South buys his
goods of the manufacturer iu June or July,
for example, aud the goods are forwarded at
once, but the bill is dated say September 1 or
October 1, and becomes duo 30 days later still.
Meantime the manufacturer has to carry these
goods on interest account. The practice sprang
np in 1877 or 1878, when money could be borrowed 2 per cent or 3 per cent less than the
ruling rates of this year aud last—that is,
money oould then he borrowed on first-class
paper at 3 or 1 per cent per annum, aud averages now 0 per cent. This difference of 2 or 3
per cent on interest account amounts to a profit
in itself. No class of dealers is
particularly
benefited by the system. The jobbers do not
save the profit that this difference of 2 ol 3
per cent would amount to.
They give it away
to tlie retailers. The retailers do not benefit
by it because they do not get it till they sell
the goods, and the main difference is that instead of stocking their stores from mouth to
month as they dispose of the goods, they stock
up ail at ouce sufficiently for their entire tail
or spring trade. The custom cannot be
changed
by any oue firm, but only by oouoerted action.1’

8100,000,000.

THE

DRY

GOODS TRADE.

Two wholesale dealers in dry goods were
asked to give an opinion on the situation. Each
expressed himself willing to do so, hut objected to having the firm’s name printed. But it
is proper to say that they were two among the
very largest dealers in the city, aud dealers not
iu any specialities, but iu a general line with
jobbers and also ou their own account, respectively, as extensive retailers. The one first
seen said that as regards trade there is
nothing
the matter. Everything is going on well. The
ouly indication of panic or crash is certain
flaming head-lines in the newspapers. So far
as the state of trade
is concerned, he should
not know that anything had happened if it
were not that he had read it.
“The failure of
a few shoe aud leather dealers, who have been
doing business in a shaky fashion, is not
going to ruin, the busiuess of the country,
which, as ft whole, is being conducted not
only in no hazardous fashion, bat npou a basis
of large crops and a favorable foreign exchange.” The only difficulty his firm was experiencing was in getting the goods pushing
The product has been
along fast enough.
ample, and tlie demand is steady and large,
but the draymen and the various common carriers are too slow, and he had come down to
business at 7 a. in. yesterday on purpose to see
to it, personally, that things
were driven
along, and that his waiting customers got their
Ii
he didn’t expect to get paid for
goods.
them, he should hold on to the goods, aud, so
far as be had observed, his neighbors were
about as full of business as himself. The other
dealer said
that
business
is good and
the prospects for the continuance of it are
favorable. ,There
is
no
threatening of
If there is a discouraging
impoverishment.
symptom, it is of a plethora of wealth. From
the days of Adam, that is, of Adam Smith, it
has been agreed that the wealth of a people
consists of the products of their industry. The
amount of manufactured dry goods now in
stock and process of making is large, and the
competition induced by the desire to keep
these goods going forward to the various market cuts profits to a pretty narrow margin on
some classes of manufacture.
Still, the absorbing capacity of a great country like our
own is such, that the limit is a
long ways off.
The state of the country as a whole is prosperous, and a safe business, though not large
profits, may confidently be predictsd. The
only uncomfortable condition is that there is
no foreign outlet, and some amendment of the
tariff that should permit of competition in distant markets would be beneficial.

Wit and Wisdom
Two of the laziest men in town sat down to a
lying match for the drinks. One began: “The
last hard day’s work I did”—And the other got
up and paid for the drinks without waiting for
his competitor to finish.
The Horsford Almanac and Cook Bcok
mailed free on application to the Bumfor
Chemical Works, Providence, B. X.
A bachelor who was tired of single life set
the table in bis
lonely abode with plates for
himself, and an imaginary wife and five children. tie then sat down to dine, and as often
as he helped himself to food he pat the same
quantity on each of the other plates, and surveyed the prospect, at the same time computifig the cost. He is still a bachelor.
The great sale of Swedish Bemedies is astonishing, and for enriching the blood, creating
an appetite, or strengthening the whole
system nothing can surpass these remedies.
An observing pedestrian has made the startling discovery that the reason why woman can
not succeed as well as man in the walks of life
is because when she is on the walks one hand
is usually employed in holding up her dress.

Why do you suff“r with Back Ache, Pain in
the Chest, Rheumatism, or lameness anywhere
when a Hop Piaster will surely give you re
lief! Drnggists sell them, 25 cts.
Boils, blotches, pimples, and all skin diseases, are quickest cured by cleansing the
blood with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
No specific for local skin ailments can cope
in popular favor with Geenn’s Sulphur
Soap.
“Hill’s Hair and Whiskep. Dye,” 50 cts.
Said the teacher to the scholar, “What is the
largest city in the world?” And the child re“No,” said the teacher;
plied, “Chicago.”
“Chicago is not the largest city in the world."
“Well,” siid the child, “anyway, a Chicago
told

man

it was.”

me

The London Lancet, in a long review of
tho “Science of Life, or, Self-Preservation.”
closes as follows:—“The author is a noble
benefactor, he reaches the very roots and vitals
of disease, and is thereby enabled to apply
thorongh remedies. The book contains 125
invalnable prescriptions. It wonld be better
for the individual and the State if all persons
wore familiar with its contents.”

THE GROCERY BUSINESS.

The whale thinks itself a big fish, and one
make a good dive witbont coming up
to blow about it.—New Orleans Picayune.

LEATHER AND BOOTS AND SHOE

Gsn. A. P. Martin, of the boot and shoe firm
of *A. P. Maitin & Co., N<£ 14 High street,
though deprecating any appearance ;n the
newspapers as if he claimed to be an authority
above oibers, said, in response to the inquiries
of the reporter, that he perceived no occasion
for any alarm as to the general prosperity of
business on account of the recent failures in
the shoe and leather trade. “Dealers in that
line who kept themselves informed concerning
the way business had been done by these failed
concerns were not particularly surprised at the
results, except possibly one of the later failures.
The only remark that seems necessary to
make concerning these failures is
that
the policy of several firms combinor
ing
interlocking their interest for the
purpose of mutually supporting each other
in the manner here witnessed is a bad one as
related to the whole trade. It induces an unnecessary distrust; for, in general, the trade is
in a healthy condition and has beeu prudently
conducted. The production has been large,
but so also has the demand, and there has
beeu no slackening of orders. Past experience
has shown that when there iB a largo Southern
trade, a prosperous year may be depended upThe Southern trade of this year has been
on.
good. Orders have come in of a large total
amount, and the purchases of last year by that
section have beeu well paid up. The total
sales of last year for the Southern market were
not large, and there was no stock left over
of that section and paramong tho jobbers
ed astsu now made are to meet a normal demand. The state of Western trade is different

supply. Eggs

are

firm at 23o.

The following are to-day's quotati
Grain, Provisions. &q.
Flour.
and

Flour.

of

ons

lots....09
low grades.. 3 60@4 60l Mix Corn,car lota
@68
X Spring and
bag lot*....70@72
|Corn,
XX Spring. ,B00@8 001I Oata, car lota.47 */a
Patent Spring
Gate, bag lota.60
T‘
Wheats.7 60®8 00 Meal
.68
Michigan WinCottonSeed,car lota 28 00
ter straiglitsB 25®5 76! Cottonseed,bag lotaSO 00
Do roller. ...G 25@G 60 SackedBran car lot,
St. Lonis Winter straight G
Do roller.. .G

Winter Wheat

car

>

OO.aG

60@G

00@19 00
25!I do bag lota.23 60
761I Middlings, car lota 24 00
20 60
|I do bag lota
26 i Rye.
1
18

..

atents.6

75i§7

produce.

..

IVovinionM.

I PorkMaine ...12 OOffllS 00| Buck*. .10 75@20 00
Cod,15
! Clear.18 76® 10 00
0(l|
Cape
GO@17
Pea Beans
2 BO® 2 76 I Meal.17 50S18 00
Mediums.... 2 50® 2 GB' Mess Beef.. 12 00@12 6n
German med2 00 a l! yn|I Ex Meaa..l2 75@13 25

Cranberries, F bbl—

Yellow EyoslS 05®H 75
Plato.13 60® 14 00
Onions DM)!. ;5 s<>a4 00
Ex Plate. 14 60416 00
Crates.160®
I Hams.
13*A@l-lo
New Potatoes 2 00® 2 25! llama, covered I4*4@16c
Eggs D dor. ®23o Lard—
Turkeys, D lb. OOol Tub, lb
9*4® oy4
Chickens.
Tierces..
9*4(4 9*4
Fowl.
Pail.10
($10*4
■Sutler.

Creamery.24® 25o

Meedi*.

Edge Ver....22:a23o Red Top.3 75@4 00
Choice.
Timothy..2 15@2 36
Good.
Clover.15 @16
Gilt

Store.
Cheese.

Vermont_

KniMlim.
Muscatel.1 Y0@2 40
10®12 London Lay’r.2 20 a 2 30
10ul2 OnduraVal.. 8
@11

NYFact’y..
Apples.
OinngVH.
Eat lug D bbl.. 6 60@7 001 Valencia
10 0(>@13 00
KvaporatedlblGMi@18VSi Florida.0 00@0 00
Dried Apples... .0 Vs @ 101 Messina.7 OOiftS 00
Sliced
...10@10Vi Palermo.6 50@7 60

I it’UIOllM.
Sugar.
Granulated Dtb_PCs Messina.4 60@6 00
Extra C.8% Palermo
..4 60@6 po

Forcigu Imports.
POUT GILBERT, NS. Schr Montezuma—30 cds

wood 14 do bark to

GUagher & Co.
Foreign Exports.
MONTEVIDEO. Bark Geo Treat-418,360 feet

lumber.

Dry tioods Wbolesnlr market.
following quotations are wholesale prices anil
corrected dally by Storer, Bolster & Co., Dry Goode,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 152 Middle street:
ONBUSAOBED COTTONS.|
Hea\y SO in. 7Mi® 8M1 Fine 7-4.14&17
Med. 30 in. OViig 7Mi Fin© 8-4.l&@22
The

Light
Flue
1

Fine 9-4.22@26
Fine 10-4.... 87 Ms @32
^TICKINGN, BTC.
Drills. 8$ 8
Corset cleans..,. 7 <i 8‘,
@18
Satteens. 8sg V>V*
@14
Cambrics. 5@ by*
@10

u 0
30 In. 5
40 in. 71A@ »

icktugs,
Heat.16
Medium... 11
Light. 8

DenTma.12^@16V4 Silesias.10g>20

Dueka-Brown 9 @13
Cotton Fianuol*. 7fc816
Fumy 12H@10% Twine & Warps vsfasxyk
8*tt!nfc— Boat.*..11 ^ (a IS

A

paradox—Nearly

all

oar

domestics are of

foreign production.—Boston Transcript.
cannot

Success is certain when the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Jane 23, ISSfl.

From

7.30

Sundays,

a.

OFFICE HOURS:
m. to *H0 p. m., Sundays excepted.

open for

a

Tiers and General

Delivery

from 9 to iO a. m.
ARRIVAL AND, rPARTUItE OF MAILS.
Boston ana in term edi&te offices—Arrive at 2 2.10
9.00 p.
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.00 in. and
m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.30.8.30,
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00
5.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston A Maine
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.30 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. m. and 12.00 m.
Great Southern A Western—Arrive at 12.10 6.10.
8.30 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. rn., 12.00
m. 5.45 and 9.00 p. ra.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p.m.
f.00
Close at 12.00 m. and
and 9.00 p. m.

m..

Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.0t' a.
ni. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at (5.16 a. in
! 2.00 ni.
4.30 and 9.00 p. in.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor. Ml.
Desert. Jonesport, Mach las, Macblasport. East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 0 a. m. Close at 9 p. ns.
Eastpert, via each steamer—Arrive at 0.00 a. m
close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail
In" of steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East-Arrive at
2.05 a.m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the nouflArrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canaria and intermediate offices, via G T. R.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. ra.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, VtM and intermediate offices, via P. A O.
R. It.—Arrive at 8.00 p. m. Close at 7.46 a. m.
liartlett, N. H., ami intermediate offices, via P. A
O. R. R.—Arrive at 8.65 a. in. Close at 12.00 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. It. K.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.30
p.

m.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. K. R.—Close at 7.00 a. in.
Carriers’ deliveries are made dally (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. in., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Collections are made on
week days at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.15 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 0.00 p. m.
Bnilronit Receipt

Portland, Aug. 9.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
3ttlcars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 77 oars mis.elUneous merchandise.

iUIM'KI.I.AJlEOro,

RAILROADS.

On and after SIOINDAY, June
IStli, I'aNseniger Trains will run

unchanged aud quiet.
Wheat—Receipts 10,000 bu; shipments 2,400 bu.
New Orleans, Aug. 0,—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 0% o.
Mouile, Aug. 0.—Cotton is dull; Middling Jup-

Pottlund for Dexter, Bangor
Vnueeboro, St John, Halifax
and
the ('rorinces St.
Andrews,St.Stephen,
IFredericton Aroostook County, and all
stations on R. A Piscataquis R, R., x.lB
16.10 p. m. til 16
p. in., 1.20 p.
m.,
p. m.; for
Skawbegan
and
Belfast
1.15 p. m.,
1.20 p. m., tll.15 D. m
Watcrrille, 8.45 a. m. 1.16 p.m.. 1 20
in.
m. 16.10
p.
p.
tll.16 p. m
Augusta, Uallowell, Gardiner and Brunswick 6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. at., t6.10, 6.30 and
tll.16 p. m.; Rath 8.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 5.30
p. ra. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p m
and Knox A Lincoln R.
ttneklund
B
8.46 a. m„ 1.20 p. m. and on
at
Saturdays
6.80 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston,only
8.16
а. m. 1.16 p.m..
6,06 p. m. Lewiston ria
Brunswick 0.4o
a.
m„ m.15
m
Farmington,
'lonmouih.
and illtirnnacook, 8.15 a. ra. 1.15Wintbron,
p. ni. Oak-

_

Kuropenn Mnrket«.
(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool, Aug. y—12.30 p. M—Cotton market
good demand and freely met; uplands at 6 ll-16d;
Orleans at 6 13-ltid; sales 12,000 bales; speculation
and export 1000 bales.

illARKIAOEH.
Freeport, Aug. 7, by Rev. Geo. Michael, of Alfred, Charles H. Tuttle and Miss Hattie L. Anderson, both of Freeport.
In Ellsworth, Aug. 6, Samuel P. Leach aud Miss
In

land and north Anson,1.15
p. in.
6.10
m. train is the
t The
p.
St. John
IL .t Rxprc.s, with
Chair Car attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
•A Brunswick Gardiner,
Augusta,
Watervdle and Newport only,
In Bangor
at 9.45 p. in. and St. John arriving
at 6.30 following

A.

K. Tinker.

Uallowell,

Small and Mies
■

1=

I)aVI of ntkatimhipn.
FOB

Frisia.Now York .Hamburg....Aug 10
HroAMlan
.Quebec.Liverpool....Aug 11

Dominion.Quebec.Liverpool_Aug
..

Baltic.Now York..Liverpool....Aug
Bolivia .New York..Glasgow.Aug
Santiago.. New York. .Havana
Aug
Necker.New York. Bremen.Aug
Clenfuogos....New York. .Clenfuogos..Aug
Muriel.New York. .St Kitts.Aug
Pavonia.New York.. Liverpool.... Aug
British Empire_New York. .Hav&VCrue.Ang
City of Paris .New York.
.Aug
....

.Liverpool..
York..Hamburg... .Aug

Oregon.Quebec.Liverpool. ..Aug
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Aug
Newport.New York..Havana.. .Aug

New York..Brazil.Aug
Valencia.Now York..Maracaibo Aug
City of Home .....New York Liverpool... Aug
Advance.

Britauu

...

.New York

.Uverpool....Aug

Tbi. Powder never varies. A marvelo! porky,
strength and wbolesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot l)c sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold onlt in cans.
Koyai, Baking Bowiikk Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y.
mchO
dlyr

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

H''!0
s,epbcn, 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. n,., Vnu. Chora, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a.
m.,
1.60 p. m,; tsucksport, 6.10 a. m. 10.00
a.m.,
б. 06 p. m.: Bangor, 7.20 a.
m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p.m.; Drxtcr, 7.00 a.m,8.10p. m. Belfast, rf.46 a. ra., 3.16 p. m.; Skowhrgan,
8 30 a. m. 3.05 p. m.;
Watcrrille, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3-33 and 10.08 p.m.: Augusta, 8.00 a.
ni 10.03 a. m.,
3.00, 4.12 and 11.00 p. m.;
Gardiner. 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. at., 8.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Ruth. 7.00 a. at.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., anil Haturdays only at 11.56 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. ni.,4,45 *6.10
p. m. 12.36 a. m., (night.) Ruck land, 8.16 a.m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a.m. 11.16 a. in., 4.36 p. m. II .20
pm.; Phillips,7.06 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a. ra.; Jlnrnuncook, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p.m.;
p.
in.,
Wiuthrop, 10.18 a. m. 3.37
being due Tu Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and oonnootTug roads at 12.85 and 12.45 p. in. The
afternoon trains from W aterrille, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 8.18 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

16
16
16
IK
IK
IK
18
18
IS
18

—to:—

ORCHARD

BEACH

-AND-

CAMP

ELLIS.

Fare to Orchard Beaeli and return

80 Oonts.

Excursion Kntrs to iflnranncook and reparlies of Are or more.
Limited Tickets lies I and second class for
Nr. John and dHlifnx on sale at reduced
rases.

Fare to Camp Ellis and relurn Including
along the Beach, lu the observation cars
Orchard Beach B. K.

a

rid

of

tb

SO Cents.
PaSBenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. m..
1.00, 3.110, and 5.30 p. in. Returning leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 13.22, 2.45, 7.30, and 0,41)
IB.

S, H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
jlylDdtf

PAVSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHS F, Gen’l. Pass. St Tioket Ago
Portland. June 12.1883
f
Jul

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

JA3. T. FURBEK, Gen. Supt.

Arrangement

NEWS.

Jtlandny, June IN.
-Passenger Train? will leave

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Best 36 ln..llM»®13
Fine 6-4.16 t»i!0
Med. 30 in.. 8
Fine 7-4.IS
@11
ij2S
Light36In. 0 <& IVg Fine 8-4.21 fi. 26
>
42 in.. 10
Fine 8-4.2c
@14
Fine 10-4 ..U7Wfi3J%
5-4....11

fl7

Slock IHarket.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornel
of Middle and Exchauge streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T. A S. F. 80%
Boston & Maine.
..K>1
Flint & Pare Marquettelcommou. 23%
Flint & Pare Marquette preferred.. 99
L. R. & Ft Smith.
ID
Marquette, Hughton & Ont. common
30%
Mexican Central 7s. GO
..

...

NEW YORK STOCKS,
Denver & It. G... 35%
Missouri Pacific....
97%
Omaha common
44%
Wabash preferred..
35%
Omaba preferred.103
Northern Pacfic prefor red.. 85%
N orthern Pacific common.... 46%
Pacific Mail..
34%
Bonis & .'Nash. 40
...

Central Pacifio..
Rich &

69'Vs
67%

....

Dan.

York

New

lock nnd

Honey llarkel.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Aug. 9.—Money is easy at 2@2% on
call; last loan at 2; prime mercantile paper at 4Vs
$6. Exchange steady at 483% for long and 487%
forshort. Governments strong. State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds are steady.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 251.000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg..112%
do
do -do
4%s,coup.113%
do
do *do
4s, reg ..-liy%
do
do
do
4s, coup. .119%
Pacific 6s, ’96.128
..

Tbe

following

are

the closing quotations Stocks:

Chicago & Alton .....134
Chicogo & Alton pref.140
123%
Chicago. Burr & Quincy
..

Erie. 33
Erie pref.75%

illinois.Central.131

Lake

Shore.107%

Michigan Central.
New jersey Central.
Northwestern.

87
86

.127%

Northwestern prof.. ..144

New York Central.116%
Rock Island.121
St. Paul.103%
St. Paul pref.
..118%
Union Pacific ^Stock.
92%
Western Union Tel.... 70
California

mining <itock«.

A
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Aug.9.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks today:

Best &

Belcher... 4%

4
Ophir
Gould & Curry. 3Mi
Hale & Norcroas
6*4
Mexican..
8%
Eureka... 5 Mi
Sierra Nevada...... 5Mi
Union Con.
5M
Yellow [Jacket... 3a/g
Savage. 2Va
Northern Belle.
G»4
..

...

...

market.
Boston, Aug. 9.—The following were today’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 21 (a
23c for choice, 18@20c tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 21@23c for choice, 18a 20c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 18®20c
t* ft for choice, 16<®17c for fair and good; choice
Western dairy at 14@16c and Western ladle packed
13 a-1 5; quiet
Cheese is Arm; 9Mi@10c for choice and 8@9c for
Bouton Produce

good; 0 a7c for common.
Eggs—have been in demand; 22^23c for Eastern,
21 az2c for New York and Vermont,21 @22 for No-

fair and

Scotia an 1 PEI.
Potatoes—We quote
1 62 a 1 76 i}>

Jersey and Rhode Island

at

bbl.___

Chicago Lire tttock market.

(By Telegraph.!

Chicago. Augu-t 9—Hogs—Receipts 9.000 head;
shipments 3200 head: prices are strong and higher;
rnixedlat 6 16@5 60: heavy 6 45 a5 80;
6 26; skips 8 60@6 60.

light

6 76

u

Cattle—Receipts 6000 bead; shipments 2300 hd;
good strong; common weak; good choice shipping
steers 6 40^5
76._
Doinewtie iTIarketx

fBy Telegraph.)
Nv,w York, Aug. 9.—Flour market—Receipts
8916 bbls; exports 67 bbls; shade stronger and in

...‘-I

THURSDAY, Aug. 9.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, Now York—mdse
to J B Coyle. Jr.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcorn, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Brig O C Clary, Lewis, South Amboy—coal to Jus
H Poor.

Sch Montezuma, NcNeil, Port Gilbert, NS—wood

and bark to Gallagher & Co.
Sch John H Kennedy. Smith, Western Banks,
with 40.000 bbls mackerel.
Sch Mabel, Strout, Millbrldgo-edgings to J H
Blake.
Sch Lyon, Condon. Bluehill for Boston.
Sch Lydia Webster, from Castine.
Sch Elect, Gray, Castine—wood to Curtis & Davis.
Sch Bloo er. Brown, Bangor for Lynu.
Sch Honry Denois, of Rockport, with 100 bbls

mackerel.

Cleared*

Tliornholm, (Br) Holmes, Liverpool via
New York—Ryan & Kelsey.
Treat, Treat, Montevideo—Frauk
George
Barque
Steamer

Dudley.

Sch Delhi, Emerson, Glen Cove-E S Harnlen &
Co.
Sch Annie Cocelia, (Br) Bernier, St Annie, CB—
Chase, Leavljt & Co.
Sch Storm Petrel, Herrick, Ellsworth—Orlando
Nickejscu.
Sch Oriental, Wilson, Steuben—N Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Boothbay—D

Choate.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Ariosto, El well, of and from Rockland for
Boston, with lime, struck on Sleeper Point, 3d inst,
during a thick fog, but came off after throwing over
80 bbls lime and returned to Rockland. Damage

light.

Sch Clara, Stewart, from Itockport for New York,
put into Vineyard-Haven 7th with loss of bead of
foremast.
Sch Jenide Beasley, which was recently run into
olT Cai>e Cod, is undergoing repairs at Buckflport.
The damage was severe and she would have sunk at
the time, had it not been calm weather.

FI8HER9IEN.
Ar at Deer Isle 4tb, schs Eva & Bello Know) ton,
and Glide. Stanley, Bay Fundy.
Ar at Boothbay 7tb, sch Jas Pool, Nickerson, fm

Bay Fundy.

Sid fm Cause 7th inst, schs Georgia Willard, for
Banks; MaUlnv DMcLain, and Snow Drop, for Poitland; Gertie Evelyn, for Gloucester, full.

POKTR.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 8tb, ship David Crockett.
Anderson, New York.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 31st, seti Obas F Hcyer,
Watts, Galveston.
Cld 28th. sch Emmh F Hart, Davis, Providence.
Cld 1st. brig James Miller, Warren, New York.
SAXILLA RIVER-Sid 1st,sch Kate Wentworth,
OONIKSTIC

for Newark.
RICHMOND—Ar Ctb, schs rl N Skinner, Nickerson. Kennebec: Dora M French, French. Bangor.
Sid tith. sch E G Knight, Blake, New York.
NORFOLK-Ar 5th, seb B R Woodside, Reed,

Gardiner.

GEORGETOWN, I)C—Cld 7th, schs Mary g Morse
Jones, Portland; John Shay,Clark, do; A C Stubbs,
Lewis, Charleston.

ALEXANDRIA—Passed up 4th,
for

Washington.

sch Ada

Barker,

BALTIMORE—Cld 7th, sch Hattie H Baker, Barbour, Bangor.
Ar Sth. brig Jennie A Caeney, Arey, fm Portland;
sch Henry C Wins hip, Duane, Kennebec.
Cld 8tb, sens Itsaac Orbeton, Trim, for Bangor;
Messenger, Faiker, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 7th. schs Abbie Bursley,
Lowell, Kennebec; Joel Cook, Springer, and SalMc
Young, Young, do; Ridgewood, Hand, Bath.
Cld 7tb, sch A Hunt, Baker, Boston; Nautasket,
Richardson, do.
Ar 8tl), sens Jonathan May, Little. Kennebec; A
L Mulford. Shaw, and Rebecca Sheppard, Smith.do;
A K Bentley, Bakee, do.
Cld 8th, brig Kaluna, Kay, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, brig Flora Goodale. Leighton, Orchilla; schs Vandalia, Barbour, New Haven;
Uranus, Clark, Hillsboro; Kate Foster, Sands River,
NS; Alla-Vela, Alley, Deer Isle; Real Jacket, Ginn,
and Charlie Hanley, Dyer, Rockland; King Pbillip,
Mitchell, Machias; Eastern Belle, Clark's Island;
Nile, Spear. Rockland.
Cld 8tb. barque Daring. Stover, for Havana; sch
Harry White, Hopkins. Fortune Island.
Sid Sth. barques Beatrice Havener, for Melbourne;
Bertha, for Bristol; Daring,for Havana.
Passed the Gate Sth. sch Alice Oakes, Littlejohn,
from Port Johnson for Portland; Herald, New York

for Portsmouth.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 7th, Bchs Com Tucker,Kendall, ami H A DeWltt. Reed, New York.
Ar 7tb, sch Vickrbnrg, Kendali, New York.
Ar,8ih, sch Koret, Bickford, New York.
Sltl ttth, sch II G Me Buck, Putnam, Wilmington.
FALL RIVER—Sid 7th, sch Elouise, Gray, for
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sch Wm II Archer, Belatty, Ellsworth.
NEWPORT—Ar 7th, schs Laora T Chester, Kent.

instances Jobbing trade decreased;sales 19,900 bbls.
Camden; Pushaw. Wall, Bangor.
Ar dtb. sets Charter Oak,
VINEYARD-HAVE
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 46(o/3 60; Super Jim
from Augusta for New York; Mary F PUe, WhitWestern and State at 8 00@4 00; common to good
for
do.
extra Western and State 3 90@4 40; good to choice
ing
Sailed, schs E A DeHait, Helen, Lewis Clark, A E
do at 4 60@6 76; common to choioo White Wheat
Stevens, Martha Weeks, Petrel, and J Nickerson.
Western extra atJ6 25@7 00; fancy do 7 10(0*7 26;
Ar 7th, schs Kobt Dority, and Sedgwisk tor New
common to good extra Ohio at 4 00@6 60; com mo
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 OOa?H 76; Paten
York; Marlon Draper, Gardiner fordo; Nellie Eaton, Calais for do; Alaska, Portlaud for do; Corvo,
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6<J@0 60; choic
Rockland for do; Starlight, Bangor for do; Irene R
to double extra do at 0oO@7 36; including 3500
bbls City Mill extra at 6 25@5 90; 1600 bbls No 2
Mescrvey, do for Philadelphia.
2
at
Sid, brig Shannon; schs Charlotte Fish. Adrianna
46@3 60;1100 bbls Superfine at 3 006*4 00;l,400 low extra at 3 95:24 25 6800 bbls Winter
Commerce, Ida L Kay, Alpine, Georgietta, Bertha,
H
S Boynton, L T Chester, Wm Plckeriug, Mary F
Wheat? extra at 4 00@7 2o;4800 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 00&7 36, Southern fiou Is firm but quiet;
Pike, and Charter Oak.
BOSTON—Ar
>
8th, schs Carrie Bell. Seavey, Hocommon to fair at 4 2025 10: good t choice 6 75@
6 76. Wheal—receipts 53,600 bush; exports 48,"
boken; Wm Pickering, Hellatty, do; Mary A Heyer.
617 bush; higher with a brisk trade on speculative
Anderson, Wlnterport. Brnne te, Colson, Searsport;
Addle, Goodwin, Bristol; Robert Woodruff, Lewis,
account;»aies 5,904,000 busbfutures, 224,000 bush
and Susan Stetson, Frisbeo, Wiscasset; J P Ober,
on>pot: No 2 Spring atl 12 Vs21 13 on spot; No 2
Red at 1 20@1 21 in elev.l 19 delivered from store,
Denning, Portland.
Below, schs Jos Stover, Henry Whitney, and CarNo 1 Red State at 1 23; No 1 White State at 1 21.
rie Strong.
State and CanHyo firmer; Western 71
Ar »tb, brig Lizzie Wyman. Scars,
ada 76@77e. I«ruspot lots %c higher, closing
Jane Bright. Barter, Brunswick, Ga; Louis* Bliss,
weak; options l@2c lower,closing steady with slight
Strong, Georgetown; Carrie Strong, Stroug, Philareaction; trade less active: receipts 32,100 bush;exdelphia; llenrv Whitney, Crowell, Weekawken; JG
port 76,795 bosh.sales 1,120,000 bush future |169(Stover, Arey. Port Johnson; Kate Lily, Hutch lugs,
000 on the spot; No 2 at 63c; N Y Yellow at 70c;
Bath; Isabella, Lewis, Wlscasset; Hannah D. Read,
No 2 for August 63%(&65%o, closing 63%c; Sep
tember at 02(gi63c, closing 62 Vfec; October at 62 a
SALEM—Ar 7th, schs Lncy Hammond, Robinson,'
62%c,closing 62V«c; Nov 62c. Oats—spot steady
South Amboy; Petrel, Decrow, do; Chase, Snow,
and fairly active; options unsettled and %'<$% JowEllzabcthport; Wm Doming, liodgins, Port Johncrjwith fair business: receipts 10,800 buf*b: exports
son; Itnska, Wilson, Cherrylleld.
-; sales 786,000 bush futures, 105,000 bush on
LYNN—Ar 7th, sch Lconeesa, Henderson, Philaspot: No 2 at 38c: do White at 41241 Vic; No 1 at
Mixed
Western
38
do
White
at
delphia.
a,41c.
41262c;
39;
White do 41@60c; White State at 47253c, includAr8th, sch .las Warren. Leighton, New York;
Northern Light, Harper, Calais; Marla Theresa,
ing 2-0,000 bush No 2 for August at 86%233%
Kallar. Rockland.
closing at 86%c;270»OCO do for September
GLOUCESTER—A r nth, soh D T Pfttchln, Patchtn
at
23
do
for
October
’,000
@86%c, closing 3oVsc;
at 35%(g}36, closing 85%c. Hu gar; unchanged reBangor.
NKWIUJRYPORT-Ar Sth, sch Albert, Rich, fm
refined
C
at
lower;
727
ExVso;
fining 6%26%c;
Wecbawken,
tra C 7% fe7 Va ;do White 7%c; Yellow C 6% a6% :
ELLSWOKTH-Ar 2d, sell David Faust, Smith,
off A 7%(a*8c; standard A 8 3 16(6/8%<•; powdered
9(g/‘.J%: granulated at 8%e; Con. A at 8%c; cut Portland.
BANGOR—Cld 8tb, brig L Staples, Stowers, for
and
loaf
crushed 9l/ji;Cube8%@9.Mo1a-«*«s stoadv;
Baltimore; sobs Elbridgo Souther, Freethv, SavanNew Orleans 3()2!58c; Porto Rico 35 «/45c; English
Eliza B Cottln, Mann. Klizabethport.
nab;
1(
Islands at 35a.4uc.
•*eirol«?um-uuitod
9%.
BATH—Sid 7th, sch George VV Jewett, McKowu,
TnJJotv is firmer; sales 38,000 ibi at 7 lM0aj7%.
Philadelphia.
160
bbls
moss
Pork yto-.dy; sales
spot at 16 606
fn the stream, barqius Alex Campbell, Bunker,
3 6 76;lOO clear back 18 60.« 19 00; family mess at
and Au Sable, Audrews, bound west.
17 60. I.nnl opened steady, closing weak and dull;
sales 7(0 prime steam spot at 8 7jV« «8 80. 160
»(IKI!ICN HOKTM.
city steatn at 8 b6(Ujti 60; 260 refined for continent
D t; quoted at 9 10; S A 9 75.
Butter weak; Penn.
At Singapo: e Juno 14th, barque Albert Russell,
W«
State
at
stern 9 a
Creamery 22Vfl223;
16<$23;
Curtis, lor Boston.
22 Vg. Cheese is barely steady; State 8(^9%
Ar at llerblee June 27, brig Stephen Bishop, HlvFreights to Liverpool firm; Wheat steam 4^4%d
ers, Matauzas.
Chk A i‘>,Aug. 9.—Flour is firmer hut 41 higher.
In Dunkirk Roads July 20tb, ship Carrie Clark,
Wheat unsettled and weaker—Regular „i 02% for
Storer. from San Francisco.
August; 1 < 3% for September; 1 05% @1 06% for
Off Barusay July 27, ship Florence, Leonard, fm
October; 1 06%@1 06% for November; 1 02% all
Liverpool lor Baltimore.
1 02%: No 2 Red Winter
year: No 2 Chi. ago
Cld at Blnrflelds, Wo, ,Jnly27tb, sch Eunie Me108. Corn unsettled but
lower; 62c for
generally
Kown,
llolway, New York.
cash; 51 %c for August, 60%260%o for SeptemAt Cardenas 1st Inst, sch (leorgla, Huntley, for
ber; 49%c for October; 48c November; 45%c till
Delaware Breakwater.
year. Oats dull and weak at 27V4(a;28%c for canh,
Cld at Windsor. NS, 2diust, sells Annie F Conlon,
for August; 26Va^2(>c/sc
September; ; Seward, Alexandria; Oth, Cora Etta, Fales, for
26%(®@26%c for October, 26% 226% year. Kyo New York; 7th, brig John C Noyes, Coker, Baltiactive, Briii and higher. Fork is unsettled hut gen
more.
orally higher at lit 06®13 if, each; 13 05 August;
Cld at Musquash, NB, 7th Inst, sch Lizzie Dewey,
13 10® 13 IS for September: 13 30® 13 32% for
lb-tors, Dublin.
October; 1U CO November: 12 80 year. I,ard] in in
Ar at Hillsboro Orb, sell Emellne O
Sawyer, Cousfair demand and nominally unchanged: salon 8 4f>
ins, Ncwburyporc.
for cash and August; 8 47 Va®B 60 lor September;
Cld 7th, sob H T Townsend, Smith, Newburg.
for
S6
8
8 52%®8
October;
40 November;
Ar at St John. NB, 7th Inst, sell Labalna, Hough8 26 year. Hulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders at
ton, Portland yla Lubee; Burirl», Pinkham, New
0 26; short rib 7 26; .short at 7 H6.
York
Kecolpts—Flour 11,000 Bbls, wheat 44,000 bush
Cld 8th, sohs Saral Fish, Teel, New York; Bivorcorn 266,000 bush,oats 00,000 hush, rye 14,000
dale, Ferris, ltoekland.
—

%4{72%;

SUMMER

Passenger trains

will run as follows:
TRAINS FROM B1UDGT0N.
Nos. of Trains.
13
FUOM BltlDGTON
MLS. A. M.
A. M.

Bridgtou,

26%(§g27c

37%®8

bu!

4900 bbh,
Shipments—Flouroats

coru;35K,000 bush,

wheat 30,000 bush.
49,000 bush, rye 2,000 bu

barley 000 bush.
ST. Loots, Aug. 9.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat active but lower; No 2 lted Fail at 1 00%®
1 00% cash; 1 0U%®1 07% for August; 1 OH1 i ,,
109%, for September; 1 10%®1 ijiy„ October112%®113% for November; 1 Ot)%®t 07% all
year. Lard steady at 7%.

mpokkui.
May 30, off Capo Horn, ship Lucille, Talbot, from
San Francisco for Liverpool.
July 211, lat 27, lou t>8, brig Wanban, Wallace,
from New York for Progresso.
J uly 24. off Bardsay, ship Jos S Spinney, CurllDg,
from Liverpool for Sau Francisco.
AngS, off Highland Light, barquo Ada Gray,
Plummer, from Trapani lor Gloucester.

Leave

Sandv

2
6
7
8
14
10

Creek,
Ingall’s Road,
Perley’s Mills,
Wltham'l.

5
1>. M

6.05

10.20

8.00

6.12
16.30

10.27
1<>.45
110.49

6.07

16.25
18.34
te.29
16.38 tl0.53 16.33
Ran kin’s Mills,
16.58 111.13 16.53
7.05
11.20
7.00
Bridgtou Junct. Ar.
TRAINS FOR BK1DGT0N.
Nos. of Trains.
2
4
g
Fob Bridgtos!
mls. a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
0.55
2.15
Bridgton Junct. Leave
8.00
Kaukiu’s Mills,
2 110.05
t2.22
18.07
Wittaru’s
S 110.85
12.42
18.27
9 110.40
12.40
18.31
Perley’s Mills,
10
10.45
12.60
Kigali's lh.ad
18.36
14
10.58
3-08
8.53
Sandy Creek.
16
11.05
3.15
9.00
Bridgton, Arrive^
t Stops when signalled or notice to conductors.

jy24

dtf

Boston & Maine II ail road,
SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, June 18, 1883,
PAMviKNIlIiKTISAlIVN WILL LfcAVE

POKTI.AND for BON’IUN
at 6.15, 8.46 a. m., 12.55 and 6.30
at 10.45,
p. m., arriving at Boston
’"TT-rr-—-—
a.m., 1.16 4.45, ami 10.00 i». m.
BOSTON HMI CORTLAND at 0.00 a. m.
and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
12.80,
at 12.55, 6.<X), 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
RiO.H I ON
FOB OLD DRt nABD HLAdI at 8.00,
9.00a.mM 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
OIU IIABD BE U H FOB BOSTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.60 and 6.54 p. m.
PORTS AND
FOR
MCAKRORO
REACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.15,8.45,
10.25 a. m., 12.35, 5.15. O.OO.and 8.15 p.m. FOR
OI.DOKUIARD IIEItB at 6.15, 8,45,
10.25 a. m.. 12.85, 12.55. 5.15, 6.00, 6.30 ami
8.15 p. m. Keturmug leave OLD ORCHARD
at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a m., 12.29, 2 45, 4 33, 7.25,

Portland at ».3« a. na.,
and
——*—1.05 jf. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7130 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8 00 a. m. and 11.15 a,
in., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.
?er

Hinton.

PORTLAND FOR
7.48and 10.30 p. m.
HA CO, at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12 35, 12.65,
FOR HID
5.15, 6.00, 6.30 ami 8.15* p. m.

6.16, 8.45,

at

10.2o

a.

in.,

12.35,

12.55, 6.15, 6.00 and S. 15* p. m. FOR K KN>
N K H CJN K at 6.15, 8 45 a. m., 12.55, 6.15 and
8.15* p.iu. FOR WfiMdEHtatO.lS, 8.45 a. m.,
and 5.15 p. m. J O R NOHI' *1 It 3 R AVIC H.,
RREtTTILfA.ANDOOVEM, at 6.16,
8.45a.m.,12 555,15an<l 6.30i>m.FOK SALMON

FAIilsH.at 6.16,8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.15
EXETER. II 4 V Fit II11.1.,
FOR
p. in.
LAW UENI K, AND
LOWELL U 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p,
m.
FOR NEW
*1 arret; at 6.15, and 8.45 a. m.
FOR
KOCVi ESTER, FAR TII NOTON, N. H.,
ALTON St A 1
WOLFROROIJ6H AND
CENTRE (I ARMOR at 8.45 a.m.. and 12.65
FOB UAN4 Hl'NTLRt AND CONp. in.
COKIM IN. I*., (via New Market Jet.) at 6 15
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
ROHNINV TRAIN EEAVK* RENNEHCNK
FOR CORTLAND at 7.25.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard

Beach.

t Passengers may also roach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.50 p. m.
The 12.65 p. m, train from Portland connects with Mound I«ine Mtruiuei* for New
York and all Kali Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Kail Eiur* for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Cart on all through trains.
Seats
secured In advance at Depot Ticket Office.

TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR HOLTON aiul WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 and 5.3" p. m. RONTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8,30 a. m. and 0.00
POHTIiAND
FOR OLD
ORp. m.
CHARD H*: At Hat 10.00 a. m. and 1.00,

3.30 and 5.30 p. in
OI.D OK*11 IRi» FOR
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.45, 7.30 and 0.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. ra., 1,00 and
6.30 p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.00 2.30,
7.16 and 9.3« p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamer# running between Portland and Bangor,
Bock land, Mt. Desert, Machine, Kastporc, Calais.
St. .John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Truuk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland Si Ogden burg train* at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Booms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Laurence and Poston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of 1?I. L. WilltauiM, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at I'niou
Ticket OtArc, 40 Exchange St.
J.
Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Get*. Agent. Portland,
ftpo

tTFUHBER,

H1.
i_READIN6
Brook

Bound

Route.

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations In

0.26

9.30

10.55

11.00

(line,

a. m

Close “nneetlons made at WeatbrooK Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. R., and
QrandTranh Transfer. Portland, with through
Rams of Grand Trank R. R.
Through tickets to aii points South and West, at
Ifns h Adams’ No. 22 Kxov,,'-dol3cer asd at l
Street.
Outage
*
L»oo» not stop at Woodford’s.
■}. W. PETERS, Supt.

Ju6

Grant! Trunk

CHANGE OF TIME.
On aud after Monday,
Traiun will ruu

t * buy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office in New England) xi»

BOl'iVD

KKOOli

or

steam-

HOIIYE

Wny, $£ 50.
Now York aud Philadelphia,) JExrur»iou, 1.00.
I One

NSW

‘111

HNRL4ND AUVNOV,

Wssshtiiftton Street, Boston

,T. E. WOOTTEN,

C.G.

Gen. Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN,

HANCOCK,

Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

FIRST MAINE

Heavy Artillery,
R 82 UNION,

Celebration of their 21st Anniversary,:

2.10
3.25
6.10

4.30
0.10

0.30

TICKET OFFICE*

#«« WANBI

BOSTON
It TON ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements tn Newspapers In a

B|tles and towns of the United (States and tbs
ornish PtOTlsew.

Leave*
Portland.
A.M.

A. M.

9.00
10.30

P. M.
2.30
3.45

2.00

3.16

8.00

2.40
6.66
9.35

STEAMER GAZELLE.

A. M
10.30

A. M.

P.M.
1.B0

P.M.

2.00

3.15
0.00

6.10
0.39

6.20
6.49

MINNEHAHA.

P.M.

P.M.

12.25
2.30
6.00
0.30

12.15
2.40

6.15
6.40

A. M.

Steamers will ran to accomodate the Partlllon
Entertainment. 25 cents for the round trip aud
free admission to the partition.

P.M.
12.25

2.46

WILLARD, Manager.

B. J.

5.00
9,00
10.15
from Peaks*

Trips

2.40

10.45

12.00

Last

P M

12.00
P.M.

CAPT. A.H. OLIVEB.
will leave as follows, except on Excursion days,
when uotice will be given in the daily papers.
Leave
I.eavo
Leave
Leave
Portland.
Peaks.
White Head.
Cushing's

P.M.
2.15
3.30
7.30

P.1L

9.40

I'APT. WOT. J, 41HAIC3.
Leaves
I. oaveu
Leaves
Portland.
Evergreen aud Tref. Diamaud.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
0.00
0.40
i»0
10.30
11.20
II. 80

3.60
5.15

5,00

A. M.
10.00

11.30

STEAMER

P. M.

6.40
9.30

7.30

9.30

11.10

7.36
9.46
11.15

11.00

M.

P.

2.00

6.20

0.10
7.25
9.80

7.00
9.00
10.30

9.20

11.00
11.46
P.M.
12.40
2.30
6.00
0.20

P.M.

A. M.

A. M.

r».4G

CA»*T. A. N. OLIVER.
Leave*
Leave*
Leave*
Peaks'.
White Head Cushion
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

12.16

n. J. (ICAfU.
Leaves
Leaves
Diamond.
Evergreen and Tref.

,jy21d«

Island

9.00 and

10.15

m

p.

HTEA1IEKM.

IMLAMO MTEA.UEBS.

Boston

JULY 24, 1880.

AND

MEW TIME TABLE

—

—

PHILADELPHIA

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

Direct Steamship Line.

“EMiTA.”

From BO T OK

STEAMER

Every Wednesday and Saturday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday aud Friday.

CAPr. JOHN T. STEALING.
Franklin Wharf Jones Landing Tr.f.tbe.'s L'4g
to Peaks Island,
to Portland.
to Portland,

j

m.

p.

7.20

9.20

9.35

11,16
P. M.

11.09

1.16
2.20

12.20

3.35

3.45

5.15
6.36

6.00
6.45

P. Jf.
2.35

9.15
10.15

110.40

s L M I) A >

r 1. Desert

And Sacblas Steamboat

A.

Company.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Dee ring, will leave Kail-

road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
m
and Friday Evenings. at 11.15
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Expteas Trains
Dorn Boston, for Rockland, Castine, I>eor Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West aud Bar Harbors,
Milbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Connect at ROCKIiAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamerfor GOULDSBOR0% LAMOLNE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
era at Rockland, going
East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
liETI KA INii, will leave Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,aud connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train lor Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River
for Port-

jjaP*v'

M.

A. M.

7.UO
9.00

6.30
7.20
9.46

10.30

A.

M.

7.35

10.60

9.30
11.00

e.M.

p. m.

r. m.

12.30

12.50

2.00

2.20
6.30
9.00

1.00
2.35

3.00
6.15
9.30

5.16

_

Steamer will ran to accommodate the KollerSkating Kink, leaving the city at 7.30, returning at 9.15
and 20.15. Tickets, with admission to Gardes, 26
cents. Will run as above until further notice.
CHAS. A. SPAKKOW, Treas. and Manages.*
drf
ly24_

•TIME TABLE.

STEAMER GEN. BARTLETT
will leave Long Wharf, foot of

Landings

freight

Exchange Street,

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,

new

7.35

2.00
3.15
4.30
6.15
7.30
9.45

de31tf_

A. M.
0.00

8.16

10.30
P. M.
12.00

imnrance one-half the rate of
»ir^-.'«sa-sailing ressel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pswaje Tea Dollars. Koaad Trip 81N
ideals and Room Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. II. SAUPNON, Agent,
7ft l.ong Wharf, Rontoa.

The

A. M.

A. M.
7.00
9.00

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
From

< 'tiv

Capt. Wnt. f£. Denai«on} leaving saice wharf
every Monday. WednpMday, A Saturday Evenings at 11 15 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next dat\
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and
Ellsworth,Monday’s and Wed
nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor
with steamer for Goulds boro
Lamoiiie, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday
Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 5.00 p. m.f connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, Juno 18,1883.
jul8dt

10.00

m.

at

Peaks’, Long, and Little Che besot#
Islands.
for Peaks’, Long, Little and Great Che~
beague Islands.

a. m.

2.16 p.

for

RETURNING,
Leave Little Cbebeague at...11.09 a. m.
Lonir Island at.11.16 a.m.
Peaks’ Island at.11.30
at Portland at
..11.46

a.
a.

*
m

AFTERNOONS,
Lea>e Great Cbebeague at..4.30 p.
Little Cbebeague at.. 4.45 p.
Long Island at.. 6.00 p.

m.
m

Arriving

m.

Jones’Landing at.6 3u p. m.
.25 eta
Regular Fare (round trip)....
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).16 cfe

___

Great Chebeague Band will furnish music
evening on board this steamer, for a sail down tbc
bay and a dance on Long Ulaud—leaving Lent
Wharf at 7.15. Fare for sail and dance 35 cts.

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Hod need Rates.
Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. Hi. Louis, O ash ha, *ugin-

To

Hi.

I’nnl. Nalt Lakr City,
Denrer, Nan Franciuco,

aw

points

the
North went, VPcat and ftouthwrat.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.
oet7dtf
and all

VXX4BLOAD.
J»ntoo lor Portland
and
4.45 ud 9.45 a. n:
Portland for Canton. ,4 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. in.
I .care Lewf.ton at 9.46 a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
;tigo soimootion? with Byron, Mexico, Dlallold,
Bin, ’.iTartnorc, West -*nmnor and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.
Portlaud. Juno. 10. 1883
octlddtf

**rt|Lewtoton
-7 Lea..

Eastern Railroad.

alternately

will

and after

leave

follows,
Leave Harpswell 6.00 a. m, 2.45 p. m., Great
Chebeague, East end, 6.30 a. m., Jenks*, 6.46 a.
m., 3.3o p. m.. Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m., 3.46
p. in., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.05 p. m., arriving
as

at Portland at 8 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland,
9.30 a. m., 6.15 p. m., Long Island, 10.10 a.
6.56 p. m.. Little Chebeague, 10.30 a. m., 7.16 p.
m., Great Chebeague, Jenks’. 10.45 a. m., 7.30 f.
m., East End, 7.3o p. in., arriving at Harpswell at
11.30 a. m., 8.15 p.m.

|5P’~Xickets and Staterooms for sale it D. S,

roUNQ’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New fork,

Kail and Sound Lines for sale.

via the rariots

Freight

taken as usual.
R. 1UVLE, Jr., Rrnrral

J.

Agent.
dtl

HI’NDAT TRIP...
Lear. Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.30 p. m. returrtog
leave Harpswell, 2.45 p. in.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
jy2dtf
Capt. GEO. F. WEST.

Steamship Company

Maine

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.
second

Saturday
day
ELEANORA and
ON next, the steamers
CONIA will leave Franklin
the

of

NTEAHERM.

June,

FRANWharf, Portland, every

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, Eaet River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. in.
During the summer months these steamers will

4 LL desiring to nd for friends in the Old Country will save money by l>u>lug their prepaid
steerage ticket* at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign ol the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by tbeCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across tie
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry ami Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Psris, Bremen anti Har ugen, $27.00

touch at Vineyard Haven oil their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room, $5;
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a
very desirable
route
for
between
travelers
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods
by this line destined beyond Portland
or New \ ork, will be at once forwarded to their

shipped

destination

on

arrival.

Tickets and

State Rooms

can

be obtained at 22

Copenhagen,

Exchange Street.
J

B. ( OVI E, Jr., General
Portland, May 10, 1883

4 a. «*.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
BUM :ord, Kenn* bunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth Nawouryport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.80a. m.
At 8,4ft a. tn. for Uajie Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Welle, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Coo way Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
Newburyport,
Lvnn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. in.
At Pi.&ft p. ui. (Express,) for Saeo. Blddeford,
Keunebunfc.
| No,
Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arrlvlug at 4.55 p. in.,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6.30 p. n».
(Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Kail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.xu.
Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 5.80
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
At

H'rains Leave Boston
9.00 a. m„ and arrive in Portland at 11.65
a. m. and 12.55 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
MUy

7.30,

and arrivo in

Portland at 11.00 p.

m.

Pullman Pmior Cars
Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m.. 12.30 and 7.00 p.

On
in,

and Portland 8.45-a. m., 12.55 and (» 30 p.

On Tralus loaviug Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Tic ltd* to nil Point* Mouth nnd
Wc**t.
Putlnaav, Car Ticket* for Meats aid
£•'- rth* **>M •« Oeifot Tirket OtMo- ouly.
.June 17. 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gon’l Pass’r Agent
juul' dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Learr Railroad Wharf.
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
at
6
p. to., for
Friday
Kasiport and 8*.
ihn, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, st.

Portland & O^deustnirg R, R,
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
-TO—

Rl'RLINTl'IO.Y

VT.,
OKDENNBLUG, N. V.,
AND UIONTRJEAL.

On nn«l after iUondny June 35th,
INNS.

until
further
uoliee Fnsacnuer
Trniu. leave Portland as follows:
A. HI.—Fftr Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
nnd all points on It. 0. M. H. K., St.
Johnsburv,
ami all points on i.). A L,
Burlington,
C. It, R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all

Ogdenshurg

Southeastern ltallroad anil branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars aud
new passenger coaches ami
baggage eirs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through

cars

on

to Swantou

ana

hury.

Burlington

via. St. .Johiis-

(Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for
House, Orawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Itesorts, will Dot stop at So.
\\ lad ham, White
ltock, Hiram or Brownfield.
irn

p
Glen

!*•

*,1°r

Bartlett ami intermediate station*.

TriciiiH

nn

iv<

m

l»urilnu«l

:

1U**“Horn Bartlett and local Ptation*.
1,2.no noon- from Fabian’s and all Mountain point*.
kin p. m.—from No.
Conway (mixed train leaving
No, Conway 2 00 p. m. for Portland and way sta-

tlens.)
7.15 n. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

Ogdenshurg Ac.

J. 11A VIII.TOIV, Uuperinteudeat.
CUM. 11. POKE, O. T. A.
jua28dtf
Portland, June 22d, 1S33.
..

A Book for Every linn !
aged and Old.

Andrews,

the New Brunswick and Canada

Inter-

colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western CeuntiesL Rail Hoa^s, and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InS5y Freight
formal! or regarding the same may be bad at the
office of the Freight Agent Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, vith Excursion Route* Ticket*
-Hat
Rooms and further information applj a
•.v»m»aiHr’s uftse,4(i FjchangcRt.
T O.
SKY Pre*uVenr, and Mauagei*
m- i.
dif

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
TO

CALIFORNIA,
Mevt

Zealand

Australia.

a ad

Steamers sail from Sew York for Asiiinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20tli of each
month, carrying
/passengers and freight for all the abovo named
Steamer of

from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

CA.3ST

and Australia.

For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Kas-

the Family

sale of

passage tickets by the White Star,
FOUCunard. Anchor,
State, American, Red Star,
RotterAmerican,

NO XOI KEO JT1IL.K.
NO iiPOVLED NEAT.
no stale man.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many daya
and docs not impart tho slightest foreigu taste fc*
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation tha;
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless a*
still and costs only a fraction ot a cent to a pound of
meat, fish, butter or cheese or to a qu rt of milk.
This is no humbug; it is endorsed
by uc men iu»
Prof. S&rti’l W. Johnson of Vale College* Sold bv
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name your express office. Viamliue brand for meat;
< >ceau Wave for ilsh and sea food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, SOeper D>. each. Furl lor cream;
Queen for eggs, aud Aqua Vita? for fluid extracts,
per lb. each.

dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all tirst class
fast passage steamers, to and from all point* in

Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by tli
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
to J. L. FARMER
Ac. and other Information
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box i*7y.
10
ly

apply

Tan

El.\E.

rWHITE

11.8. and Koval Mall Steamer,
Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Rates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take tho ex

to

—-

—

trome southerly routes,a voiding

dangers from icebergs. Cabin $00 and $80; Kx$110 and 9144; Steerage at low rates. 'The
sailings are as follows:
Merman le.
...Jan. 20 Baltic.Feb. 1
an

The Huralston Food l’reservlug Co.,

cursion

25 Brttanla .Feb. 10
Republic.Jan.
or
sailing U?t», oabm ujann, passage rates ami
to J. L. FABEkB, 22SSUngeSt.
drafts,^ajpply

SAVED
EXPENSES of

the use of Hex Mao.vrs, The Humlstan Feod
Preservative. It preserves Meat, Fish, Milk, Cream,
of Animal Food fresb and sweet
Eggs and all kinds
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
bo proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. You can prove It for yourself for 50 cents.
You will tiud that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.

STAR

middle-

by

31 Exchange St., Portlaud.

Lloyd, Hamburg,

BE

111 the LIVINO

ern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A VO.,
I I *S Nlnte Street, €sr. Brand Nt., Boston.
or to W. 1). LITTLE &
CO.,

fobSdtf

Young

S200 A YEAR

10th does not connect for San Fran-

Steamers sail

North German

St.

by

itPANi rniNA,

'it'/i,.-

n.lwlrh

ports.

Exchange

The untold miseries that restflt from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the Peabody
IWediral Inatitnie. Boston, entitled The Mcience of Life; or, Nelf-Prenervatiou.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise cm Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature DeciiLe in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five proscriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
of which in in valuable,so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any phvslciaD.
16
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a liner work in
every sens*—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
$2.60, or the money will bo refunded. Price only
mail. Gold Medal awarded by the Na$1.25
tional Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bultlnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my30d&wly22

Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock. Grand
Menan, Campobelle. Digby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Am her* |
Plctou, shediae,
Bathurst, Dalheusie, Chsr
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and otbei

cisco.

22

KNOW THYSELF, JmVW

■ii-’isriaSaaihsiHwHw

s-

L. FARMER, A gent,

WEEK.

f‘»t
r.'d

on

jsand, Bergen

ARRANfGKMKjNTS.

TRIpSTpER

ON *1U1 A FTKIi n«N.
/ UA.11 MAV I Ilit ^teatv*,.•».'
^ cap of this liinr will

stations

Christu

MANHOOD!

file.,
mints, Me., St.
John, Ni, B„ Halifax, IN. S., *c.

THREE

J.

jan 24djt

nr

Through Pullman Sloopiiitf Cars

points

dtf

Easlpon,

SV8ISO

Christiana,

Trondhjem, Goteborg, Maiino, $28 JO; children un
Sterling and Scandinavian ex-

der 12 hall fare.
change at low rates.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Train* leave Portland

At

Agent:

for special excursions.
dtf

July 2, 1883, the Steamer 6o»ONdon will
leave Harpswell daily for Portland
vix:

TREMONT and favorite

night.

at

and after

k®*™

=a

steamer
BltOOKS

new

JOHN

chartered

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they tecure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the expenae and inenavimienee of arriving In Boston late

nford Falls & Bncfclteld

i

L

In

•Except when
Jy24

FARE si.oo.
steamer

<

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

Steamers!
The elegant

7i EXCHANGE STREET

1883.

Advertising Agent,

0.45

C APT. iv

Leave*

Montreal.

for free return

8. VS. NILR8.

STEAMER GAZELLE

4.50

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.
Portland.

TABLE.

AttRIVALN.

'Iho birth place of the Regiment

ticket* have been
matte. Aceommodatioiis within the means of ail
will bo arranged.
Announcement of programme
hereafter. Lot every surviving member be present
if possible.
H. H. SHAW, President.
1st Heavy Artillery Association.
o3Uhoneodau21
aug7

M

--

Frown kii'wistoa find Auburn, 8.36 a. m..
12.45, aud 5.50 p. m.
Front f.'nrhaai, mixed. 9 40 a. m., 6.00 p.m.
Froan Chicago. !Hontren
ami Quebec,
12 35 p.m.
Front Chicago aud Montreal, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Pal&oe Sleeping Cars on night train aud
Parlor Gars on day train between Portland and

3SA3>arCi03F«.,
a I si,

fellows:

P.

2.20

10.15

7.80

TIME

M.

7.20
9.40
11.06

a. m.

Will b© held at

TiiCMlity, Aligns!

an

aud 5.20 p. m.
Cor ««rhiim, 3.30 (mixed )and 5.20 p.m.
For Oorhnm, ft oat real, Qaebrc nm! Chi
1.30 p. m.
For Oc. baiu, Montreal and Chicago 9.00

—AND THE—

Arrangement*

June ‘13tb, 1SS3,

OIPAIMIKEH.
For lubarnaud Irtwloton, 7.10 a. xnM 1.16

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Hiire

Railway of Canada.

A.

P. M.
2.15
3.30
5.00
0.40

M.

P.

P. M.

1.45
3.00

Jnue.:

York.

Philadelphia

NINTH AND liKREN WTBKKTN,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Re

Ayer

r«B at 7.30 a. nr. and 1.03 p. m.
S-'or dnnebeittr, (Jencord and points North, at
1.05 p. in.
Nor Rochester, gpiisgvale, Alfred, list*
erboroand Saco Hiver.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. sa., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at. Returning
nave Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. a. 11.16
a. nr.,
and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
fsr Harbasi, Mncearappn, Cumberland
8111b.
wtslbrssb
and
Woodford’s,
at7,30 a. ex..
5.03, «.‘J0 and (mixed’
50.30 p. si.
The (.05 p. m. train from Portland connects si
Aye- June, with 51oot.itr lunar) Route for
11( fleet, and at Polos Sbepot, Worcester, fer
New York via Norwich
and all rail,
d.uprirtgffleld, also with N. Y. dk N. E. H.
It
“Steamer ’daryland Route”) for Philadelphia tlnltimore, Washington. and the
and with Boston ft Alba nr It- R. for
*Ve»l. Parlor Cars on train leaving Portland
at 1.03 p. nr. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

4

8 VIVO AY

Mil

6.15

O. 00

Filcbburg,
Nashua, l.swell, Windham, and Kpk

3.36,

DKFORD

A.

0.30

m.

Monday, July 23d, 1883.

at|36%

Spring

ARRANGEMENT.
TAKES EFFECT

Philadelphia;

Westport.

barley 606 bush |

of Trains.

On and after

SI.

A. SI.

7.35

10.30

Portland aad Worcester Line.

__

COTTONS.*

M.

turn to

(Joorft.>8'4iG§1*
BUS ACHED

A

5.45
7.00

?'•

I

SUNDAY

Capt. JOHN FIMIlKIt, Jr.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Peaks*.
Portland.
White Head.
Gushing's.

3.15
4.30
6.10

From Halifax, H.lOa. in., 6.16 p. ra.; St. John
7.00 and 8.00 a. m„ 9.00 p. m.; Houltnn, 7.0(5

RAII.KOAR*.

16

MINI ATURR ALMANAC.AUGUST 10.
Sin rices............4.57 High witter, (P M).. 4.20
San eat#...7.13 Mood Beta. 10.43

MAHIISrij]

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

11
11
H

11
11
11
11
14
14

with

express

attached and runa
every night Sum
days included but not through to Saowheimn on
Monday moruiugs or to Buckeport and Dexter or

Absolutely Purs.

Gallia.Now York. Liverpool
Aug
Helvetia. ...New York. Liverpool... .Aug
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool... .Aug 11

Frisia.New

night

Bleeping car

KB* The funeral service of the late Emily Parsous will take place this Friday Afternoon at 2.30
o’clock at her late residence. 160 Newbury street.
Burial at convenience of the family

FROM

®

morning.
tTlio 11.16 p.m. train is the

URATCa*
In this city, Aug 9, Joseph R. Hatch, aged 44 yrs.
| Funeral on Saturday forenoon at 10V* o’clock,
at his late residence. No. 21 Summer street.
In Doering, Aug. 9, Sally, widow of the late Alexander Baiiy aged 87 years 2 mouths.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon, at 4 o’clook. at
her late residence.
In Bath, Aug. 7. Jonathan A. Hyde, aged 68 years
In Jefferson, July 22, Geo. F. W. Billings, aged
49 years.
In Saco. July 27, John A. Littlefield, aged 40 yrs.
In South Pittstou, Mrs. Alico, wife of Asa H.
Yeatou, aged 22 years 4 months.

STEAMER EXPRESS.

Reclining

Ada Norris.

InSedgwiek, July SO, Henry

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

Lease

Savannah, Aug. 9—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands \)% o.
Memphis, Aug. 9.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

Alma

follows

as

lands 9%c.

lands 9%c.

IKL1ND ATEA9IERI.

RAILROAD'

MAINE CENTRAL

Detroit Aug. O.-Wheat is strong; No 1 Wblto
fall at 1 01 Va; No 2 Red Winter at 1
llVa. Coru Is

Grain.

:H.M.Coru,

Superfine

va

A member of one of tbe largest lumber
firms in tbe city said that the outcome of tbe
preseut situation of affairs depended very
much upon the banks. Tbe business community relies so much upon them for its capital that they largely control t' o situation. If
they continue to lend on good security, matters
will go on as usual. But if they get frightened
and shut down on business men and refuse to
lend mouey to responsible parties they may
cause
great embarrassment. There is no objection to their scrutinizing applicants for
credit as much as they wish, to see whether
they are good or not, but if they go on lending
to sound firms there need bo no trouble.

..

Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND, Allg. 9.
The market shows but little ohange to-day with a
quiet trade in most departments. Flour is firmly
held here at previous prices, but at New York wo
notice a rise of about Go on some grades and a brisk
business in Wheat, the sales amounting to nearly
six million bushels. At Liverpool the market for
Wheat and Corn is strong. Sugar is in good demand and steady. Poultry Is easier and in better

..

THE LUMBER TRADE.

Mr. Dana, of Thomas Dana & Co., wholesale grocers, said: “Any Intelligent man can
see that the failures in the leather trade have
been causal by attempts to do too much business, and *that other failures resulted from
these. There is no reason to believe that
business generally would be impeded. The
trade in Boston was never in better condition
than it is to-day. No business here is now
beiDg overdone, and there is no canse for
alarm. But if Wall street “bear” brokers
can continue to assert that large dry goods
bouses and banks are heavily embarrassed,
and business men and tbe newspapers take up
the story, there is no knowing what may happen. Great injury to business might ensne.
Idle gossippers do more .haim than any other
class of people. The crops promise to be
excellent, and the outlook for the fall trade
was never better.
All business is being done
on
conservative principles
The coumry is to
have a prosperous year, owing to the large
crops and tbe good credit. The telegraph strike
hag had its influence, and the “bear” brokers
have taken advantage of the general disquiet,
Numbers of false rumoiH are daily sent out
from New York. One day is devoted to refuting the| unfounded stor.e of the day before.
»ud when they
There are always weak i,
can no loDger borrow money they must go under, People are now generally at work, and
labor is well paid throughout the country.”

Portland Daily

Receipt*—Flour 60001 bbls, wheat 113 000 bust
00,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush,rye
00,000 bush,
J
barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments-Flour 8,000 bbls, wheat 86,000 bush
corn 00,000 bush,oats
0,000 bush,rye 00,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.

corn

71 KII.BV NTHIKT) BOHTON, .HAMM.
For sale by S. S, Sleeper Ac Co., Cobb, Bates &s
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co.

Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Ware & Hastings Bros.,Car*
ter Harris & Hawley and Weeks A Potter, Boston,

I

JyaodAwi*

THE

PRESS

MORNING. AUG.

FRIDAY

10.

the dual role of the two brothers. The play is
in five acts,aud the following is a sketch of the

CITY AND VIC NITY.

plot:

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
17th Mo.

SPECI A L NOTICES.
Kegt. Association

ADVERTISEMENT*.
Ladies’ hosiery—Bines Bros
Llneu handkerebief sale—Owen, Moore St Co
Summer visitors—J. M. Dyer St Co
Agents wanted
of Portland

City

Enterprising Ideal
for

agents wanted in this
article that is Bare to sell; live

an

druggists

and grocers preferred.
Address Humiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby
Street,
Boston.

jy30-dawlm

Imitation. It is the fate of all articles of
copied by unscrupulous imitators.
Hub Punch is no exception to the rule. Be
sure
you secure the genuine of Grocers or
Drnggists in bottles only.
auGM,Tb,F&w
m^ru to be

SuDreme Judicial Court.
bYMONDb, J., PRESIDING.,
In the case of Joseph D Taylor et ala., assignee**
of Di igo Slate Quarry Company, in equity, v Lo-

renz**
Ju ee Symouds has ordered a decree
for complainant* for $6,100.89 and interest from
Deceuibei 1:8, 8K1.

Taylor,

This was a suit brought by the
assignees in insolvency ot the Dirigo Slate Quarry Company
against Lorenzo Taylor, of this city, treasurer ot the
compauy. A short time before 'he company went
into insolvency it owed a debt to Taylo*, and he ap-

plied

part of this uebt the proceeds of a
mortgage. I his, the court of nisi prlus, has decided
after a hearing, Taylor could ot legally do. Hence
a

upon

■

the

judgment

of he above.

iVlumclpai Court
HKNOWR

.irDflK

Tpr'R8DAT.— Michael

GOULD

Coyne and Martin Lydeu,

Assault. Fined S.’i awd costs each Paid
Thomas Br- gan. Liquor nuisance. Bound vex
to «oand jury in sum of $U '(K\
^
Michael Flanrigan. Common drunkard- Ninety
day in the county jail
John Hughes. Va-.’rant. Four months in
county

jail.
Maggie

Doughtv.

E.

Intoxication.

Thirty days

of Correction.
H Malloy and Martin O’Hara Intoxication.
Fin -*i gr, and costs each. Appealed.
John H. Malloy and Martin O’Hara.
Resisting
officer. Fined *30 and costs eaeh. Appealed
John H. Malloy and Mania O’Hara.
Assault on
officer. Malloy six months in
county jail. O’lia a
In
sixty days county jail. Appealed.
in House
John

Brief Jottings
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 68° at sunrise,
78“ at noon, 72° at sunset.
Hazy with wind
east aDd southwest.
The R. H. White & Co. club of Boston
•tand second in the commercial games in that
city and play a good game.
This club will

play the Dirigo club of this city at the Park
next Saturday afternoon.
Game
will be
called at 3 30.

Yesterday morning

at

Ferry Village

Newfoundland dog went mad and was

Mr Davis.

Urge
shot by
a

A little
from

a

son of Mark Owen of this
city fell
bench at Peak’s Island Wednesday and

broke one arm

Yesterday afternoon
GrattaD literary society
play a game of ball and

the members of
went to

the
Long Island to

take sapper.
The Portlands and Emmetts will play a
final game with their old nines next
Saturday
on the horse car grounds. After that there will
be some changes in the nines, when they will
play a match game for a pnrse.
In the game of base ball between the Biddeford and Saccarappa clubs at
Saccarappa
Tuesday afternoon the Biddeford nine came
ofl victors—the score standing 37 to 27.
The Portland
out two

Company yesterday turned
magnificent locomotives for the

more

Northern Pacific railroad.
The monthly meeting of the W. C. T. U
will be held this (Friday) afternoon at the
Friendly Inn. Devotional meeting at 2.30,
busintss meeting at 3 o'clock.
There was a mad-dog excitement in Gorham
Sunday. A dog ran mad and bit several other
dogs, but he was killed, as were the others,
before any human being suffered.
The North Church Sunday School of
Cape
Elizabeth went on
their annual picnic to
Sebago Lake yesterday. There was about 150
lu the company.
Tbe 17th Maine’s attention is called toihe
meeting at A. & N. U. Hall to-morrow night.
The Falmonth bad all it could jamp to
yesterday and at 5 o’clock in the afternoon had
to turn people from the doors.
There was a great rush to the islands yesterday. The various boats belonging to the different companies must have been well satisfied
with their business.
The Preble House is crammed. Coleman,
the bead waiter, showed a good deal cf judgment in seating the guests, and
supplying
those whose rooms were ordered in advance
and who arrived by iato trains.
A cart

p ssed np Pearl street and turned ina man covered
with blood. It teems lie « as intoxicated and
fell striking his head on the curbstone and
gashing it badly.
Sir Henry Tyler and Manager Hickson reto

Congress yesterday bearing

mained aboard their private car

Wednesday

night. Yesterday mordiug they inspected the
company’s property in this city and went to
Montreal by the 1.30 p. m. train.
Yesterday the Hartford party under the guidance of Portland frieuds enjoyed a trip to the
islands in the Express, dined at the Ottawa’
aDd returned to Portland in time to take the
6.30 train for Boston.
The Canada Railway News Company.
A news company with the above name has
been organized at Montreal with Mr C. R. Chisholm as president. If. J Chisholm vice president, A. P Leighton secretary, treasurer aud
manager at Montreal, aud T. P. Phelan manager at Toronto. This company will continue
the business formerly done by Mr. C. R. Chisholm and the Dominion News Company. The
compauy will control the news bnsires3
the following lines: Grand Trunk Railway,
Intercolonial Railway, Credit Valley, Northern
and North-Western, South-Eastern and Pasnew

on

sump8ic Railroad, Richelien and Ontario Navigation Company, and other railroad and
steamboat lines in Canada.
M. Adam P.
Leighton, who is manager at Montreal, has for
several years past had charge of Messrs. Chisholm Brothers' news bosinesa in this city, and
will still have an oversight of it together with
the above position. This will of course keep
him in Montreal a large part of the time,
much to the regret of his many friends here.
Messrs. Chisholm Bros, control in this State
the news business on the Maine Central and
Portland & Ogdensbnrg lines, in addition to
several steamboat lines.
Col. Lynch’s Staff Appointment.
Colonel Lynch issued the following official
order yesterday:
General Order No. 1.
I. —I hereby assume command of the First
Regiment of Infantry, M. V. M.
II. —The following announcements are made
of the regimental staff.
Adjutant—E. C. Milliken.

Quartermaster—C.
Perry.
Surgeon—C. W. Bray.
A.

cordingly.

By

order of

Colonel J. J. Lynch,
Regiment Intautry, M.

Firit

V. M.

Official:
E. C. Milliken,
First Lieutenant and Adjutant.
Rustic Party.
An elegant rustic patty and clam bake took

place

Mitchell’s,

at

afternoon.

The

Spurwink,

yesterday
was given
by

entertainment
and among the hundred
guests were Gov. Robie, H. J. Libby and
family, ex-Mayor Libby and Mrs. Libby, J. B.
Libby and family, Alderman Melcher, L. W.
Blinn of Arizona, W. W. Brown and family,
Mark P- Emery, Mrs. J. G. McDonald and
family. Tbe party drove ont in carriages and
the bake was opened at 3 p. m. It was delicious
Albion Little,

and far
such affairs.
at 7.30 p. m.

Esq.,

and is

reality. In 1871
Wyoming Territory, twenty
Cheyenne, a half-way house
patronized by oow hoys and herders, going
was

a

and from the great grazing regions oT the
north. It was called Ranch No. 10, and was
kept by a strange person named Coriauder
Smalley, from Massachusetts. A wonderfnl
creature was Smalley; with matchless skill
She controlled the strong-headed, willful cow
boys aud made them her subjects as well as
her guests,
Annie Smalley, her niece, a pretty, delicate
creature from New England, came to No. 10 to
save her life and
lungs from the deadly east
winds of the Massachusetts' sea-coast. While
here she met and was wooed by a brave, handsome Rauchero named McClelland; she loved
him, but fate went against the lovers.
They were on the eve of marriage, when a
favorite little waiting rapid, an Indian, called
"Silver Bud,” was murdered at the old ranch.
A scoundrel named "Port.ig e Joe,” for reasons of his own, managed to fix the
crime upon McClelland.
The noble fellow was completely fastened in the skillfully prepared
trap, and sought safety in flight, leaving the
field to his rival Joe. No sooner had Al McClellandeluded arrest, than his twin brother,
Tom, came to the ranch, lie having been miuilnnned froui Ids mine in Colorado in his
brother’s wedding. He was the exact counterpart of Al., and when he appeared before
the excited crowd surrounding the body of the
dead girl, he was at ouos seized and secured.
His identity was discovered by none, save the
charming little Annie, whose woman’s heart
told tier that in spite of his atrikiug face and
form, that Tom was not her lover.
Then follows ihe grand sacrifice of McClelland, then
tho daring departure ,of Annie on her arduous work of
her
finding
lover, aud
proving his iuuoceney. Then the desperate
attempt to lynch tho noble Tom. who fires the
ranch aud explodes hie prison.
Then the sad
marria-e and death in the suow.
Finally
Tom’s irial and marvellous acquittal.
The following will be tl e cast:
Al McClelland, from Stemmer’sl
Ranch, owning £>t>00 head of |
cattle..
Tom McClelland, from Colorado, -^arry Meredith
owner of
the Mine “Western
Belle”.
.j
I beop lie It- bbius M D, the most versatile man
in Wyoming Terri cry
Mr TM Hunter
Jo»* ph Keboek, alias Red Bullet, abas Portuguese Joe.Mr Harry Ciiflon
Peter Particular Prose, Judge of the tarnous
Cheyenne Criminal Court. 1871.Mr Sid Smith
Bjuney Holt, a lighting Attorney of Cheyenue,
Mr J M Bradford
Parson Jim Scripture, his pants in his
boots, but
his heart in the right place..
Mr l>an’l DeWolf
Pat strangle, a Road Ag nt... .Mr Andrew Jackson

J

...

Miss Coriander Lucretia smalley, sole owner of
Kancli 10, the terror of the Cow Boys_

Mrs*Louisa Morse

...

Miss .4mn© Smalley, her niece, known as the
Massachu etts Rose Tree. So e owner of Mr
Al McCiellaud.Miss Esther Williams
Miss Nenly Barrett, from “Tip,” owner of every
one in general
.Miss Lillie DeGrey
Silver Bud, owned by no one,
owning no one,
poor little Bud.Miss Julia A Cevaaco

The piece will be produced with the
elegant
new scenery used in
Boston, where the play
drew larges for six weeks.

elaborate than is customary in
The party returned to the city

more

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county hove beeu recorded at tbe Registry of
Deeds:

Westbrook—Juliett M. Bailey to Lizzie S.
Trott, land and buildings. Consideration 81150
Gorham—Lizzie il. Dole to Kului Whitney,
lead and buildings. Consideration 1600.

pat

on

the ait brakes, but the

Rev. Dr. George H. Hapworth will fill the
pulpit at State street church Sunday.
Ex-Councillor Frank M. Fogg is in the city
for a few days.
The register of probate for Piscataquis county, Thomas P. Elliott of Dover, has forwarded
his resignation to Gov. Roble.
Mr. Will Perham, of the Portland
Bicycle
Club, rode from Norridgewock to Dexter one
day this week, stopping on the road about an
hour for repairs to be made npon his bicyule,
and then being obliged to walk and push the

couples, and, of course, they
He immediately reversed the

ference betweeu life aud death

The Rev. P.

Jaqnes will preach in Vaughan
church next Sabbath at 3 o’clock p. m.
Mr. Wn. Calder, the well known ac’or of
Rip Van Winkle, has lately arrived from Earope and will shortly appear in this city and
through New England with a select company
in his well know impersonation.
The many friends of Capt. Pinmmsr of the
bark Ada Gray cf this city, will learn with
pleasure that the bark was spoken off High
land Light Wednesday. The vessal left Tra-

pani, May 19th,with the captain autj his family
aboard, and had been SI daya ont.
Mr. W. J. Ferguson, who appeared here as
“The Dnde” in “A Friendly Tip” will begin
his starring toor at Ford’s Opera House, Balti.
more

August 27th.

Serg’t Geo. Hatborn of Co. “B." 2d Regiment Inf., M. V. M., hss been removed from
the office of Inspector of Rifle Practice in the
company, for failure to perform his duty in
making returns of inspection of rifles, and Second Lieut. D. L. Leaby has been appointed to
fill the office in said company.
Firet Lieut.
John F. Ford has been appointed Inspector cf
Rifle Practice in Co. ■ G.,” Second Reg’t
Inf.,
M. V. M vice Lient. A. R. Williamson, promoted adjntant.
It is a matter of gatification not only to Capt.
Abbey, but to his many friends, that his hand
which has been under the surgeon’s charge is
improving and there is do reason now to doubt
but what it will soon be entirely well.
It was reported yesterday that John L. Sollivan, the champion slogger, was comming to
Portland on the 5 p. m. train, but parties who
claimed to have invited him, said they expected him on the 8 p. m, train, and that he would
return to Boston on the 2 a. m. train. It wss
said he failed to arrive by some and by otberB
that he never intended to come; that the
wh.de matter was a hoax.
Hon Elisha H. Jewett of Sonth Berwick
dien Wednesday at the age of 66 years.
He

native.of Sandwich, N. H. Daring the
he was a large contractor, famishing timber for KitterF, Charlestown and other navy
yards. He was a long time director of the Nawas a

was

hardly

there

Berwick,

trustee of the
savings bank, president and director of the
Portsmouth manufacturing company, member
of the State Senate of 1864-5, delegate at Urge
a

the Chicago convention which nominated
Garfield and Arthur, and one of the Presidential electors of Maine.
to

At siamc time

Company

are continually
traversing the waof the bay, bound to and from every
point, and all who attend the performances at
the Pavilion are Enabled to eDjoy the healthgiving breezes of old Ocean on their way
thither as well as obtain a capital evening’s
entertainment after Peak’s Island is reached'
There are two shows daily, morniDg and

ters

A most desirable way to pass the afternoon or
evening is to take one of tbe boats from Costom House wharf to tbe Pavilion.

so a rest had to ba made
in
Tbe ride was resumed Wednesday
evening Tbe object of travelling tbas is for
novelty and to get a good idea of the places
passed through. Saddle bags were placed on
the ponies in which to carry necessaries.*

Saco.

Bold it Cheap.
hired a team at one of tbe
stables in the city to go to Deering. Instead
of going to Deering, the fellow drove to the
Cumberland House, and Bold the team to the
hostler of the stable for S10.
The stable proprietors notified the police, when the man
failed to return with the property as
agreed,
and search was made for the missing

Monday

Including Ladies’ Hemstitched White
and t'olo ed; Children’s Colored Border.

|A

aA

ctl SU V/l9«i

§

Ladies’
stitched.

17

i

White

Yesterday morning Marbhal Andrews found
the team at the stable on Cumbt rland street.
Regimental Reunion.
The second renniou of the 27th Maine RegiAssociation will be held at Music Hall
(postofBce building) Old Orchard, August
27th. The association will be called to order
at 12 o’clook m.
Dinner will be served at
ment

Extra value in Bine Linen, White and

I

OQ

Men’s Fine White and Colored Hem-

At At

Dugau.

auglO

dtf

travelling

expenses,

ADVERTK8E.HENTI.

Mayor’s Office,
i
August 9th, 1883. f
NOTICE.
order of the City Council, I am requested to
call the attention of tbe citizeu* of Portland,
by public adyortisemeut, to the great desirability of
inaugurating a combined movement against the caterpillar raid upon our sha le trees ami shrubbery.
The small sum which the city could afford to expend toward it riddance of this eyil would be of no
avail, and could not stop the plague any more than
a like sum would stop the approach of a tornado.
I would therefore suggest that the citizens of Portland, by a combined effort of every householder, do
to-morrow morning and each morning thereafter,
until rid of the (test, by such means as they may
deem proper, make a vigorous effort to exterminate
in front of each houso the caterpillar and its prog- j

BY

llunu, B i>.
2.00 p m—Prayer for Missionaries in
Foreign
Fields Conducted by Rev ,1 Kaud.
2.30 p m—Business; acceptance uf New Charter.
&c. (Collection.)
3.00 pm—Address; Foreign Missions among tbe
Free Baptists of N B and N a—Kev ,J
McLeod, editor Intelligencer, N B.
3.45 p m—Paper; The Living Missionary Mrs W
H Bowen. Business.
7.30 p m—Devotional Sservice—Kev S Curtis.
8.00 p m—Paper; Veice from India to Young Men
—Mr Aaron Beede.
8.30 p m—Paper; Our Mission and its Needs—Miss
J Blanch* Downey, N B.

eny.

J. W. PEEKING flayer.

auglO-dtf

Band Concert at Doering Park.
The following will be the programme of the
concert to be given by Chandler’s Band in
Daering Park tonight:
Syncopation March.
Reeves

AGENTSJWAIVTEff.

irom Patience
.Sullivan
Medley -elee'lon Plantation Songs.Coneteri o
Nightingale’s Serenade Polka.Missud
Selections from Mascot.Amiran
Hurrah Storm Galop.Kela Bela

aulO

FERRIS,

Manager for Me. & N. H.

mouth, N. H., and returned to Rockland and
sent to the Maine State Prison,
attempted to
escape from prison yesterday. While endeavoring to scale the walls he was shot by Officer
Blunt through the left leg, aud now lies in the
prison hospital.

whoi>e popular features ana phenomenal success
are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in s curing and building up a perma
nent buslnesa.
maySeodlf

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,

vantage

to

will find it to
call at my

ation in sudden colds and chills
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

FIXE ART STORE
—

FOR

thetr

•■uni-annual cash sale of
remnants today'
These are excellent goods, odd lots, and

AND

in such demand that the ladies
should be on hand if they wish to secure any.
The store will be opened at 8 o’clock and tho
•aie •»in at 8.30 sharp.

ence on

—

and

Cumberland County Agricultural Society
The Cumberland County Agricultural Society will hold their 46ih annual fair at Pre_
sumpscot Park September 11th to 14th. A
list of the races, with the premiums offered,
will be found In our amusement column, All

Wednesday, 8ept. 5th,

at

of

Artists’ Material

are

11

400

m.
_

Unking Powder.

For Di rrluea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dysentery, Viol. nt Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.
This is the most valuable of all

the varieties in nse, stands unriv-

PORTLAND, ME.

alled and is particularly recommended for children Buy it. Try
it and you will tlnd it a household

dtf

The three preparations above
be found at ilist one place in
the City.

BEN’S

SELF WASHER, 0. II. GUPPY & CO.

Cream of Tar(ar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour

Will wash jour clothes

equivalent

Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per cent,
to 118.2 cubic inches of gas tier cz.
of Powder.

boiling.

‘‘Koynl Bnbiog Powder.”

water.

or cold

Adamson’s Botanic
Congli Balsam

$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“REN’S
SELF-WASHING

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch

SOAP.

Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 percent,
equivalent to 116,2 cubic inches of gas per oz.

has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. U.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta

iiowes, mm & liras,

Powder.

Ammonia gas 0.43 per'cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches peroz. of Powder.
Note.—Tho Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in tho Powder
as a Tartrato of Ammonia.
E. 0. LOVE, Ph. D.
New York, Jan’y 17th, 1881.
The above analyses indicate a preference for
"Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder,” and
our opinion Is that it is tho better
prepara'ion.—
/fall’s Journal of Health.

HOLE

A4SEJVTH.

317 A 310 Commercial
augO
POBTEAND, MAIN®.

Street,
eodlxn

We sell

|

ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC. COUGH
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

Summer Visitors

iti ustonislilnoif
the

low

prices

3 Free Nt

Handkerchiefs,
Fichus,

lllotk, t'ORTLAND.

WILL YOU CALL

Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,

g

lOvt

*•

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

NOTICE.

€ O A L
Domestic Coals

a

Specialty,

nt

I). AMKS has bought the exclusive right'ot
the Km oka I,amp Stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties. Anyone canvassing In said CounStove not authorized by
ties tor the Kureka

W

Lamp

J. M. DYER &. CO S

me

|

Agent* wanted.
W. D. AM£8,
ilk Market Sqnart, Portland, Main*.
Spdtf

will be prosecuted.

Inks

(Protestant,)

to take

Enquire of H, J.

by

water-borne.

soon as

letter to Scarau4dtf

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s WUarr, Portland, Me.
Orders

«ugT

roedved Hr lolophone,

No. 0U,

Westbrook Seminary anti Female College
Courses of Instruction—Common English, on#
year; Higher English, including Business fours#,
three years; College Preparatofy, Ladie#’ CollegiScientific, each four yean.
Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. First (Fail) Term (1883) begins TUESDAY.
SEPT. 4th; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.
Address
J. P. WESTON, President,
Westbrook Seminary, Deering, Me.

augl-dtsep3

J. W.

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882
Total Marine

$5,929,538

43

ASSET8.===

SI 3,171.675.0 2

jun2ddtf

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and A/ter FeO. 8,188$.
Dividend to Policy
Holder* on
Premium* 'i'crminutimi in 18§!i,

CAMVASSEKS WANTED.

40 PER CE1T.

TT OOI) Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
AT Wringer on installments. Men who can give
good reference or security can have outside territoNo. 36 Temple St.
ry to handle. Address

Losses

Pa'ri in Thirty Days
After Proof

df

J. D. JONES. Pronideut,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vico Erwident
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vico Proudest.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

•RUBBER

BELTING.

dtf

FOB 8ALE.

Morse for Sale.
A good liorse for sale.
Enquire
of E. A. OOEDY & CO., bakers, 28
dlw

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.

Brick House for Sale.
No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west of
Contains nine rooms, bath room
J4,200. Apply to iVjyi. JEKKIS,

HOUSE
High street.
Price

&c.

ai[wtio use Belting.

Wo have just patented

Belting

a

new

which is sold under

J. W.

article la Rubber
the name of

Farm iu Gorham for Sale.
The TCotley farm, a beautiful and valuable place at Fart Hill about 1 1 J milea
from l.orhnui Village, is offered for Male
upon reasonable terms.

premises contain about sixty acres of excellent land, well watered, with dwelling house
and two barm. The farm is
conveniently divided
into mowing, tillage ana pasture land, and has about
twenty acres of wood upon it, the larger part being
hard wood. The location of this property is healthy
and attractive. The view from Fort Hill, a spot of
historic interest, is one of the most delightful and
extensive in the State; while »he vicinity of the
place to Gorham Village, with its churehes, schools,
post office, R. R. station, telegraph, telephone offices
and other conveniences, give it additional value.
For terms or other information, address
JOHN A. WATERMAN.
Gorham Maine.
Jy31dAw2w

THE

HUNGER,

C'OKREHPOKDEM

Homestead of the

late Oliver Dow, situated
THEat West Buxton Village,
the Saco River:
excellent
two
on

BRIG

to made up with the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, t in at itched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then atreti hed in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial streugth is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. 1 he outside cover to
then pat on ■ramlcmi' so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being sp firmly stitched, as wel
as friciioncd together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after bein
used for a time, especially w hen run at a greag
speed or in damp places.
We part icularly call the attention of all Mill owncad

buy, w
more

being in

the end the

bile the first cost is

than

be.ltlug made

way.

We believe t "'*11 wear

length

of time.

cheapest
only about

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

corner

a

pays

terest.

HOBBS,

per

ap7dtt_

Better than the Savings Bank,

gives insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may wlthoraw vour deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
which

belt

no

to make money than to

ten

It.

save

yon will find

as

shown

has paid oyer *3,3(0000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 6*sper cent, compoundinterest.

THE ASSETS OE THE

CO.,

NORTHWESTERN, (in

vested in the most productive and solid securlies of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.37 per cent interest.
TUE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 cei
cent, reserve Is *3,022,013,

SINCE 187S THE NORTHWESTERN has done

letter by its policy-holders than any company
In the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders Increase their Insurance in the Northwestern.

To

unscrupulous parties for a
(Mattress, when you can buy the

Stockholders of
will be held at
Diamond
Island.
Building,
Wednesday, Aug. 22ud, A. D. 1883, at 2Vfc o’clock
p. m., for the purpose of considering proposed
changes in laying out the Public Grounds, and of
transacting such other business as may legally come
before said meeting.
The Stockholders are requested to invite their ladles and friends interested in the cottage system to
be
on said occasion, where every
facility
will be afforded to examine the natural advantages
ot said Island for sum mer residences. Baked Beans
from the “New Oven” and hot coffee willx>e served
in the Restaurant at 1 o’clock, p. m.
Forest City Steamboats will leave for the Island
at 9 and 10.30 a. m., 12 m., and 2 p. m.
Per Order of the President,
P. J. LARUABEE, Sec’v.
Restaurant

presont

»”g7

dtd

LITE AGENTS WANTED.
T*1^

HYGIENIC MATTRESS
0R TE?< DOLLARS.

above

SS

It makes the Sweetest, Cut est uiul
Healthiest Bed in the World.
Highly efQcneions in is 11 diflieulties of the l.uiius,
Astlimiitic
Throat,
Troubles, Catarrhal
A tfluTintis.’Vrnrnluiit and
Be sure that
Hheumiiiism.
the trade murk, the Cine llyflicnte Waltre-s Is on each piece

Endowment PoUcics
for sale at

EXCHANGE

ST.

Portland, Maine.
ip Soft

V.

LOST AND I'OI \D.

Found.
SKOFIELIV3 shipyard, Brunswick, the sloop
yacht BERTHA. The owner can have the
same by calling at above named place and
paying
charges.
augOdlw

AT

Booth by,

HFSIXEMM DIRECTOK1.

Portlnr r%,

MeLELLAN. Gorham.
SPECIAL,
AGENTS,

WM.

I.

State A sent.
eodtf

prietor,

STAMPING

Portland, Mo.
dti

FAN< 1

(Mating Library.

WORK.

We liars constantly on hand a full supply ef
Goods and other materials for Embroidery

Lin-

on

done at rhort
Stamping
attended to.
promptly
MilUm
at reduced

notice.

Orders hr mail

prioes for the next sixty days

ry

A. A,
tJOO

GUIDE

ESteSES*6
"f.
aud
mit!?

White Mou .taiu Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehead Labe GuideIllustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton's Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New England.
Map of Portland.
Man of Mt. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.
Map of White Mountains.
Also au excellent assortment ot sum*
mer lea

lug1.

LOlilUi,
$11 SIT & HARMON.
{'oagrciM
Mt.,opp Preble Hsunr.

all

pei

sent

WAIL PAPERS

indebted

“A*® payment to
wriwfv
EDWIN rr?nTTBvr*<1.U)fua,to
COBURN, of
Me.

I

Gotham, July 17th,
....

__dim

t*k’!n

and

»' Kic;vt«j

until

de^

Gorham,

BOOKS.”

Eli BOSSED

upon hluiselt the trust of Administrator wl l iu0
-ho
Will annexed of the estateof
,1ACOH OOBUUN, late of
Winchester. Mass.,
deceased who died leaving estate to be
admlnisteietl
In
the
bounty of
('rinh.
.1
bondM
as
the law directs. All
given
person* having
•«*reqmrcd
“W
",0

Frank B. Clark,

...

Bt.

diKIS

NO subscriber hasHERKBTOIVKN
been duty appointed

hand.

r

KKONZE and

SMART,

Congress

i!

EacUi.it*.'

Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Mount Desert—with Photographs.

_Jy28

The largest, and best in the city.
New Kooks received soon as published. Terms
2 cents a daj.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods con-

*.©«»«

H

H

T. T. MERRY
Jn*23

Binder*

Book

LKWIN

Q-AUBE3R.T.

eodtt

HEETING8.

the New

THE SOU 1 11 WESTERN

DON’T DAY $15.00

ja22

marSdtf

of the
Association

application.

515 CONGRESS ST.

ONE

NOTICE.

173 A- 175 l»evoK»hire Hi., Honion.
57 Beads Nt., New York.
F»ctorie« at CheUen, .71a**.
raar20eod3m
iu2dtsep 0

on

Farm For Sale or To Lot.
of the best faring in the County of Cumberland, situated in Cai>e Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm’* will be sold at a groat bargain. S.
L. CARLKTON. Att’y at Law, 180 Middle StTPort-

by comparison of results.

surance

stantly

30 Market Street.

Meeting
Results Accomplished. A SPECIAL
Diamond Island

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

JET.

no.

Re ter than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.

Try Our Giant Belt.

>

Foi Sale.

Carle ton and Brackett 3t»., torBetter than a 4 per cent. Government Bond HOUSE
morly occupied by Joshua H obbe. I nqnire of
Which at premium
about 3^*
JOHN P.
cent, in-

superior to anything made. It Is also superior for
Kao led* Be I In, as we stitch the splioe in such
way that it caunot arp timer.

PINE

the most desirable location at FERKY BEACH
within two minntes walk of the Bay View
House. Very convenient for one or two familiee.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.
dtf
jno_

IX

Mutual

it

on

Iu

FOB 8 A EE.

the ordinarv
more than double the

Samples and quotations furnished

For Sale.
306 tons Register, rate 1^.

TWIN COTTAGE

in

For neavy main belts

story

For particulars inquire of
JylttdtfB. J. WILLARD.

Belting

as

land,

acres

Hyperion
good order.

Duck ai.d

to this Belt

SALE.

FOR

brick home and “L,” barr, stable, wood house, ice
house, sheds &c.t very desirable for a count™ home
For terms &c., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS,
West Buxton, Maine.
jy28dtf

GIANT BELTING.

ers

au4dtf

August 4,1803.

containing fifty

to

COLCORD,

[an24

58

1,616,844 85

Premiums.

Clerk Wanted.

Important

subscriber

UUg'J

1882.$4,412,693

novl5

Studies

private pnpijs by the

to

Pearl St.

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
•January 1882, to 31st December,

(Lowest Market

Prices.

Dress Goods &e.
prices, at

.

m

jn92___dlawHwF

143 Pearl Street.

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

CLARK’S
eodtf

Beautifully Illustrated.64 pages. SEUT KBEE to
yourself and musical friends, send names and addresses
to
E. TOURJEE. Franklin Sq., Boston, Mass.
The Largest and best appointed Music. Literary and
Art Sdiool, and IlOME/yr young ladies, in the world.

This

taitCN WANTED.
Portland Star Watch Co., West
Cominereial Street.
myl2-dtf

& CO.
mar 31

Th,SEV/S%B

CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

given

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

Tailor.

llrsl-class

Jy33

Successors to Guppy, ^Kinsman &
Alden.

EBUC ATI DUAL

ts8s-

ica*

A'V©'—

(No.33.)
<ltf J

woman

199 Middle SI..

Samuel Thurston CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Collars,

INSURE

Woodford’s, M*.

manufacturer nml Pr

Wnrerooais or

Cuffs,

Can

au^dtf

J.

GUPPY

hi

PIANO and ORGAN

Duellings,

eedet

!

PIANO COVERS,

of ilit

Fancy Goods,
Gloves,
Hosiery.
Fans,
Pa»asols,
Travelling Hags,

Con green street.

more

c. H.

ADVERTIEE.TIENTN.

A large and elegaii' assortment

YOUNG,

Merchant

REVERE RUBBER

PLACE.

REMEMBERJTHE

without

Can be used either iu hot

makers.

vest

at once.

Cook at 119 Plf'E
STREET, Portland, Me.

they

can

Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
which date inquiries may be made of the Principal.
eod2m.
Jly#

Mutual Insurance Co.

WANTED.

digestion.

WELLING-

open* Mepteiuber ill**

ATLANTIC

wAunrED.

per cent

Powder.”

work

L. C.

the care of an invalid la ly.
LIBBY at First National Bank or
borough, Me.

organs

necessity.

I have examined samples of “Cleveland’s
Superior Baking Powder” and “Royal Baking
Powder,” purchased by myself in this city, and
I find they contain:

one

and

TON’S CHOLERA
MIXTURE.

Congress St.

3y2o

The best baking powd»r is made from
pure
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate of Soda, anil a
small quantity of flour or starch.
Frequently
other ingredients are used, anil serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing the profits
of the manufacturer.
We give the Government Chemist’s analyses of two of tho leading baking powders:

the stomach

DR.

STUBBS,

Opp City Hall,

Wanted.
good coat, pant and

commence

a This

Fine FraraiDg. St ecial attention to filling order
lor Artists amt Tourists
orders by mail
promptly and correctly filled.
Sketching outfits a specialty.

J. T

FEW

MIDDLE AGE

A

A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying an appetite for intoxicants by its influ-

they,

Hail.

TIE.

School for Girls, under the direction of
the Bishop of Maine.

MADAME MONDAN,
Principal.
Assisted by seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. S. Frothingham,
Matrsn.
Th s school atfords thorough instruction in all departments, with full college course in Latin and
Greek.
Modern
Languages and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Special
advantages for the study of Music and Art.
TERMS: *<£.}«) a year* Sixteenth school year

OF HEW YORK

aug4dlw

gestion.

—

ART GOODS!

Remnant bale.

A

Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspii-

their ad-

Pupils admitted at any time. For further Information address tl ltl'S (f.VARSEV, A. TI.,
au3eod5w
Peering, Alain**.

Instruction in E nglish and Class.

A NY ladies or young men who are out of ernployxiL ment, In city or country (tlistance no object),
can have steady work at their own homes all
the
year round; work sent my mail; any one can do it;
good salary; no canvassing; no Htamps for reply.
Address BURT & EMMONS, Manufacturer*, Box
2170, Boston.
aug7dlw*

A

MAICA GINGER.

begin

MONDAY, SEPT.

steady posi-

man who has studied Bookkeeping,
some, wanted a. clerk at 632 CONGRESS

dlw*

Strangers gfslting Portland

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of impaired nutrition, i m pro visit nicut
of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world rcnowed Liebig’s r struct
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

Fall term will

ate.

guarantee liberal remuneration,

man

Children,

oprn

tion to right party. Must lie ready
immediately. Address ROBERT
L. EIHItV, V. 8. Hotel, Room AO.
d3t
aug8

EXTRACT JA- ATOUNG
STREET.

ARfNOTICE.

An Escaping: Convict Shot.
The notorious tramp, Tom Buchanan, who
was arrested
in Rockland last winter, and
broke jail,was subsequently rearrestod in Ports-

Sc WINE.

CONCENTRATED

12 men to canvas Cumberland County
for the new booh, ‘‘Tbe Klu and The
Gray.” A rare chance for live men. Cull
at iloyt, Fotfg & Itonhni’s between 0
and It a. in. or address C. A. Freese,
Gen’l Agent, l'ortlaud. Me.

Selection—Olivette.Amiran
Maypole Dance.Mlssud
Recollections of the War.Beyer
Chinese Patrol (by request).Meyreiles
Selections

commence

BEEF, IRON

City of Portland.

rc

Diocesan

Wanted.
NEW

Will

Sf. Catharine’s

A

jSEr“Conimunfcations treated coulidentially when
so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advaneo
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, procressive Lite company

Wanted.

Moore Sc Co.

Owen,

K

,811

From September 1st, a good house of
about 10 rooms in an eligible locality, or
would exchange for an estate in Portland a very desirable estate near the
city of Boston. Address Wr. A., P. 0.
box 1557, Portland, Me.
dtf
angS

Steady, trustworthy young

Free Baptist Campmeetlng-.
The following will be to-day’s programme at
the Ocean Park meetings;
6.00 a m—Ear'y prayers.
10.30 a m— Lecture, Symbolical Institutions—Rev

ft agio

J. P.

WANTED TO HIKE.

to ussist liandling goods at Fairs
and Knees. Must have
$100 to
$300 Cash to be us -d in the busiweek
and
ness, salary $13 per

Pitcher—J. Riley.

at very low

Apply
d3t*

augU

InUI 0.1 OO VIS. stitched.

First Base—Johu Corridan.
Second Base—F Barnes.
Third Base—J. MoGlinohy.
Short Stop—R. Bradley.
Left Field—H. Soule.
Centre Field—James Corridan.
Right Field—J. Morway.
Game called at 3 30.

iiihI Itesidenls will tliul
best assortments of

chamber

FOR

of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, Ihe
largest financial institution of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

Wonted.
and four

and

IS5 1-2 Coiigrriis Street.

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

jul2dtf

table

-for-

Lariie*

a The
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now in Its THIRTYKlFI'll YEAR, and at no time has It been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last lear was a LARGELY
INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSKI S, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

Company, in INS2, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth

Foreign I'mene,

girls.
girl,
at Ottawa House, Cushing's Island.
FOUR

ENGLISH AND FRENCH SCHOOL

H OM E
COMPANY.

Com panY

—

faithfully

MBS. THROOP’S

tin

HOME

STREET.
m., 4 to 5, and 7 to 8
augtkilw

No. 93 Exchange Nt, Portland. Me.
relating to Patent* promptly and
K|P“A11 business
executed.

Ilem-

field, aud the R. H. Whites are playing a
strong game. Tbe Dirigos will be made up o
the following players;

Heroism.

narrowly'escaped

Colored

LbOT BX do vtS* Fane/Styles.

Base Ball.

Lane’s restaurant at 2 p. m.
The comrades
are invited to take their
ladies with them.
rhe Press despatches
yesterday gave a brief
account of tne heroism of
an Eastern railroad
named
employe
Williams at Beverly Wednefday, by which two trains
a
fearful collision. The particulars are
as followsThe trains were the 8.11 a. m.
from Pride’s
Crossing and the 7.30 Portland express The
of
the Beverly express, as ho
engineer
rounded
the curve to Beverly station, discovered
that
the Portland express, which was a little
late,
was standing at the Italian on his track. He

and

AC

a man

property.

<>»

it In

OIXATIOXAL.

AUOUSTA,

Herbert <*.

lilt

B»OI aX 3/ WTSo

The game between tbe Dirigos anil R. H.
White’s commercial nine of Boston,
Saturday
afternoon, promises ta be close and eiciting, as
the Dirigos are to put tlielr best nine in the

NEW

m

place

WORK

WANTS.

railroad will be furnished with
free return tickets by Comrade Little. Comrades intending to be present will please
notify
Comrade Duston by postal card.

of

from 8 to 0a.

Office hours
p.

LINEN HANDKERCHIEF CALL

Ogdensburg

From Mount

Deaert to New York on
Horseback.
A young New York gentleman and his wife
started from Mount Desert last week to return
to New York on horseback.
They passed
through Portland and arrived in Saco Saturday evening. Their ponies, which had been
purchased at Bar Harbor, were not used to

BROS.

KOWN

E

NKPTE.HBER 44th, INKi.
For circular., address MRS. THROOP, No. 41
High st. I'ortland, Me.
Jy’Jeod till «ctl

REMOVAL.

American A

1
L*U L

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchan.
disc erery Laturday, commencing at 3 0 o’clock ».
octSdtf
m.
Congiifimjents solicited

Youm?

BIJKItOWCS,

—

tickets for one fare for the round
trip; also,
the Grand Trunk from stations between NoStratford, N. H., and Portland, Me. Comrades residing on the line of the Portland &

afternooD, crowded by appreciative and enthu"
siastic audiences. Little Eva is remarkably
good and Topsy is fall of life and spirit. The
rope-walking is excellent and the feats by
Miss Laiscell and Miss Laverny really perilous.

ev-

and

ENDOWMENT POLICY

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

banquet

offer, in

d3t&w2w32

—

TELEPHONE 115.

43

RUglO

we

at fair rates

SAVE iul R MONEY

Ha* removal to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot.
au4dlf

to make it for the interest of
ery lady to buy.

WE

•nltareoua IN Exet uge IE
0. W. tlifiWt
». O. BAILBT,

protection

au*B

AUSTIN A; NAYLOR,

shall sell on Saturday, August 11, at .10
o’clock a. m., at salesrooms 18 Exchange
street, a large lot of Household Furniture, Chamber
Sets, Farlor Furniture, Hilling Tables and Chairs,
Feather Beds and Hair Mattresses, Spring Beds,
Tables, Lounges, Crockery and Glassware, Carpel*.
Kitchen Furniture, Stove«, he.
Auctioneer*,
F.O. BAILEV X

ON ALL CLASSES OF PROPERTY
l»t»W, MIIKIi 1 IJBBt, AUENTtl,
Kuhangp, N|., Portland.

eodtf

&c.,

t. O. H ViLLV A CO.,
Auctioneer* autl Commission Merchant

oirttcirable,

BUILDER,

so

RINES

Auburn Hall in the evening, to which Gov.
Ruble, Senator Frye and other distinguished
oitizeus have been invited. The Maine Central and Knox & Liucoln railroads will sell

C'levrlnnds (Superior linking

M TEUPI, E WTHBET.

(kn*

Carpets

BY AUCTION

augOdtd__

YORK,

To any one
reeking such
tneee policies, the (test

M. T. MULIIAIjI*,

Furniture,

liave deemed it fitting to offer indemnity against this
hazard and are therefore issuing such polloies for
one, three or five years,

Has removed to

First Maiue Cavalry Association.
The twelfth uunnal reunion will be hel l a)
Auburn, Wednesday, Sept. 12; hi adquarttrs
at Grand Army Hall. If
pleasant, comrades
and tbeir ladies will be given a free ride to
Lake Grove, where the business meeting will
be held at 2 p. in. There will be a
at

p.

OF NEW
ex-

DR. M. C. PINGREE

dollar bill iu the meriting aud noticed
where he kept his pocket-book, had slipped iu
and seized the property.

entries will close

SIGN PAINTING

Vaciilion Police.
N. It. MACAI,ASTER’S Office. E02 Cougrc.e
St. will be eloped on or about Aug. 27lh, for
four weeks. All those wishing to have their teeth
attended to will please call befo'e the above date.
cod3t*
augH

BLACK SILKS AND SATINS
also marked down

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY

C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Hall* and Private Dwellings Decorated
In a tirst-cla^s manner, »«d at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
my30eodtf

teu

always,

In view of the very general prevalence of windstorms, cyclones and tornadoesin different parts of
the country, the

KMIItE,_rtSm

and liettorlng of Every Description,
ecuted In an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

WIB.

bis coat which had been left
banging on a nail, and $148 contained iu it
was gone.
Probably while Mr. Dryden was
talking with one of the men at the rear of the
store the other, who had seen him
change the

Eastman Bros & Bancroft

Tornado Insnrance.

Law.

NO. 11 K’KKB 8 T It KJ E T
PORTLAND, ME.

m

from

Catcher—J.

Bbadbuby

Fresco Painters,

“

slinil Hill

w«

POHTliAYl>

Jy27

Best quality 12 1-2 ct. Dress Cambrics at
7 1-2 cents. DU.
4
“
“
different styles 10 “
Turkey Bed Napkins, per doz.,
50 “
“
Uemnauts T urkey Bed Table Damask
55

rear of the store
to attend to (be
of Hour from the second story. While
of the two men approached him aud

tthc Best

Forest. City Amusement Company.
The Forest City Amusement Company are
offering great attractions at the Pavilion.
Not only that but the boats of the Forest City

“

for 35
“
40

PRINTED DRESS CAMBRICS.

war

tional bank of Sonth

25 cents.
30 “

-

engaged him in conversation as to the prices of
flour.
When Mr. Drydeu returned to his
oouuting room his pocket-book bad been abstracted

AUCTION Min.

IVKlKAM'l!.

BRADBURY,

Counsellor* at

Ladies’ Unbleached Hose for
pairs
“
“
Striped Hose for
“
“
Balbritr&an Hose, finished,
“
“
“
“
Striped

4
4
2
2

a

llie

one

BRADBUHY &

Special Sale,* beginning at 8 o’clock this
morning, to close surplus stock.

Sharp Thieves.
Yesterday morning two well dressed men
stepped into tlie counting room ot Mr. John
Drydeu, the well known Hour deuler iu Gall
Block, aud one ol them asked Mr. Drydeu to
change a teu dollar bill. Mr. Drydeu did so
aud the men passed .out. Mr.
Drydeu saw
lb m several times afterwards during the day,
and, iu the afternoon, wus called by bis bust"
to

A. W.

>

34 Exchange Street,

foot. But for the heroism uf this brave man
there would be mourning in hundred of families of Boston uud Portland, us both trains
were loaded.

the last six miles of the journey.
Mr. George C. Fobes, son of Charles Fobes,
Esq., of this city, has recently purchased a fine

street

LADIES' HOSIERY.

express on to the siding. So narrow was the
•scape as he turned back the switch bar that
be was obliged to throw his body baok with it t°
escape being crushed by the eugiue. The dif-

discharge

BlVIlVEIg CARDS.
Bion Bbadbitby.

ly

ness

ADVERTISEMENT*.

NEW

useless.
engine aud

were

whistled brakes dowu, but the train was going
at such a terrific rate of speed that this seemed
to have no effect, and it looked like certain de'
struction to every one on the train. At this
monieht Williamsjrushed for the switch, and
standing midway between both engines,,
wlieie, if he failed to accomplish his task, cettain death awaited him, he turned back the
Bwitoh, thus saving by bis coolness aud decision hundreds of lives aud throwing the Bever.

same

residence on Eutaw street, Mobile, Ala.
H°
is now at work on a heavy goverumentcontract
of dredging at Galveston, Texas.

shock threw cut

the

Personal.

heavy work, and

Assistant Surgeon—W. K. Oakes.
Assistant Surgeon—J. L. M. Willis.
Sergeant Major—W. F. Chase.
Hospital Steward —D. W. Heseltine.
Quartermaster Sergeant—T. J. Lappin.
Commissary Sergeant—C. A. Plummer.
Principal Mnsician— C. W. Beau.
Principal Musician—W. 8. Abbott.
III. —They will be obeyed and respected ac-

Commanding

Ranch No. 10
there stood
in
miles north of

to

NEW

town

Portland Theatre.
Portland Theatre will open next Thursday
evening for the season of 1882-3 with the play
of “Ranch Ten,” with Mr. Harry Meredith in
ct::.?gh

Adtn'r with Will annexed,
189*.
angMX»w8w*F

*%.

iiednerd Prices
jiit'ii)t>cr

fst.

10

LURING, SUIlRl
fthg 3

9

4

UHMON.
A2l9

